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NOTICES

When Government drawings, specifications, or other data are used for any purpose
other than in connection with a definitely related Government procurement operation, the
United States Government thereby incurs no responsibility nor any. obligation whatsoever;
and the fact that the Government may have formulated, furnished, or in any way supplied
the said drawings, specifications, or other data, is not to be regarded by implication or
otherwise as in any manner licensing the holder or any other person or corporation, or
conveying any rights or permission to manufacture, use, or sell any patented invention that
may in any way be related thereto.

Many of the items compared in this report are commercial items that were not
q developed or manufactured to meet Government specifications, to withstand the tests to

which they were subjected, or to operate as applied during this study. Any failure to meet
I the objectives of this study is no reflection on any of the commercial items discussed herein

or on any manufacturer.
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FOREWORD

nTis technical report covers all work performed under Contract F33615-72-C-1630
from I June 1972 to 30 November 1973. This manuscript was released for publication by
the author in February 1974.

This contract with The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company was initiated under
Manufacturing Methods Project 746-2. "Sleeve Coldworking Fastener Holes." It was
conducted under the technical direction of Captain Carlan Silha, Metals Branch
(At ML/LTM). Manufacturinlg Technology Division, Air Force Materials Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

This program was accomnplished at The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company in
Seattle. Washington, with Mr. Richard G. ('hristner as program manager. Mr. Joseph L..
Phillips as principal investigator, and Mr. Ray Hendricks as primary coordinator and director
of' the testing program. Other personnel that supported the program in Boing were DeVere
Lindh. l)ave Reese, Tom Kane. Burke Dykes, Wait Swilt, and Merrell Christianson.

Publication of, this ilial technical report does not constitute Air F orce approval of the
report's findings or conclusions. It is published only for the exchange and stimulation of
(ideas. Your cormnments are solicited on tile potential utilization or' the information contained

hierein as applied to your present and/or ItLture production and/or your mainltcnance
11r'work. Suggestions concerning additiQnal manulaCturing methods on this Or other subjects
will be appreciated.

This program was accomplished as part or the Air Force Mankufacturhig lTechrology
Program. the primary objective of which was to develop on a timely basis. manufacturing
proces-e and techniques lbr use in economical production of USAF materials and
ci•tOlponicts'for acilraft prodtuhtion.

'This lechltlial report hlas been reviewed and approved for publication.

1-1. A. JO 1 80
" "('hid1. Metals Brandl •
"Maatufa turing TTechology DivLion
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ABSTRACT

In this 21-month program, optimized process parameters for sleeve coldworking of
tf~astener holes have been developed, and the effects of process and application parameters on
strUctral performance have been defined for selected aluminum, titanium, and high-
strength steel alloys. The sleeve coldworking process for fastener holes is a process that uses
a tapered mandrel in conjunction with a disposable. prelubricated sleeve to compressively
prestress a significant size zone around each hole which offsets 1he stress concentration of
. ie hole itself. The sleeve method allows higher degrees of prestressing than possible with
other methods and offers potential for significant improvements in fatigue performance. In

, addition, it does not require precision controls germane to other fatigue-rated hole
preparation/fastener installation systems. This technical report covers the results of this

*1 - 21-month program. In addition to definition of optimized methods and the effects of
I process andl application variations upon structural performance, the results include

.performance and economics comparisons for the process with other fatigue-rated hole
preparation/fastener systems. Volume It contains test data sheets and other supporting data.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

In a stressed component, a fastener hole creates a significant concentration; of stresses;
that is. the gross area stresses are magnified at the hole. If these stress concentrations arte not

A reliably compensated for, critically stressed aircraft components will stiffer premature
failures under cyclic loading conditions. In addition, the methods of generating the holes,
especially in higher strength metals, can lead to finish and metallurgical conditions that will
amplily the problem.

The sleeve coldworking process offers what appears to be one of the most foolproof
systems ot compensating for these problems. This system utilizes a high-interference tapered
mandrel with a disposable, prelubricated sleeve to prestress a significant-sized zone around

I each fastener hole. This zone is prestressed with a high-order compressive hoop stress that
"effectively mitigates the stress concentration. The process does not demand precision
controls required for other fatigue-rated hole generation/fastener systems.

In this program, optimized process parameters for use of the process in 2024-1851I and
7175-T736 aluminum, Ti-6AI-4V and Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn titanium, and 300M steel have been
developed. Additionally, the effect of process and application parameters upon performance
have been defined. Phase I of this 21-month program covered development of the optimized
process paranieters. phase iI covered definition of the effect of process variations and
application parameters upon performance.

Plhlrse I optimized mandrel tapor angles, hole expansion values, sleeve design, sleeve
lubricant, nmandrel finish, hole sizinmg requirements and methods, inultimaterial stack
techniqties. 1d inlspectionil Methods, and defined portable equipment, force requirements,
edge bulging paillimeters and distortion piramletel'rs. Optillizalion ws based oil pl'il forces,
sleeve thinlout. hole prolile, surface upset. and fatigue performance f'or 3/8- and
3/4-hich-diuneter holes,. Phase 11 primarily utilized fatigtue coupoln testing plus some stress
Scorrosion and photostress testing to assess the eftfct of process and application parameters

• :.4 iupon performnance. This included effects of edge margin, hole spicing. load tIransfer.
adjacent noncoldworked holes, sleeve-split orientation, sleevi, design, subsequent hole siziog
a1.muount. filled versus nonfilled holes. fasener interference, countersink and countersink
"angle. coutnterthik/coldworkihg seqLuielCe, difterential growth, surface upset. joint prestress,
prior hole processilit. prior hole fatigue cycling, prior hole damage. sutbsquUnlt hole damlile.
and material thickness.

'.This program was coordinated with contract P33015-71-C-1548. "Precision Ilol
. "ellrioalioln Methods." conduicted ait Mci)onnell Aircraft (Comipalny itn St. Louis. Missouri,
I lole generation criteria for certaiin spcluienlis and fatigue specimile d-esigt were Coordinated
to allow vilid comiparisons of results,

A'!:



SECTION 11

SUMMARY

This program has taken thle process of sleeve coidworking for fastener holes. as
originally developed anld utilized for alumllinumll structure, and refined it with regard to
processing adapplication parameters alumILllinumll, titanium.~,an steel. Detailed results

ýmthle phase I procoss refinement effort are extensive and included inl the body of this
report; inl sum1mary. this effort produced the following results:

I) A chiange inl mandrel taper from 0.0 15 inchi/inch to 0.045 inch/inich that allows
less back-side clearanlce and a Signlificanlt reductionl ill force requirements

2) D~efinition of force reqluiremlents tor' different hole diameters and stuck
thicknosses inl thle program mat erialIs

3) IMeInlition ol 0'optimum111 coldworking~t eXpanlsion valueCS for diffrmnt hole diameters
in (lie programn imaterials wvithin tile reQStrainlts Of process Capability, Such aS limlits
imposed by mandrel biceakage above certain expansion values inl the high-strength
steel

<44) lDefiition of surface upset protiles and hole axial profiles with regard to further
deli nit ion of allowabic part gapping. fretinig Shiml requt~iremenits. and poscsizing

.5) lWcinitioti of' the offect of the process kupon. part growth. edge bulging. and

D)[evelopment of at iuccesst'ul slemv process with a pull mandrel for the
hI -~t rengthi steel-, adboit. thev pull procests has a capabilityi- to produce only

on-alf tile reitained expansioun for an equivalent initial theoretical interference as
th oi arbide -1ade push proemss

. 7)l~eflntio ofth cu -n leeve kdesigll. sleeve-split width.. anud internl sleeve

8) tDenionsration of the: vapability of thle tp*oves to eisily aecomplish its beneficial
2 ~pr~tesvesili ill tnliuseia tacks of aluminum n ~d titaniliml

-00l1111itilon of fillitoe potil recommeiedautions 'and inlitial hole sl~e recommenda-
tions to assure that enough nietul remahius, for fuill. clanuip post'lizing (Note: 1110
phase If results IdCat hat postsizing 01r full clanuip, 1114y tiot Ie flecssary for
malty z.ero- to low-lo.. -tranis -r plcto'

*10) Deoailod deritiuioll of portable 14)6 requirsulenisb

* 3



I I) Detailed listing of commercially available portable tools with specific capabilitihes
designated

12) Definition of a suitable inspection procedure to assure proper processing has been
accomplished

The phase i1 effort on application parameters is probably of the most interest. The
results have shown many elements of definite significance, including several that were not
anticipated. These results and/or interpretations are summarized in the following:

I) Fatigue test results for reamed only and honed only holes in this program were
comparable to those achieved in the McDonnell Aircraft Company Precision Hole
Genvration Program (AFML-TR-73-135 report) even though testing speeds were
different. Thus, perl'ormnance results can be directly compared.

2) With small test specimlens, in some metals, the use of net areas rather than gross
areas (for calculating applied load stress) allows a properly prestressed fatigue
specimen with a fastener in it to produce fatigue values better than base metal
values.

3) The previous proved to be possible with the 2024;1*851 aluminum alloy, but was
*not achieved with the Ti-OAI-4V titanium alloy and the'30OM (270-300 ksi) steel.
This might indicate that equivalent- levels of prestressing (based on strength levels
oi tile alloys) Illay eot have beell achieved in the tit.iuni and steel. Edge strain
measurements indicate that this was probably thel case for the titanium, but not
for thei steA. The titanium. however, di.closed an ematie performanlce (wide
scatter) at higher kwvels of coldworking interference,

4) li the 20244851 aluminum, a straight shamk bolt in a coldworked hole produced
a iatigue pcrlorwulnee equivalent to a proptrly installed taperlok in zero-load-
translfer as well a3S ill high-load-tranl'der applications, The high-load-transfee
application required some additional bolt !iterferene.e (0.002 iulh) to aichieve
eoquivaleley; With the so-Called "oplitint" coldworking interference, however, an)
interferenxe-fit bolt reducd tlerria•ne ol' a X.loud-trster applicationi..

5.) A tflush installatiolt iapered shank fastenel provd to be Inadtxuaw in protectic g '
the countersink in alUlminum alloy iistallations. wlhernas, u coldworked hole that
was posteounterstunk had it fatigue perfotralloo sllth4tly better thai1 a liollcountter-
sulnk holae. Th1 lush tapered stank fasteuimc in litanlitUi inistallationS, however.

Showed olnly a slight loss inl jwriorttanc over tile protruding head ver".,on1s ill
""-zro-load-trautsllr !Apltlivations. The cotnter~smAk and coldworked itle's in "
titailit•il mtill shlowed better perfornmance than the opered shank fIasteiterslit the

*,Wero-load-tralsfor -aptphcal1tis•o however, the semtluctu of cVldworkitlg amd"
e"otnters.lking was reversed it lerls ohl' 11est perl'horilce. This possiblvy Is tihe
result of illadetluae pristrousing in% the titanium. It should !w noted that the test .

4



pertormanck of all inl the titaniumli (under zero-load-transfer conditions) was
achieved by ulsing anl interl'erence-lit bolt inl a coldworked hole. The tapered shiank

results inl titanium were very erratic and scattered.

6) Inl the high-strength steel, countersinking before coidworking was detrimental to
fatigue performance, whereas, countersinking after coldworking produced the
best overall results with zero load transter.

7) Deletion of postreaming inl coldworked holes demonstrated no0 inluenlelC upon1
fatigue performance o1 open holes or upon low-load-transfer specimens inl thle
2024-T851 alumllinumll. Inl the Ti-6A1-4V titanium, deletion of postr ai g
p~roduced no0 change in opeln-hole performance. but sonme improvement over
POStreamled holes With low load transfer. Only open-hiole performance of
nollpostreanied holes was assessed inl high-strengthl steel-, inl this ease, it showed a
significant improvemien t over coldworked and postreamied holes (which were no

7. better' than reamed only holes). but only a slight improvement over coldworked
and 1)051 reamed holeCs produced inl "aIs-drilled" (verSus prercameld) holes.

8) Posti'eaminig allowances for oversiting appear to be qjuite Wide inl ailuinumltl anld
titanliumi with nio significant difference inl openl-hole pert'ormIlanlce upt to tile 1/16
inch (onl the di.anieter) removed inl this program. TIhe 300M (270-300 ksi) steel is

j inre sensitive to the openi-holeý testing and Shows a loss inl performalive ati
I/64-inch removal recovery at 1/32 inich. ada loss again at I /1o inch. Trhis isnt

necessarily illogical ill view of' the increase inl performance achieved inl
countersinking thle stvel 'That is. this more notch-sens~itive material probably
reacts to thle loss tif the initial1. highly stressied comnpressive surface layer inl terms
of' crack initiation. Further metal removal very likely reduces compression and
tenision prestress levels without reducing the site of thlt compressive Zone and. inl

turn, itmay achieve a Wetter balwnce ol' stresses to reduce crack propagtion rates.

Q)) The spaln betweenl "worit" perf'ormanace anid "best'* performanice w-.as least with
thle alluminlull and tniomtwith tile steel, The worst perlorniante ill the aluminlum is
regtistered with zero load transfer. openl. reamled only holes'. whereas. inl thle

* t~~~~~itan iuLmt and steel, it. od- as~ applica lionls produced drastic reductions Inl
fatigue pierformancve for till conditions. 'hv Itemt high-load-t ransfe pert'ormance inl
tile tit~anlitm Was achieved with thle tapered shanik (iastenrs, The tapered shank
fa.stenlers Were nlotltested inl thet steel. (oldworking produced a 4 to I

imprvemet hiItih-lod-titisfr aplications ill thle steel at I1I C ks-i imoas intu-
li tst itrcm5 anId u.20 to I improveentoi withi zero load ti Alser'th aets

10)In . i~~tu srfac usetting appeared to. cause. no loss of' lie rloranu Ilie fromi

lret~ in eo~loa-tra tifrad low-load-trallsfer apill ivationls. but did prodtice
so of~0 improved porforniance with Iltlgliload1trallst~er applicationlss 1*110 use

ti'a thiil. uticarta interfale Alijteim inaltiet thil, frettinig and lthe liertoriimane loss.
ill ahlintittui Ill titanium. 1tgIwdtr~se eforkitaiwo was bes't Without lthe
shimtllt, inthe steel it made ml dif ferenve.



I I) Open-hole-testing appears to be a valid approach for comparisons in alumfinuml,
but raises questions of value with the more notlh-sensitivn materials. T1'e author
would definitely recommend that only filled-•leel testin. be ased for future
comparisons.

12) The stress corrosion tests of coldworkvd holes in thL 300M (270-300 ksi) steel
showed absolutely no problem with stress corrosion cracking after completion of
almost 900 hours of alternate immersion testing in a 3-1,2% salt-water solu'. ion.

13) The lack of countersink protection from a tape'ed shank fastener amd from
coldworking where the countersink already exists (with -,ception to 'he
titanium) means that neither would be worthwhile applying to flush 1 nstallat1ioDs
in repair work on aluminum and steel structure where counterSinks already exist.

- An exception would be an application whereby the ui.derlying sltructure r-,ultiires
I the protection.

14) Edge margins and hole-spacing variations showed nIo efectl "poll fatigue
performance gains for coldworked holes in all materials beyond nornlal scatter
bands with edge margii s down to 1-1/21) and hole spacing downv to 31).

15) The 71754-1"736 alloy showed appreciably betler base metal 10 ,tligule performanlice

"than the 20"4-T . bu- was only slightly better in rteamed, open and filled holes
1 ald ill coldworked open holes. In eolliworked and tilled holu-s. it htad slightly less

rflormance than the 20, A-,851.

10) Thi STA and STOA hi•c"t lreal condition. ,/or the Ti-OAI-4V litanium alloy didInot produce -is good fatigue perlorilianlce as the anlieled alloy ,illder aily test
. condition. including base metal.

• 17) None of' tle heat heat conditioris for the 'ji'll6,i.V-2st ti;.ti•lm a1 alloy had better"
perforvimnco in iny !.'ondition thain the annealed 'i-6IAI-4V titiuAkium,

18) Tlhe STOA heat' treat for titO Ti-.,Al.bV.2Si titanium ollo, showed slightly betier
afitig" e •ertiriltan¢h than the u,ioualed or S'iA ctiditionis for tihe amelloy ii •thile, W'e metal temii d alid tile reavwico filled holes, Ndither tle STA oit the STOA

Were as good as the ailtltelld conditllo with cll v wolt ked, filled holes,

19) The pull process with astieve developed ill,% prohrai' for the 1.0.300) ks-l tet
applivatlioll prded the, llt: followtiv eltMaive fatilgue perforliunie a%.* Ii ksi
-.ia. I mith lctui area tost stroes with filled llol% alld ero load 'lls'r: •.

a) Rileamd wi1ly 4141.000 cycle.%

-b) C/V with sltel titiidrol and ,Ieeve I ,UAWO _vccls

Oi Cw with cdirbidt.e Iaiuidirl '400L0lt00t c•yles



20) With unsupported thin aluminum materi:i k).060 inch,, the high-interference
coldworking process produced dishing of the matei .al around the hole and no gain
in fatigtUO perforinan,:a from loss of prestress. In titaniu, I the loss was slight, and
in steel there was no loss. The relative differences may be - result of differing
material stiffne3s and also the differing .onsitivity of the titanium and steel to
opet:-hole testing. Stack sandwiching might alr, alter the aluminum reo,,it.

21) Pe it damage by scoring coldworked holes showed no loss in improved tatig'e
perfor-nance in any of the alloys indicating that the process would not be
sensitive to d&mage caused by bolt installati•, or reaming.

22) The location of the sleeve split caused no loss of performance in zero-load-transfer
testing of the aluminum, titanium, or steel. The discontinuity in the .:,rface upset
caused by the sleeve splIt may create Ioclized interface fretting with aluminum
under high-load-transfer conditions. U-c of the previously mentioned micarta
shim technique woid avoid this problem.

23) Photostress inalysis of precountersunk and coldworked speomens indicated that
the sleeve-split discontinuity may be thiw determining factor in not providing

protection for the countersink in alumnium. ,, :Alid sleeve may prove to be better
for rework purposes where a countersunk already

24) Proper drilling prior to coldworking was not detrimental to fatigue, performance,
but abusive predrilling was detrimental in aluminum and titanium. loth proper
predrilling and abusive predrilling proved to bt better thao prereaming .1
coldworked holes in the 300M steel. T14s bears niort inveistiation in toernis of Its
Spotential for reducing cur•i•et costs for* critical hole g•e~ration controls in

high-strength s•tel.

25) Prior t'••gue cycling ftolowed by ,...,e coldworking ;:aJ pi'iors nital htigkie cracks
followeti by sleeve coldworl0ing resultwJ in no loss of fitit , ti pcor lv2rm ee for tfle

aluiliaumA"titgloium or stelover that -apected with wnlatfgued or uncia.-ked

26) T1w proaý,.s d•sphtyed &xceltl•t relva.-bility otit',,ii> without cxsir-,11 care
.required in. Z~r:cemsing and provided proi,.tion for flua lti•stallatiost.. whe..

P. correctly sequenced.

•27) Cost attilysis sihows tath provision of retiable "c•.dworking promnct io I,
sIgnifieantly less than thut for the tupcredtis-encr •ystei and slightly more tltan
a straight •lwk. Interference-fit bolt system. The latter. hl4;wever,-;s praIfchlv
.limited by dinlme•,, wloewas, the hlght interfeirenc., sleve eokdiwking iysttin
Ws not.
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SECTION III

PROGRAM PLAN

The program consisted of a two-phase effort. Phase I included eight separate tasks that
developed optimized process parameters for applying the sleeve coldworking process to
aluminum, titanium, and steel. Phase 11 included five separate tasks that defined the effect.
of process and application parameters upon th2 performance of these alloys-primarily with
regard to fatigue. The basic intents of the program were: (I) to demonstrate that this
process is a relatively low-cost, reliable piocess to assure repeatable, required performance of
critical aircraft structure ind componeits, and (2) to develop and define the nei'essary
parameters to allow optimizeed use and application. A tabulation or the specific tasks is
shown in figure 1. A more detailed delineation for each task follows.

V I. PHASE I: PROCESS PARAMETERS

a. Task I -Optimum Mandrel Taper Angle

In this task, 3/8-inch- and 3/4-inch-diameter holes were coldworked to three
different expansions with each ,f three different taper angles on the L Alworking mandrels,
This was accomplished in 2024-T8S I aluminum, the Ti-6A1-4" titanium (annealed) and the
300M steel (270-300 ksi). Test materials were 3/8 and 1-1/2 inch thick for the
3/8-inch-diameter tools to provide both partial and full engagement of the mandrel tap ý.
Tost material was 2 to 2-1/2 inches thick for the 3/4-inch-diameter tools to assut., fult

•,: engagemtent.

The coldworking was performed with the test material and a standard pull gun
* mounted in i, Tinius-Olsen tensilei,,ompression test machine (for aluminum and titanium).

The test machine was used to push the carbide push mandrels for steel. A minimum of five
holes was coldworked per condition to assess s-atter. Pull forces were recorded for the
different materials, thicknesses, mandrel taper angles. and hole/mandrel interferences.
Coldworkc4l holes were measured for surface upsetting, hole profile. and retained expansion.

.. Coldworking sleeves were measured for thinout. Analysis of these data resulted in selection
of a preferred wandrel taper angle for each metal.

1) Test materials

a) 3/8-inch-diameterf tests

i) 3184niwt-thick 2024-T85 I aluminunl

ii) I-I /2-inoh-thick 2024-485 1 aluminum

Wi) 3/8-inlc-thick Ti-6AI-4V anwaled

9
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iv) I- I/2-inch-thick Ti-6AI-4V annealed

v) 3/8-inch-thick 300M steel (270-300 ksi)

vi) 1-1/2-inch-thick 300M steel (270-300 ksi)

b) 3/4-inch-diameter tests

i) 2-1/2-inch-thick 2024-T*851 aluminum

i) 2-1/2-inch-thick Ti-6AI-4V annealed

iii) 2-1/2-inch-thick 300M steel (270-300 ksi)

2) Test mandrels

a) Aluminum and titanium tests (H-I 1 steel, nitrided, pull design)

b) Steel tests (883 carbide, push design)

3) Test sleeves

a Aluminum tests

i) 3/8-inch-nominal diameter, axial split, 0.010 inch thick, 1-1/2 inch
long, 301 stainless. 1/2 hard. internal Fel Pro 300 lubricant

ii) 3/4-inch-nominal diameter, axial split, 0.015 inch thick. 1-1/2 inch
long. 301 stainless, 1/2 hard, internal Fel Pro 300 lubricant

b) Titanium and steel tests

i) 3/8-inch diameter-as above, except full hard

iH) 3/4-inch diaineter-as above, except full hard

4) Test values

a) .Mandr• hole interferences (nominal)

1) 3/8-inch diameter -0.009, 0.012, and 0.019 inch

ii) 3/4.Inch dianleter-O.022, 0.026. and 0.032 inch

10



b) Mandrel tapers

i) 3.'8-inch diameter 0.015. 0.030. and 0.045 inch/inch on diameter

ii) 3/4-inch diameter 0.020. 0.030. and 0.045 inch/inch on diameter

Sb. Task 2--Op imum Mandrel/Hole Interference

In this task. mandrels with optimum taper angles, based oil task I tests, were
;utili/ed to coldwork fatigue coupons. rie coupons used for testing are shown in figures 2
anld 3 and were a zero-load-transfer type with two open holes. Fatigue coupon d-signs wcre

coordillated with those used inl the McDonnell Aircraft Company program, "Precision Hole
Generation Methods," (contract AF33(15-71-C-15481. These coupons were tested on the
equiipment shown in figures 4 and 5. Loads were selected on the basis of past testing

Sexperience to provide approximately 100.000 c.ycles to •ailture, Prim ary test variable was
mantdrhl hole interterence fahue," tour different mnteirference values were usev,! for each hole
diamnter i31N- alnd 3!4-ich diameteir. Selection( of these values was based on prior test

All fatigue test e tpons were shot peened prior to coldworking the holes to
en111 theat fatigue testing measured hole perfformance rather thani non-asst.iated surface
problelms. CotupollS were ti,,ted with tellsiol-telltio loading to a stres, ratio o' + 0. 1:
.tIV¢5s for' oadlingI were baed on net areai, Onlv three coupons per :ondition were tested.

unless ,atvtter of results dictated the nevd for additional quanitities.

-Selctio ' of optil)ttn) hIoie"mnandrel inlerlerene values was based jointly oil
fatigue performaice anld at) assssmetlt of s.arface tipseting amnd operational forces rcquired.

'•: 0 ~I Te',,,t coulpons•

ai3iShimwh-diamneer holes
i " /4-imhtlh-.k 2024-T851 ,lulunu per figure 2

. i I 4-invi-thivk Ti"6AI-4V annealed tver figure 2

.ii I 14-iiwh-thick 300•M steel 0 70-300 ksi per figure 2

'b I ;4-i1-diameter holes

.i• 3tihih-thiek 202441'851 aluminum per figure 3

ii) 3/8-'lmIn t hick ThAI4V annealed 1-r ftiure.. 3

iii) 3Tesnth-tiek 3ma)d relel t 27000 si I ir fo 'ure H

*2 l est i)Iaudreis Ilas .specified for t~ask I)I

'- II



3) Test shkcvcs (as specified for task

4) Test values

at) NIandi-el taper (Ws svlectekd in task I)

b) liole'ninandrel interference!

b) 3~ihnli~~iaee holes

'024-1'8ilI auniintim 0.010, 0.0 13.0.020. and 0.025 inch

Ti-OAI-4V titanitim 0.010, 0.01 S. 0.020. and 0,025 inch

300Mmostel 0.010. 0.015. 0.020. and 0.025 tinch

......----- 014-1,KS I alumnimm 0.025. 0.030. 0.035. and 0.040 inch

TIi.6Al-4V tita-nium 0.025. 0.030.0.035.uand 0.040tinchi

300M steel 0.020., 002S. 0.030, and 0.035 inch.

v j ilaeu jparametvo.r

1) Sleecvc*iplit orientationl onl votipoit axb~ for all hlesk

lilt itleis reamod it) voldwork dimen ion prior to coldworkldn#

iii IWt lnittdhle swies lekleced to allow approximantely 0.010OIncli reall (oil
diamietvI to Itomiinal holesite after voldwoa$ ing

c. T"i 3-41ull Man4In for High Strength Swel

c:reates a biw,.1 iadl sidtu 41atimi thit ks e.retnely rigorous. -or 270-300 k.d sti~ sclo imited.
provillus. c Idce tests had ilot ,tweovered any' ediblin itions of~ material and de-sign tiat'
Would allow liaw (if .1 pull-typeit. 11.1drel withoutl caiistropltk ll maldrel E,0ilure. Ex~isting
leduliqties required use of a Carblide. ptisht~jv mandrel. A pitikype mtatidreli however. was

4~~rettlydtsitablie sincee it muald tv -.lore 411tte11.ttle to asselttily oiui eraý. 1K.- 1114' ps-1-tvp
suandrel rettaires tine o(i the folowinit: (I)accss for at mimmev yoke, t 2)%WIitab

atlalintut r Ithrust q~uipnten. or O) 44 wwi.suhly cjpAbility for prss seratioas.



The intent of this task was to conduct tests with specific mandrel materials that
had not been tested before and which appeared to have some potential for this type of
operation. In addition, hole/mandrel interference values were varied starting at a low value
to determine if there is an upper limit for this type of operation which is below the
optimum fatigue value delinvd with carbide mandrels in task 2. Test criteria were based on
mandrel failure. mandrel diameter retention, and setained hole expansion observations.

I ) Test material

a 1-inch-thick 300M steel (270-300 ksi)

b) 2-invil-thick %IOM steel (270-300 ksi)

H I Test mandrek

a) ALWl 4)•2(0 tfi'rhded pull type

11 Vawvojet NMA -threaded pull type

- %M42 IISS thrv-a&.d pull type

.11 Test QcVV-.

Sa) 3.:,,"$-ilnel-imhl diamtetr, 0.0I U-Imnh wall. axial split. 301 stainless. full
hard

hi: .•i i4*.h-nounal diameiwt. O.01.-iunil wall. a,.ial siplit. 301 stainless. full
Shard .-

4) llolnai d.rdl ttarferett-

JA I I'4ild)lliomii dwilndt. Matt A 0005 imlIt nd prow:d ill 0.005 Wel

. ..lenIttv to opltllll ValwI defined ill task 2

;:• b,,•.•,,~il~h~l~llilaldiamlleter. mtart ,it 0.010 indh atidl proagid ill O,00$ 111ch

,tiercmni.ut~s to otflltlUiill valhe dillked ill task .:

d, Tusk 4-Physical Effects miu Rembuhig %t~ladeSk%%c Pawanamu.m

1 fi1litnlul of..

"I I 11111"l (if ,gove eoldworkiig tits optliltai vastt¢s olvtit rt l rliowth. -diklotlloi.
""edWg bulging ,ild Irlletr lille shiftililn a4 lfetied by edge ilarg•il. hiol W acing.

2. ,-,, , tid..t r e seUlesing-clk

* 2',fk , •u att11' ~4I euela ligadrtie uwi
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3) Subsequent diameter creep relative to ultimate fastener fits

4) Optimized callouts for:

a) Sleeve-split geometry

'- b) Sleeve lubricant

c) Mandrel

Test utilized growth, distortion, edge bulge, centerline shift, and diameter-creep
measurements of coldworked specimens and holes to define general parameters for growth
and distortion, application, and projected fastener fits. Measurements of pull forces in
conjunction with a general analysis of operational factors defined the optimum sleeve-split
"configuration. sleeve lubricant, and mandrel finish.

It should be noted that the lubrication tests were relatively limited in lubricants
being tested, only because a significant nimnber of selected lubricants were already tested by
the contractor in the original development of the process, Comparative data on the

previously tested lubricants are included in this report.

I) Test materials

a) Growth. distortion, edge bulge parameters

i) 3/8-inch-diameter holes

3/8- x 1-1/2- x 15-inch 2024-T851, Ti-6AI-4V, and 300M

- 3/8- x 1-1/8- x 15-inch 2024-T85 1, Ti-6AI-4V, and 300M

.. 3/4- x 1-1/2- x I5-inch 2024-T851. Ti-6AI-4V, and 300M ttapered
"2and 40)

ii) 3/4-inch diameter holes

3/4- x 3- x I5-inch 2024-T851, "Ii-6AI-4V, and 300M

-- 3/4- x 2-1/4- x 15-inch 2024-T85 I. Ti-6AI-4V, and 300M

"b) Sleeve/mandrel parameters

i) 3/8-inch-thick 2024-1T85 1, Ti-6AW-4V, and 300M

2) Test mandrels

a) As defined in previous tasks

14



b) As defined in previous tasks, but vapor blasted

3) Test sleeves

A a) 3/8-inch-nominal diameter, 0.010-inch wall, 301 stainless, 1/2 hard, axial
"split, Fel Pro 300 lubricant

b) 3/4-inch-nominal diameter, 0.015-inch wall, 301 stainless, 1/2 hard, axial
split, Fel Pro 300 lubricant

c) As in a), but full hard

d) As in b), but full hard

e) As in a). but lubricated with Dow Molycote "G"

'As in a). but lubricated with Lifelub LLC-30

g1 As in a). but lubricated with Lifelube LLC-36

Ii) As in a), but with helical split

i) As in a). but with scarfed axial split

e. Task 5-Muiuttaterial Stuck Parameters

The intent of this task was to det'inc tt.- parameters or techniques required toI •leevo coldwork fastener holes in assembly stacks of combinitioni materials such as titanium
and aiinltiin . Primlary criteria for lssessnilent of' process were analysis of retained hole

::!!*. Iexpansion, sl•ev• removal chrlturac eri'ics, and postslzing dimensions.

I) Test materials

a) 1/4- x 12- x I 2-inch Tt-6A1-4V
Si I- x12- x 12-Inch 20244851 Stack
1/4- x 12- x 12-inch TI-6A4V

b) 1/4- x 12- x 12-Inch 2024-1'851I
I/4- x 12- x 12-inch 'i-6A0.4V Stack

' 1•, I/4- x 12- x I 2-inch 2024485I

2) Test liandrols (us defined in previous tasks)

3)1 Test sleeves

a) 3/8-inch-noninnal dhimeter, 0.010-hich wall, axial split. 301 stalilesl, full
,hard, FNl Pro 300 lubricant

Is



f. Task 6-Postsizing Parameters

The intent of this task was to deiC ne and verify both the methods and quantities
required to reliably assure cleanup of as-coldworked holes to a consistent, precise diameter.
The primary miethod evaluated was reamiing; broaching was included for aluminum sizing.
The slight bellmou0Lth~inIg of the hole created by the coldwor-king operation plus the slight
ridge from the sleeve created a potential tool misalignment problem relative to defining
minimum quantities reqluired for Cleanup. The tests involved use of coldworked specimens
from previous tasks to define mlinlimum11 quanitities required to assure cleanup of the hole
profile.

g. Task 7-Portable Equipment Definitimi

This task primarily involved documenQ1tation ot test work, knowk~dge, and
experience that alruady existed in thle design and use Ot inl-lineC and Offset pulling gulls,
associated sle~lie containmilent Inosepiecýes, and special portable power Sources.

h. Task 8--Inspection Methods D~etinitioni

This task involved defining ant inspection system that would provide adequate
ass~Ua.1tc% to thv u.ier that proper prrmneresults would be achieved.

g,2. PHASE 11. APPLICATION AND PLR MRNANCE PARAMETERS

iInI this phase. thle relativeý Qflfts of' process andt application parameters upon
performance wvere detined, Thie prinmary modle of'evaluation was constant amipli tude fatigue
testing supplenttot ed by some1 stress corrosion testing, edge strain testing. and analysis of'
photostress ppcutes his pie consisted of five tasks.Th atts osse fcmaa

I ~tive cost and( performance analyses relative to other fittigue-ratcd holelfiastener systemis.

1os of fil itigue L. 1 . Wi was I~~A codu te tuu.0 Auttsler Vibraphorc fatigue test
"mcie howit in figures. 4 and 5. 1 lowever. RivlIle-Los hydraulic filtigue test matchinecs.

siiar to figure (). were used util thle low-toad-truanlsfer and 11t:heliglt-Io- -trautstre specimens
10 VOW toaodSPecintlel heating With1 its, toweýr frequencey Capability. InI additionl. mnicarta shimis

wer usd i sotteofthehig-lod-tanserspecimetvs to avoid prematlure failures fromt

Interface fretting. Other basict paramteters used in the fatigue testig protrattt follow:

Pi I All coprsnsudtsting wvre baseýd on net area calculated stress.,

2) All voupoiis were shot peened ito Usure perlormance lI1103UNIVICIII of hole
F' treatmuent.

3) Primary proe-ss .1110 application parauiewt tostingl used zeola-rntrtype
spevillueusWilit b~th openo .111d fittedl holes.
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4) An S-N curve was produced for base metal, standard open hole, coldworked open
holes, standard hole with straight shank fastener, tapered hole with tapered
fastener, and coldworked hole with straight shank fastener in:

a) 300M steel

b) Ti-6AI-4V annealed titanium

c) 2024-T851 aluminum

5) S-N curves were based on use of four selected test stresses.

6) All other process and application performance parameter testing utilized selected
singular test stresses to provide comparison ratio indicators.

7) L'.mited range S-N curves were extrapolated on the basis of the singular stress tests
and related family S-N curves generated in the program.

S) Net stress values for singular stress tests were selected to provide approximately
100,000 cycles to failure for a "mean" condition and then utilized for all tests
within an alloy series to allow direct comparisons.

S9) Fatigue test loading was constant amplitude, tension-tension to a stress ratio

S• -of +0. 1.

10) All filled holes used equivalent fastener torque.

II) Each test condition used tlre failtigue test coupons. more were used only if good
'A grouping of test results did not occur.

12) All fasteners in the aluminum and titanium were cadmium-plated titanium;

fasteners in the steel couponS were cadmium-plated steel.

13) Unlcss otherwise noted. axial split in sleeves were in line with coupon axis.

14) Unless otherwise noted, all coupons with holes had 21 edge nargins and 41 hole
Spacinigs.

15) Prihury coldworking method for tests in thle 300M steel used the carbide push
miandrel; comparative performance tests with the pull/ilemve proc s weic also
conducted.

a. "sk I -litae Metal Fatigue Values

The purpose of this task was definition toi' the fatlgue iperformance for the Irse
*: !tmetal being used In this program. liaSa metal values were considered noceesary to allow
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comparisons of improvements achieved with coupons that had holes in them (and associated
stress concentrations). These tests provided assurance that "real world" base metal values

h! were obtained for the specific heats of metal being tested in the program because metal
thickness, coupon fabrication, coupon design, and coupon test methods can create
significant differences from handbook values. The coupons used were without holes in the
test area but were otherwise equivalent to that shown in figure 2.

I) S-N test materials

a) 300M (270-300 ksi) steel

b) Ti-6AI-4V anneoled tC anium

c) 2024-T851 aluminum

2) Single stress comparison materials

a) Ti-6AI-4V STA and STOA titanium

b) Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn annealed STA and STOA titanium

c) 7175-T736 aluminum

b. Task 2-Basic Open-Hole Fatigue Values

In this task. a series of fatigue tests was conducted to establish basic and
comparative performance parameters for standard straight holes and sleeve coldworked
holes using the optimized techniques defined in phase I. All coldworked holes were reamed
prior to coldworking, All tests used the 3/8-inch-diamneter hole, zero-load-transfer coupon
shown in figure 2. These tests are outlined for all alloys and heat treats as-follows:

1) 300M awl Ti-6A-4V annealed

a) Single stress comparison test of honed opon holes to verify compatibility of
McDonnell and Boeing results

2) .•M, Ti-6AI-4V annealed and 2024-TiS I. .. . ..

a) S-N test of standard, reamed, open holes

b) S-N tcst of optimum sleeve coldwork.d and postreatned open holes

c) Single stress comparison test of "as-coldworked" olvmi holes

3) All other alloys and heat. treats

18 a) Silgle stress conuparison of standard, reamed, Olvil holes
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b) Single stress comparison of optimum sleeve coidworked and postreamed
open holes

c. Task 3-Basic Filled-Hole Fatigue Values

The intent of this task was to obtain basic and comparative fatigue performance
for standard, reamied, straight holes with a net-fit fastener installed-, tapered holes with
tapered fasteners, and optimum coldworked and postreamed straight holes with net-fit
fasteners. All tests in this series used the 3/8-inchi-diamieter hole, zero-load-+ransfer coupon
shown in figure 2. Both flush and protruding head tapered fasteners were included for later
process and system comparisons.

I) Ti-6A1-4V annealed and 202144851I

U a S-N tests of' protruding head Taperloks

b) Single stress comparison test of' I W0 flush head Taperloks

2) 300M. Ti-6A14V annealed and 2024-TSSlI

a) S-N tests of' standard. reame hle ihntfi.pordn ead tli-Loks

b) S-N tests of sleeve coldworkud and postreumed holes with riet-fit, protruding

3) All i~ sthrealosan heopartn tetestosleeolwrkda otra hle

3) All e tes opaio test of standard,. reamned holes with net1-fit.

with riet it, protruding head Hi-Loks

di. Task 4- Apopicatiowi aud Procms Pairameter Elffoets

This taik vontairwil many differenit tests and types of test etoupons to provide
* anMswers for 111V effe~cts of PrOCAss and iapplication paramwers. Unle~si otherwise nioted. all

hlswere sleeve coldwvorked and ipostreatind approximate-ly 0.010 inch oil the diatreter.
Eahparticular process or aliplicato prMetr tested is delineated in .'aclh test d is ription.
A 11 fatiue tests in this task utlifind the single-stress comparlson test method. Only tile

basielille tuatorfiol tused for primaty, e tiparisons (300M. Ti-6AW4 anald 2024-rSS D)
weeinloudcd.

I) Y r.Iatrsfe fatigue COUIVWn per figuNe 2

0.-) 300%1

0) Witled holes voldwvorkod with puhlltypo swel wndttmls with Aleeves using

- . 0~~~~~ .t nd 901s lt oic ttui



b) Ti-6AI-4V and 2024-T851

i) Open holes with 900 orientation of axial split in sleeve during
coldworking

c 300M, Ti-6AI-4V annealed and 2024-T851

i) Open holes abusively drilled prior to sleeve coldworking

ii) One of two open holes scored after sleeve coldworking and postreaming

iii) Filled holes that were precracked in fatigue prior to sleeve coldworking

iv) Filled holes that were fatigue cycled prior to sleeve coldworking

v) Open holes with subsequent sizing or postreaming of 1/64, 1/32. and
1/ 16 inch (on diameter) after sleeve coldworking

vi) Open holes sleeve coldworked in thin (0.060 inch) material

vii) Open holes sleeve coldworked with helical sleeve

viii) Filled holes with 0.002-inch clearance and 0.002-inch, interference-fit
Hi-Loks: holes sleeve coldworked

Ix) Filled hcles with net-fit, 100" head Ili-Loks in holes sleeve coldworkedt
prior to and after countersinking

x) Filled holes with net-fit, 70' head Hi-Loks (70' csk) in holes sleeveI "coldworked prior to countersinking

xi) Filled as-reamed hole adjacent to sleeve coidworked hole (use standard
filled-hole tests as baseline)

2) Zero-toad-trait fer fatigue couptoinper figure 7

i a) 300M, Ti-6A!-4V, and 2024-T85 -

I) Open-hole ejge mnargti tests with sleeve coldworked holes and n1oimiinal
edge miargins of I-l,2t, 20. ind 2-1D. 1.

:tiI) Opei hole tests with sleev coldworkud hole• aid noinal hohl spacings

of 31)M 4D. and S :)
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3) Low-load-transfer fatigue coupon per figure 8

"a) 2024-T851/2024-T851

i) Filled holes with net-fit, protruding head Hi-Loks in sleeve coldworked
and postreamed holes. Holes drilled, rearried, coldworked, reamed and
filled one at a time to evaluate low load transfer and provide baseline
for differe,•ial growth test comparison.

ii) Filled holes with net-fit, protruding head Hi-Loks in sleeve coldworked
and postreamed holes. Holes geaerated and filled with production-type
process, i.e., produce, 2oldwork and fill end Moles and cente, tole first

4 then produc,., coldwork and fill all remaining holes.

iii) As in d.3)aiii) above, but holes not postreamed

I b) Ti-6A1-4V/Ti-6Al-4V

Si) As in d.3)a)ii) above

ii) As in d.3)a)iii) above

4 c) Ti-6AI-4V/2024-T85 I

A i) As in d.3)alii) above

4) Zvro-luad-trantiser fatigue cotup.on per figure 9

a" Ti-6AI-4V and .204-TS51

I 7i) Filled holes with nct-fit. protruding head Hi-Loks in siceve coldworked
-arnd poitreauivd holes

/ 5) High-load-transfer fatigue coupon 1er figuve 10

a) 300M. Ti-sAl-4V annealed and 2024-'85 I

1 * i) Filled hole: witll net-fit protruding head HI-Loks in roamted only holes.
Itaslcine for Ctomparison. Run with iiuearta shims.

ii) Filled toles with net-flt. proti, tding head and 100' head Ili-Lokq II
sleeve coldworked and ljstreatued holes, 1lit purpose wa% to ass v

Vfxeft of load transfer on :oldworked hoW,. plrformanee. Run with
'•uticarta iterlatie shims.

Siil Filled holes with 0.002Pi;e1h clearatice and 0.002-inch lnwerference-fit
Ii-L.k fustevers (sxparate le.4ts) in dleev.O oldworked and tvitreamed

Vb•:



hole~i to assess tii effect of fastener fit ini coldworked holes u.,oer

high-load-transfer conditions. Run with micarta shims.

iv) Filled holes with protruding-head and 1000 flush head Taperloks
(separate tests) in taper-reamed holes to obtain comparative perfor-
mance values. Run with min. rta shims.

v) Filled holes with net-fit, protruding head Hjl-Loks in sleeve Coldworked,
4 and postreamted holes. Fatigue tests to be run without interface shims

and two surface conditions: surface upset remaining and removed.

6) Stress corrosion testing with coupoii per figure I11

Only the 300M wits investigated with regard to the potential effect of sleeve
coldworking on stress corrosion characteristics. This approach was based onl the
contractor's extensive stress corrosion testing experience. Previous tests with
coldworked holes in 2024-T3 atid 70715-T6 alumlinum have never produced any

strss otrsio cacking, even when short transverse grains have been aoalI expossed. The titaiilum alloys were not included since they are insensitive to
low-temper~attire stress corrosion cracking. The steel stress corrosion specimen
shown lin figure I I has hole edge margins of 2,0- and 1.6-inch diameters: this
produced residual tensile prestresses at the specimen edge of appioximately 90 ks-
and 160 ksi when the holes were coldworked. Theo specimnens were immersed inl

~ 4 3-1 /2% salt-water bath every hour and theni exposed to laboratory air. Specimens
were checked for evidence of stress corrosion cracking daily with the test
terminated at approximately 1000 hours of exposure.

7) Edge strain testing with coupon per figure 12

4~Thle edge straini tests were inten~ded to produce supplementary data to help
explainl speclt'lc fatigue test results. lin this test thle coupons were strain gugeud at
the odge of each coupon adjacent to one of two axially uligned holes and at thle
edge, 4 each Coupon inl between tile two holes, Each coupon was first tensile
loaded to produce a graph of' load versus strain. Hach coupon was then unloaded
and sleeve coldworked while unloaded. The tensile strain at each coupon edge,
induced by the sleeve coidworking. was then meausured. Theo true strain at thle edge
was then ntnasi-red by tensile loadingg the coupon, as before and recording toad
voma~s strain. rhir. was rolleued after post reami 1%g- a filled hole was also included

8) Potostress testing

Phtotrsscoupn ipanpae)wre fabricated with various conditions of'

-. hole spacing, edge inargimx couaiter~iik/coldwork sequence, adjuaent noncokl-

.wurked holes )andpoealuig amounts. 1141tosiress pa~ttearns were recorded kind
unntlyzed for both entry and OXIt sideq.



e. Task 5-Cost and Performance Evaluation

r ~This task involved analyzing the accumulated data and summarizing it for
: )comparative performance with the baseline tapered fastener system. It also involved cost

k .'; comparison evaluations of the sleeve coldworking system with the tapered fastener system
and other established fatigue-rated hole/fastener systems.
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SECTION IV

PHASE 1: PROCESS PARAMETERS-DETAIL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section comprises the detailed results and associated discussions for each task in
phase L.

Test reports for the basic material properties of the 2024-T851 aluminum, the
Ti-6AI-4V titanium, and the 300M steel used in this program are contained ill volume 11 of
this report. Data sheets with detailed test descriptions and test results for all tests in both
phase I and phase 11 are also contained in volume 11. Because of the large number of figures
contained in this report, they have been placed in one group at the end of the text.

I. PHASE I: TASK I-OPTIMUM MANDREL TAPER ANGLE

a. Taper Angle

The primary factor used to define the best taper angle for coldworking mandrels
was the force required to either pull or push the mandrel through a hole with various
interferences in the materials of concern. Additional factors considered were variations

j produced in sleeve thinout, hole profile. and surface upsetting. Test plates. test setup, tools,
sleeves, and equipment are shown in figures 13 through 16. A surfanalyzer for measuring
surface upset is shown in figure 17.

In all materials, the steeper taper angles produced the lowest forces, with tlte
largest differences noted at the higher interferences. T'he degree of sleeve thinout. hole radial

=.4 vmriation (profile). and surface upsetting was not significantly affected by variations in
mandrel taper angle. It should be noted that the scatter in pull force result- was relatively
low when coldworking the aluminum, but increased in the higher strength materials andI : lhigher interferences-zespecially with the lower taper angles. As a result of these tests, the
0.045 inch/inch taper angle was initially selected as the optimum mandrel taper angle for
coldworking mandrels for use in all materials. Taper angle selection for carbide mandrels to
coldwork 270-300 ksi steel is further covered in the phase 11, task 2 dIscusson (section V)1

Pull forces for varying taper angles, varying diameters, varying interferences and
varying material stack thicknesses tire shown in figures 18. 19, and 20 for 2024-1"851
aluminum: In figures 21. 22, and 23 for annealed Ti.6A04V titanium, and in figures 24, 25.

. 26, and 27 for 270-300 ksi 300NI steel.

b. Pull/Push Forwe Requirements

All aluminntm and titanium taper angle tests utilized steel putlltyle tnand-elst
push-type carbide mntdrels were used in the high-strength (270-300 ks.) steel. A tul-split,

* half-hard 301 stainless steel sleeves were used for the aluminum material, and axlal-hplit,
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full-hard 301 stainless steel sleeves were used for the titanium and steel materials. All sleeves
were internally prelubricated with a baked-on Fel Pro 300 dry lubricant. The primary
testing in the steel was done without sleeves and with Fel Pro 300 baked directly in the
holes. Push force and retained expansion comparison tests with sleeves were also conducted
in this task; further tests with pull-type mandrels are reported in phase 1, task 3.

Measured maximum pull or push force requirements for the diameters and stacks
tested are shown in figure 27 for all three basic materials. Forces also proved to be
dependent on stack thickness. With the larger diameter holes, forces increase with stack
thickness and reach a plateau when full-taper engagement thickness is reached; forces
increase beyond this point with increasing stack thickness in the smaller diameters (when
using a sleeve). It is believed that this is a result of the thinner walled sleeves used in smaller
diameter holes being axially compressed during coldworking, thus providing a braking action
on the shank of the mandrel. Effect of stack thickness on forces is shown in figure 28 and
projected force requirements for various hole diameters as influenced by stack thickness are
shown in figure 29 for aluminum, titanium, and steel. Selection of equipment based on
these plots should allow for some process and equipment variation, It should also be noted
that these force requirements are for the specific alloys and heat treats tested. different
strength alloys or heat treats within these alloy families may make some difference in
requirements.

The effect on push forces using a sleeve versus no sleeve in the 270-300 ksi steel is
shown in figure 30. As indicated, there is no significant difference at the lower interferences,
but the forces are significantly less without a sleeve at the higher interferences.

C. Mandrel Materials
The phase I, task I. tests wore not basically Intended to evaluate mandre

materials, but the testing did disclose soine definite trends. That is. the current Boeing
standard i-Il1 steel mandrel with a nitrided suorface showed no undesirable characteristic
such as excessive scatter In forces, obvious wear, or swaged reductions In diumeter when.
used to prestress (coldwork) holes in aluminum. However, when used in the Ti-6AI-4V
titanium, the H-I I nitrided mandrels suffered some initial loss in diameter in the order of a
few thouandths of an Inch. This wag not a wear loss since It appeared to diminish to zero
after the niandrel apparently work hardened Itself to a sufficiently high strength.

0For this reason. mandreh of AISI 9260 and Vawojet MA fabricated for pull

mandrel development tests with. 270`300 ksl steel were also used to coldwork holes inl
titanium. Timhee mandrels proved to be adequate tbr the task and did not suffer any loss in
diameter. It should be noted that these niandrels were not nitrided oil the surface. this
difference in murface treatment did not produce any noticeable difference in force's.
AISI 9260 and Vascojet MA mandrels did not discloe any problems in their fabrication. As
a result of this test data, it aplpars advisable to change the current mandrel material callout
front lt-I I to either AISI 9260 to Vascojet M A or equivalent st•r-nth alloys.

In coldworking holes in the 270-300 ksi steel, the 883 carbide nuandrols showed a
definite tendency towards unpredictable breakage, primarily with thie higher iWterforence
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values and thicker stacks. The failure was not a compression type of failure per se, but a
clean transverse rupture perpendicular to the mandrel axis. Some previous tests with other,
especially selected, higher transverse rupture strength carbides (outside the confines of this
program) did not disclose this transverse rupture problem at similar interferences. Test work
in coldworking high-load-transfer specimens (3/8-inch hole diameter; 0.023-inch interfer-
ence; 3/4-inch stack of 3-1/4-inch plates) for phase 11, task 4 showed that this condition was

* Iextremely marginal with regard to breakage of the 883 carbide. It also showed that the
transverse rupture was not totally a function of differential radial pressures from the
high-interferences alone; i.e., breakage usually occurred only when the push forces rose
significantly from lubricant film breakdown. Thus, the rupture was caused by a resultant of
a biaxial stress condition. Higher strength carbides may help, but lubricant film breakdown
after one or two holes at higher interferences in thicker stacks may be the primary limiting

* )factor in interference selection. Tests using a lower interference mandrel as a first step did
not provide any reduction in forces or lubrication breakdown rate for the final mandrel.

Results of the pull mandrel tests in 270-300 ksi steel holes will be covered in the1 task 3 discussion.

"d. Retained Expansion

Knowledge of the amount of expansion retained after the mandrel is pulled
through the hole is useful for defining reamer pilot sizes or for general quality control.

I) Figure 31 is a plot of the retained expansion versus the initial mandrel/sleeve
interference for 3/8- and 314-inch-diameter holes in all materials tested. The plot also
includes a 1-1i2-inch-diamieter hole In aluminum from another program. It is very interesting
to note that the retained expatsion versus initial interference is the same for the aluminum,
titanium, and 270-300 ksi steel for equivalent efficiency processes. even though these metals

5V have significantly different yield strengths and elasticity nwdull. The smaller diameters do
seem to fall on a different curve and, with the exception of thw aluminum, did not appearltoJ be stack dependent. "Therm is a slight transition in values between the 3/8- mid 3/4-hIch
Sdametor, but all diameters front the transtion upward fall on the same line-a noted by
the 1-1/2-inch diameter hole data point. The maximum retained expansion for the task 3
puill mnaidrel Is also shown and will be discussed under tUsk 3.

As previously pointed out, the retained expansion appears to be equivalent for all
'aterials for equivalent ntiudellhole Interference values, lurther exanination of test data
.from oter programs indicate that this restlt and tIe sweeping conclusions that might be

drawn front It may purely be the result of a vircumstantial combitnation of alloys. That is.
although th results derived were valid in tllemtselves. they should not be wed to indicate

that the sante values will be obtained for all alloys within a family. 11te probability is: less
retained expansion (gteater springback) will be encountered for alloys w'it Itigher yield
strengths within a fatuliy that hins all equIvalent. modulus of elasticity. This variace will
probably be small, and since tle highinterferetwel, sleeve coldworking procss uses a
posttsilg operation, the varlance will probably tie of no .majot ignificallce. If the

b'.•, ) startig.-hole values recontnemtded htereii are used (bawed on certain ininlumnu values for
• ,.pos ug removal), tie variance should ,ol caue any problem.
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Figure 32 is a bar chart of retained expansion in the 270-300 ksi steel as a
function of mandrel/sleeve combinations. Here it is shown that there is some loss of retained
expansion when the carbide push mandrel is used with a sleeve versus no sleeve, and
approximately a 45% loss when the pull mandrel is used with a sleeve. Test results in
phase il will show that this al.w rcsults in only a 50% gain in fatigue performance relative to
that achieved with the carbide mandrel.

e. Hole Finish

The effect of the sleeve coldworking process upon the prior hole finish is shown
in figures 33 through 35. The data show that coldworking improves the hole finish by a
factor of 2 regardless of the starting finish. This fact is probably of no significance, but has
been recorded for possible future reference.

f. Radial Variation

Knowledge of thie probable radial variation in a coldworked hole as a function of
the "hourglasscd" hole profile from coldworking is uewful in defining minimum chip loads
to assure full cleanup for final sizing. The maximwn radial variation for all materials is
shown as a function of conditions and diameters in figures 36 through 38. The indications
from these plots are that an increase in the minimum diamteter in the order of 1/64 inch

$ should provide both assurance of cleanup and a minimum practical chip load for all
diameters of normal concern. Postsiing requiretents are further discu..sd under task 6.

A typical hole prolilv trace in aluinumitt s ,hown in figure 39. ThIs trace was
produced with the Brush Surfanalyzer shown in figure 17.

S. Surfaco Upwt

j Surface upsettihg or part thtckeniing is inhterent to tllw hole coldworking proc"eS
and is something that ilust be utderstood or contended with in umW or application of tt•e
proceCU. Surface ipw-ttling occuls ol boith tile lntralnce nd e•it .sideS of it hol and is always
greater oil the exit side. UpWitting, that (Wctrs at anl Inte1trace 1% timually less than that
produced on a free surface. but lnot always nece;Srily So, ais sowil herein by tile titanium
data for thick stacks, Nevertheless, this ltpietlting (i' not twiwe•d I will cauos some gapping
of utacked details, although not at the timtener lholes, 410 dav. thi surfaic upettig has notV-
Shown ally detrimelltal effects oll fatigue Ivrfornaul¢n" of low-hmad.trallsfer joints inl
alhuntlui ils effects jin oiintoad-transer joints will be .txwered in the phase It dLiscuso,

Typihal traces of hole axial profile and mirface up.-tting oiln eltta•wlc. interface.
and exit surrfaces ror 20244h851 aIilloiinun. 30UM teel (2?70-O ksi). and Ti`Ai..4V
allnlneled titaninul are shlown in fgures 40 litrtotih 57. It should be noted that the wale Is
h!.igldy magnlifie Oiln thw rac for precisioln and dhould be refettod to -fot proper

If r.sul*t shlown hiriln are conlperd. it c all be '"*n ilhl 's %urf•ja upel vallies for
quivalknl initer|kre •.1s aro greater for titaiuill anid 1teel lim , itWo for ahUlnlinutn. iFigurw..

58 througlO 65 Ahow that |mobwaqent sizing will not silnificantly aher or rti llove this upet.



Tlhe vlues for distance of upset away from the hole also give somenidea of the significant
size of the zone that is affected by the high-interference, sleeve coldworking process.
Further evidence of this is shown in figure 66, a laser holograph of-a'hole as it was being
coldworked in 7075-T6. This holograph was produced at Wright-Patterson AFB by Dr.
Adams with our support. The technique uses diffiaction of a laser speckle pattern to show
strain. Sone difficulty was encountered in attempting to use this technique because of the
magnitude of' the strains that occur during the coldworking process. El~atic strain is shown
by the fringe patterns: plastic strain could not be picked up and is depicted by the
nonfringed zone around the hole. Thus, this photograph supports previous contentions that
a yielded zone (that goes into compression after coldworking) exists that is one radius or
more away from the edge of the hole: in fact, it appears to be more on the order of one
diameter.

Figure 60 shows the effect of mandrel taper angle on surface upset amount in
Ti-6A1-4V titanium. As can be seen, the lower taper angles (the longer ramps) produced
greater amounts of surface upset. This was not particularly evident in the aluminum test
data but definitely supports the dcecision to use the steeper taper for force reduction and
mandrel length reduction.

Figures 61 and 62 show ihat thickness of material also affects the amount of
upset for the same diameter and mandrel/slcuve-to-hole interference. Upset is increased with

the thicker material. This is in line with the higher degree of retained expansion shown for
thicker material.

Figure 63 shows both free surface upset values, as well as interface values, for a
3/4-inch-diameter hole in Ti-6A1-4V. The reason for the interface exit value being the
highest is not logically explainable; nevertheless, it did occur.

Figure 64 shows the general effect that interference levels for coldworking have
on the amount of surface upset produced. It also shows some effect of stack thicknesses and
hole diameters for equivalent interferences.

Figure 65 gives the upset values for a 3/8.,inch-dianieter hole in 300M steel
(270-300 ksi). These results are approximately equivalent to those encountered with
titanium. It should be noted that all of these results were obtained using mandrel/
sleeve-to-hole interference values that were considered optimum for fatigue performance.
Changes in interference will have a direct effect upon surface upset. Since the optimum
values for 300M steel have been adjusted upwards from the values shown in this figure. the
upset values will also be slightly higher.

2. PHASE I: TASK 2-OPTIMUM EXPANSION

Figures 2 and 3 fatigue coupons were used to evaluate the effc•t of four different
initial expansion values on open-hole fatigue performance. Hole expu-nsion values equal to
original process values, plus values 0.005 and 0.010 inch over and 0.005 inch below the
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original process values were generally approximated for the aluminum and titanium and
0.005 inch over and 0.005 and 0.010 inch below for the steel. The tests were not onlydesigned to define optimum values, but also to show any indication of diameter effect.

Test results for the 2024-T851 aluminum are plotted in figure 67. The plot shows a
definite trend for improved fatigue performance with increasing interference. What appears
to be a difference in slope of cycle improvement with interference increase between the small
and large diameters is purely a function of not using increases in interference increments
equivalent to the diameter ratio. When this is accomplished, the extrapolated slope for the
3/4-inch-diameter hole is equivalent to the 3/8-inch-diameter hole. The fatigue cycles also
show a leveling off towards the upper end tested. As a result, the maximum values were not
selected as "optimum" values since the increased impact of the maximum interference upon
upset, forces, and other parameters did not appear to justify the slight fatigue improvement.
Thus, a 0.019-inch interference value was selected as optimum for a 3/8-inch diameter and
0.030 inch for the 3/4-inch diameter. An adjusted plot of recommended coldworking
interferences versus hole diameters for 2024-T851 aluminum is shown in figure 68.

Test results from this task for the 300M steel are shown in figure 69. The original plan
for the 3/8-inch-diameter holes in the 300M steel optimum expansion tests included values
for 0.009-, 0.014-, 0,019-, and 0.024-inch expansion or mandrel/hole interference. The
values of 0.021 and 0.023 inch were added when a significant difference in performance
improverment was noted between the 0.019- and 0.024-inch interference levels (approxi-

p mately 70,000 cycles versus 200,000 cycles). The results indicate that a minimum of
S0.023-inch interference is needed to gain this significant benefit with the 3/8-inch-diameter
holes.

The 3/4-inch-diameter hole results for the 300M steel in figure 69 show a basically
equivalent performance for the lower levels of interference to those obtained with the
3/8-inch-diameter hole specimens. Thus, we can assume that the base metal is equivalent for
"the two hole diameters. However, the same problem of using equivalent increments of
interference rather than double increments, which would equate to the doubled diameter.
exist here as in the aluminum (and titanium) tests. Therefore, the improvement slope does
not appear to be equivalent for the larger diameter, whereas, extrapolation based on double
increments shows it to be basically equivalent. The projected optimum interference versus
hole diameter curve that results from this extrapolation, however, has a steeper slope tOan
those projected for the 2024-T851 aluminum.

This projected optinum interference curve is shown in figure 70. Thiere is a secondary
curve shown on this plot. This secondatuy curve is a projected probable practical limit for
interference that Is well below the projected optinmum 'romn approxilately
5/8-inch-diamieter holes on tip. This secondary curve is based on the breakage in carbide
mandrels that has occurred above this line. The breakage Is a fulnction of the directly
increasing, high radial pressures with increasing interference that results in breakdown of the
Fel Pro 300 lubricant and transverse rupture of the carbide mandrels, Higher rupture
strength carbides thian the Cirboloy 883 used might help if the lubricant breakdown dolsn't
excessively amplify the biaxial stresses.
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Note: Test work in another (concurrent) program has shown that Carboloy 55B or
Carboloy 248 carbide are superior to the Carboloy 883 carbide for this usage.)

It should be noted that even though optimum interference values for the different
alloys appear to be relatively equivalent for the smaller diameter holes, this again may be a
circumstantial situation for the particular alloys tested. For a lk. wer yield strength alloy with
the same modulus of' elasticity in a basic metal family. the optimum interference values
might be slightly lower.

One other point relative to optimum interference testing is worth discussing. There was
some question if the open-hole specimen fatigue test for optim!nm inter'-rence values was
truly valid for filled holes (with fasteners). It now appears that the open-hole spe,.'men test

"is a reasonably valid test for this purpose with aluminum since concurrent tests at Lockheed
(in Georgia) with the sleeve coldworking process, disclosed basic'lly equivalent optimum
Sinterfrence values for filled holes with up to 50% load transfer in 7075-T6 specimens. Their
values were:

:Hole diameter (inches) Optimum interference (inches)

1/4 0.014
5/16 0.017
3/8 0.021
1/2 0.024

Further test work later in this program with titanium and steel indicates, however, that
open-hole comparisons may not be meaningful with regard to ultimate filled-hole

perlformancw.. In fact, the stre.s amplification of an open hole coupled with greater notch
Ssensitivity of these and other metals may totally mask significant improvements that might

. be achieved with filled holes, Thus, the author believes that open-hole testing should not be
S!.uted for such evaluations in the future.

Thit optimum interferentce fatigue performance data tor the TI-6AI-4V annealed
titanium is shown in- figure 71. Three items presented some difficulty in at.'empting to

.?• interpret these data:

. The generally lower fatigue performance of the 3/4-inch-diameter hole specimens

"rTe different slope on fatigue improvement with increasing mandrel/
sleeve-to-hole interference for the 3/4-inch-diamnter hole specimens

-. ' ri The reiatively large scatter in results at higher iandrel/sleeve-to-hole interference
"values not evident at lower values.

The following presents results of further investigations relative to the foregolng Items and of
further analyses ailmed at establlshliig a reasonablo optimumi hiterforeice curve.

q • 
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a. 3/8- Versus 3/4-Inch Holes (Ti-6AI-4V)

The mandrel/sleeve-to-hole interference values used in these tests were selected on
the basis of limited work conducted previous to this program that indicated that optimum
interference levels for aluminum and steel might be relatively close to one another. The
equivalent retained expansion values fo" the aluminum, titanium, and steel obtained in this
program also indicated that a good baseline value for interference with the steel and
titanium was the optimum value defined for aluminum. The test plan then included one
increment below this value and two above for the titanium and two below and one above
for the steel. The latter decision was based on the probability that practical limits on high
interference would occur with the high-strength steel. Interference values for the
3/4-inch-diameter hole specimens were selected using the same slope on the interference
versus diameter curve for aluminum (based onl equivalent strain clculations).

The initial reaction, wtien the 3/4-inch-diameter hole titanium specimens failed at
a generally lower level than the 3/8-inch-diameter hole specimens, was that the titanium
required a different slope curve for diameter. Further examination of the data disclosed,
however, that the entire band of data for the 3/4-inch-diameter hole specimens is shifted
downward toward lower performance. Observation of the fracture faces from the tatigue
tests also showed an obvious difference in visgal appearance between the 3/8- and
3/4-inch-diameter hole srecimnens (fig. 72). The 3/8-inch-diameter hole specimen had a
granulated, large grain appearance, and the 3/4-inch-diameter hole specimen had a laminar,
fine grain appearance. In phase 1. the 3/8- and 3/4-inch-diameter hole specimens were not

Sfabricated from the same heat of material as all specimens were in phase II, A spectrographic
V-analysis of the two materials (fig. 73) showed some difference, but each was within alloy.ngV specifications. Metallurgical sections (figs. 74 and 75) show a more laminar grain structure

j: for the 3/4-inch-diameter hole specimens, but neither metallurgical structure is considered
abnormal for Ti-6AI-4V titanium.

Scanning electron microscope photos of the two fracture faces (figs. 76 through
79) show some difference in tippearance. at high magnification, but nothing of great

I significance. The conclusion that must be drawn from these observations is that a
phenomenon known as texturing in titanium alloys is present and is causing a differcnce in

ifatigue pert'orniance. Thus, this fat'.or or phenomenon must be taken into consideration
when allowables art defined.

The possibility that larger diameter holes in titanium and steel do not follnw the -

I same ititertlerenee 1incrud'se requirement for large,ýr diameter holes in aluminum was Ilso
investigated. A number of' specimens were fabricated to analyzc strain patterns us•'g a Moire
fringe pattern techlnique. This included specimens of 3/8- aild 3/4-inch-diameter holes in
aluminunm anld titainiumn, plus one with a 3/8-inch-dtamnier hole In steel, The slucintens w-'re
prepared by applying a 400-line/inch linear grid in one direction before coldworking, After
coldworking, the specimens were placed in a vatcuum frame, and a matching 400-line/illch
flhm grid was registered with the swecimen grid. The specimen was then photographed at a
scale of' I :1 while ihe film grid was held in contact by tile vacuum system. The filn grid was
Sthen adjusted to give a rotatioal mismatch of 16 fringes per inch, and this pattern was

photographed. Th, photographic negatives were then enlarged in a rear projection system at
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a magnification of 4.85:1. The density of the enlarged image was scanned with a
motor-driven photoeleciric pickup. The scanning aperture was a rectangle, 0.05 inch wide
by 0.015 inch long. AL scans were made in the Y direction as referenced on the specimen,
i.e., perpendicular to the grid lines. Plots of density versus position were recorded on an X-Y
plotter. The position scale was adju;ted to a magnification of 10:1.; i.e., 1 inch on the plot
was equivalent to 0.10 inch on the specimen.

The hallt- and full-order fringe positions were located on the plots, and surface
displacement curves were drawn with each fringe equal to 0.0025 inch of displacement. The
slope of the displacement curve then represented the strain. Photographs of the fringe
patterns are shown in figure 80. The top photograph represents the method described; the
bottom represents a 90* placement of the grid to assist in orientation of the strain field
through angular shift of the grid lines. Figure 81 is a plot of the actual strain data taken at
the edges of the hole, As can be seen from these data, the affected zone is in general
agreement with the laser holograph; i.e., it is roughly equivalent to one diameter away from
the edge of the hole. Also, no significant pattern emerges on tangential stresses (the ones
considered important to fatigue) other than some loss in the larger aluminum holes where
performance was considered equivalent. The radial strains are much higher in the titanium
and steel than in the aluminum, but the tangential strains appear to be basically equivalent,
Thus, no definite requirement for higher interferences in larger diameters (for the titanium
and steel) can be drawn from these data.

b. Scatter at Higher Interfetences (Ti-6AI-4V)

Since the yield strength of titanium is relatively close to the ultimate strength, the
scatter in fatigue performance with the highest mandrel/sleeve-to-hole interferences used
raised the question of whether the coldworking operation itself was causing surface
microcracks in the holes at these values. To resolve this question, specimens ofl holes

!: |coldworked to these high interferences were submitted to the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company quality control research organization for examination. As defined in figure 82. a
number of eddy current and penetrant inspection methods were used to inspect these
specimens. including a "wink" method wberein the specimen is loaded in beniding to open
iup any cracks that may exist but are closed by compressive stresses. None of these tests

disclosed any evidence of surface cracking in the holes. Nevertheless, the higher interference
values were avoided in tine projected optimum interference curve until more performance
data are available.

c. i"terfereace-VersLu.-Diameticr Curve (TI.6A-4V)

SIlThe values for nmandrel/sleeve.to-hole interference for optimum performance are
the crucial elements of concern. Further examination of the data discloses that shifting data
points to use Increases in interference increments that are pertinent to diameter increases,
plus shifting the loss due to 'texturing" of the metallurgical structure, plus di.sounting the
high end of the Interference (on the basis of scatter) results In selection ol' a curve for
optimum interference in Ti-6AI-4V titanium tltat is equivalent to that for the 20244851

* alitniium. Such a curve is shown in figure 83. Test work in phase II, "Application and
.PIrflr•Arn cc IParaiuters' used inllrl'erence values selected froll this curve.
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3. PHASE 1: TASK 3-PULL MANDREL DEVELOPMENT

The high-strength steels selected for fabrication of experimental pull mandrels for use
in coldworking 270-300 ksi steel were AISI 9260, Vascojet MA, and M-42 HSS. All of these
alloys have yield strengths above that for the 300M steel heat treated to 270-300 ksi. All
tests run with these test mandrels used disposable, full-hard 301 sleeves.

The M-42 alloy proved to be too difficult to work with in fabrication and was
discarded. Mandrels of AISI 9260 and Vascojet MA were fabricated. These mandrels did not
have a nitrided surface as the standard H-Il mandrel does. Data from Alloy Digest for these
alloys and 300M steel are shown in volume 11 for comparison and reference purposes.

The test results and conclusions for this task follow:

. It is possible to use a pull mandrel with a sleeve to coldwork the 270-300 ksi
300M steel; but the lower modulus of a high-strength steel mandrel (versus

carbide), coupled with sleeve thinout, results in roughly one-half the retained
expansion that is obtained with a carbide mandrel for equivalent mandrel-to-hole
inter'crcnce (theoretical).

* The Vascojet MA alloy was the best alloy tested and also proved to be practical to
• fabricate.

'1 * The Vascojet MA mandrel does not require nitriding as tile previous H-1 I or H1-13
.' mandrels do for sleeve coldworking in aluminum.

* Since the now standard H-I I or H-1 3 Mandrels are not adequate for titanium, on

the basis of diameter loss reduction, it appears that a Vascojet MA mandrel is a
good material selection not only for use in high-strength steel, but also as a
standard for all uses (lack of nitriding, requirement compensates for Idgher
material cost).

9 The radial pressures in coldworking tile high-strength steel are still sufficlent to
causý initial surface yielding of the Va.tcojet MA mandrels. with a resulting
diameter loss of a few thousundtlhs, but this decreases to zero through work
hardening :of the mandrel surface If the interference is kept within limits. Thus,
mandrels for this purpose should be made oversize and..preconditioned by
coldworking prior to production usage,

* The limits for use of tile steel pull inandrel in high-strength steel (or iW carbide)
are not totally .deibied but are probaibly equivalent to tho interference values
dehnted for aluminum, tip to a probable litiltdngiinterforence of 0025 inch,

- hlte pull forev for the steel mandrel and sleeve is reduced by the same ratio as tile
retained expansion. i.e., to one-All' of that required for tile curbide pith mandrel
for the salle theoretical intorcareaco (based oi initial diieulsiois).
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o The degree Of fatigue improvement that can be obtained by this method is

reduced by approximately the same ratio as the retained expansion is reduced
(from results in phase 11, task 4).

.1 4. PHASE I: TASK 4-PHYSICAL EFFECTS AND REMAINING
MANDREL/SLEEVE PARAMETERS

ja. Lineal Growth

The linecal growth of aluminum, titanium, and steel mnaterial with varied edge
margins and hole spacings for 3/8- and 3/4-inch-diameter holes as a function of
high-interference sleeve coidworking is plotted in figures 84 through 89. Values are shown in
lineal growth per foot of part length for three conditions: (I) after coldworking, (2) after
coldworking postreain, and (3) after postream and Countersink.

A three-diameter versus a four-diamieter hole spacing seemed to hcve little effect
on results: whereas, edge margin wa-s more significant (for a stringer type of part). No

definite trend could be observed relative to subsequent operations such as postreaming and

foot. This is probably due to the interference values for the larger diameters not being in
direvt r~atio to the increase in diameter (see fig. 83). The lineal growth for the titanlium11 and
the steel are significantly greater than that shown for aluminum. As with any interference
system, this growth mlust be tolerated in tooling systems and methods, in structural design.
an noeain ehiu.Frisance, with the relatively standurd two-diamieter edge
mIargin and four-diamecter hole spacing in thle 2024-T851I. the lineal growth for a
100-foot-long part wvith 3/8-inch-diame ter holes would be on thle order of I inch (for a part

such as aI stringer or at spar chord). Obviously. this value would be somewhat reduced by
constr~aint or attached skins or webs: nevertheless, tooling mnust provide allowances. InI
addition, Lritically located parts may require location af'ter all of the growth has been
encountered and tnisminteh of holes in different parts must be prevented by using at
technique of "spot" completion. That is, every fifth or I10th hole (or somle other numlber) is
coldworked. postreanled. and filled prior to coldworking thle remainder.

b. ow or Dis1a:rtion

Ast wthe exitc side demagnhdnor fvtol oX 11

ctnil e a wunnm a yd fronim thefoex coutrpllsidkng of Ith hols Sproin ate l aultypew operato
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countersink was kept on the coldworking exit side in all cases. Since the countersinking
partially removed some of the compressive material, it reduced the bow. This was more
significant in the thinner gages of aluminum than in the thicker and even resulted in
zero-to-negative bow in the titanium. This definite effect on material bow from removing
this countersink material certainly raises some question on how significant an effect it may
have upon fatigue performance-especially since the Moire strain data did not show a
significantly different tangential strain on the exit side. This certainly lends some credence
to the proposal that a 70* countersink may be more advantageous than a I000 countersink.
The effect of countersink sequence and countersink angle is covered in phase Il.

c. Edge Bulge

Values for edge bulging with l-{!2) and 2D edge margins in 3/8- and
3/4-inch-diameter holes at SID and 41) hole spacing are plotted for the aluminum, titanium,
and steel in figures 9)6 through )98. Edge bulge of some degree will always occur with normal
edge margins and is a factor that must be understood as an acceptable itemn with
coldworking or other interlference-fit fastener systems. Normal bulge is not a cosmetically
unacceptable item to catsual observatioll, although it call be seen by the naked eye if one
sights along an edge (see fig. 1)(). The 1-1/21) edge margins dto have some increase in edge
bulge, but. as can be seen in the figures, the increases as well as the overall values are
relatively smlall. Thus. there may he sohie dif'f'erence ill fatigue perlformance with 1-!.'21
versuts 2D edge margins, but probably not ill the order of| major significance. The fact that
the 3/4-inch-diameter holes are showing a greater bulge for equivalent edge marghis (based
oil dianieter) tends to indicate that the interference levels being used for the larger diameters
is not out of order, as was questioned earlier. Edge bulge also represents a tensile stress
condition at the edge of a part that could raise questions about its effect upon stress
corrosion with certain alloys. Previous tests at Boeing with ulunminumn. including 7079
I114terial with traInsvere end graits unfavorably exposed, have disclosed no problems with
stress corrosion when using the high-interference, sleeve coldworking process. Stress-
corrosion tests with the sleeve coldworking process and other interferellce-lit fastening
systems reported in referenmce I indicate that tile sleeve coldworking process is outstandingly
better than) all the otler systems evaluated when tested i1 7075-46. Tests in phase 11 will
show that favorable streps-eorrosiol perforniance can be achieved with 300M steel.

d. Surface Taler Effect
hi this portion of' task 4 1plhase 1). holes were coidworked hi ahmlinum. titanium,

and steel wvitl surface tapers of 20 and 40 to detenrine if there was any serious effect oil thie
uniformity OI' tile coldworking ntear tile surfaice. This was done with 3/8-inch-dianetver holes
using basically a 0.019-inch nildrel/sleeve-lo-hole interierence. The restitting retdiid
expansion should normally be il thie order olf 0,012-incl for this expansion (0.00-l-nch per
side. Tihe results are plotted in figure 190. and sont1 typical rotlry traces take1 on a Moore

prccisioln Inealting Itttillehiiv are sýhlown ill figure 100, These measurentents showed tile
celterline shift at th1e taper surface entry to lie ott the order of 0.003 Inch for both tile 20
alid 4 tapers, Thus,. tile cVodworkbig retained e-pansion is roughly 50% of' normal tit the
high side of the hole tin the tapered surlface. This shift should causel I•o postsltlng difficulties
ill production inl additiont. it should cause no dlil'f'icultiets with fatigue Ilrrforuitnce sill11e tile
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area of reduced retained expansion is in line with the normal direction of stress relative to
taper.

e. Diameter Creep

A check was made with 3/8-inch-diameter holes in aluminum and titanium to
determine if there was any significant degree uf diameter creep after coldworking. The
results of these measurements are shown in figure 101. The hole diameters were checked
immediately after coldworking, 1 hour after coldworking, and 24 hours after coldworking.
Only 0.0001-inch loss in diameter occurred within the first hour; this result was the same
for both materials. No further detectable changes occurred in the next 24 hours. In the past,
installation difficulties have been reported when bolts were not installed on the same day,
but the data seem to refute the contention that this problem was based on creep.Furthermore, creep would result in a change in prestress and would require an evaluation of

time effects on fatigue performance. This limited test indicates, however, that time and
creep do not seem to be problems.

f, Sleeve Lubricant

The sleeve lubricant selected as a standard lubricant for the process early in its
development was Fel Pro 300. This is a solid-film molybdenum disulfide type of lubricant
that comes in air-dry or bake-on versions. Of the two, the latter performs best and has been
used as the standard. Prior to the initiation of this program, sonic difficulties were
experienced with high forces and force variations in cotdworking 9/16-inch-diameter holes
in thick stacks of material. At that time, an evaluation of numerous alternatives to the Fe!
Pro 300. or combinations with the Fel Pro 300, was conducted. The earlier tests, as with
those within this program, were conducted on a Tinius Olsen setup as shown in figure 14. In
this setup. an iictual pull gut) is used to pull the mandrel through the hole at the same rate

Aithat occurs in normal use with the machine registering the forces involved. Some typical
mandrels and sleevs, used in this type testing are shown in figure 15.

d The Previous testing was fairly extensive and concentrated heavily on tile
long-chain alcohols since cetyl alcohol was proven to he such an outstanding lubricant for
mandrel coldworking of holes, In this program, two versions of a new lubricant. which
supposedly combines with the surface and a molybdenum disulfide paste, were evaluated.
Results of both the previous tests and the program tests are shown in figures 102
through 106,

Figure 102 shows that the baked-on Fel Pro 300 was superior to the LLC 36 dry
* lube and the Moly Kote G paste in this extreme pressure situation. It should be noted that

the 2024'r85 I test also represented the lowest demand of the materials of concern in this
program. The tests produced loud. snapping sotnds with the LLC 36 and the Moly Kote G
paste, indicating a slip-stick action from complete breakdown of the lubricant,

Figure 103 shows sonte basic variations In sleeve Itbricants: It also shows why
sonie attention wau paid to t1l long-hllain alcohols, since the cetyl alcohol is quite close to
Fd Pro 300 in perfortmance. Nevertheless. notling surpassed the Fei Pro 300. although
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driving off any absorbed moisture in the Fel Pro 300 just before use did help some. The
benefit, however, was not sufficient to merit the special handling that would be involved. It
should be noted that the Fel Pro 300 is designated, in figure 103, as being properly mixed.
Figures 104 through 106 show variations with Fel Pro 300, including some in which the Fel
Pro 300 is not properly mixed. The mixing turned out to be very important since the
lubricant has some heavy metallic elements that settle out very rapidly if the liquid is not
agitated continuously.

Close observation of the test results, which included 32 lubricant variations,

shows that only two were slightly better than properly mixed Fel Pro 300. These were cetyl
alcohol and paraffin in combination with improperly mixed Fel Pro 300. The slight
improvement was not sufficient to justify the complexity involved in application. As a
result, the Fel Pro 300 baked-on version continues to be the standard for the coldwork
sleeves. The manufacturer of the sleeves was contacted as a result of the previous evaluation,
and a system to ensure continuous agitation of the lubricant in the automatic application
system was installed.

g. Mandrel Finish

Previous work with mandrel-only processes in aluminum showed that some

reduction in pull force could be achieved by vapor blasting the mandrel to provide a "grip"
for the cetyl alcohol hlbricant, Vapor-blasted mandrels for use in the sleeve coldworking
process were evaluated in this prograim. The mandrels were first vapor blasted and then
trWilted by baking onl a coat of Fel Pro 300, They were theit tested in coldworking aluminum
and titanium by the sleeve method and compared with standard mandrels. The results are
showii in figure 107. As can be seen the treatment did produ"ce slight reduction in pull
force, but it was not signilicant einough to justil'fy the extra processing.

th. Sleeve Contiguratlon

"The standard sleeve process tses a ,leeve with an axial split in it as shown ill figure
.15 The width of the split is established at a value that will produce i1 minimumn-width ridge

i in an as-coldworked hole but wide enough to prevent the edges of the thinned-out sleeve
front being jain1lMmed together by hole %pringback (after the mandrel pisses by) causing the
%levve to be locked into tie hole, A typical ridge in a thick stack is shown In figure 108
2vwhere two nlonaligned split sleeves were us"ed in conjunctioln with each other to handle the
stack thi:kness. This ridge pIodd•i,,5 a silrfe disconlillulily in traills (parl surface. not hole
surface) its evidenced by tihe Moire data 11ut does not necessarily represet a zolle that hlds
not been adequately prestressed. Thie hoop 0\11e.panioni results in a hoop strain that Is

appurently sttfiviently uniform since previous test-s have shown III) detrimental eftect front
this ridge or Its location, Test work ltz phase 11 verified this contention, inl getneral. but

photostriss tests in phase Ii disclosed somni limitations relative to precounltersuMk holes (see
phase H for more detail).

Actually. the width oft the split in the sleeas previously defineod. proved to te
A adequate for all butl the very highest intrferences altemptel d in this prograil. Since- these

Illaxillill umvltios oh, ilierfervittv were not sielectd flor use. tile e,%.stin9 sleev design~applear
to N: adquatve
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As now configured, the sleeves also have different thicknesses. Actually, they
could all be of a singular thickness of a high value, but this would make them more difficult
to manufacture in the smaller diameters and very difficult to put onto a mandrel in the
smaller diameters. Consequently, the sleeve thickness starts at 0.006 inch for a 3/16-inch-
diameter mandrel and progresses in increments up to 0.018 inch for a I-inch-diameter
mandrel. The 0.018-inch thickness also happens to be the maximum limit for the axial split
sleeve with the current manufacturing equipment; thus, if a one-sided operation is to be
used, another sleeve configuration with thicker walls must be used for mandrels over 1 inch
in diameter. The incremental thickening of the sleeve wall is necessary to allow one-sided
entry of the mandrel into the hole and achieve the necessary diameter-related interference
(through sleeve thickness) on mandrel withdrawal.

Use of thin walls to flacilitate sleeve manufacture and placing a sleeve on a
mandrel leads to one other requirement. The thin wall has a low column strength, and
nosepiece jaws in the pull gun (to restrain the sleeve) are not adequate alone with the
thinner sleeves if the sleeve does not grip the hole with a high friction component. The
presence of any lubricant, either on thle outside of the sleeve or in the hole from drilling,
may cause the sleeve to cripple and result in a rejection. Therefore, the current sleeves are
lubricated only on their internal surfaces. the Boeing process specification stipulates that
holes to be coldworked must be drilled with a iwoncontaminating cutting fluid such as Freon
TB-I. Use of oils, paraffin, or cetyl alcohol that are not cleaned from the hole may lead to
difficulties.

Practice has also disclosed a further refinement in the axial-split sleeve
configuration that is desirable. Since the sleevv wall is relatively thin in snialler diameters,
the nosepiece jaws are not as reliable when the sleeve does not have a flare on its one end.
This flare not only decreases the probability of slippage, but it also etnhances the operation

of putting a sleeve on the mandrel by providing an entry taper. It also makes It relatively
o easy to use simple tools to hold the sleeves for placing th•mn on mandrels. Shice a singular
sleeve length is probably adequate for most stacks In smaller diameter holes, a nontlared
sleeve in smaller diameters (for end-to-end stacking) Is probably not a serious requirentent.

This discourse has been aimcd at providing an understanding of tie parameters
"involved in current sleeve configurations. Within tius program, oiter configurations were

* ievaluated. They arc as follows:

(1) Scarfed Axial-Split Sleeve

The concept here is to contihue use of the current axial-split sleeve bill to
* scarf the edges of the split at an angle (instead of 9(r. 'llworetically. this should allow use

of a narrower split and should prevent inadvertent difficultie, in sleeves that jam in holes at
high interferences because the edges of the split should ride over one another when they
close together, Tihe current manufactutrilg technique for tile dleoves, which u.ses a
pull-through cutoff tool to part the sleeve material, also appeared to be amenable to
producing this conlfiguration.

As stated previously, no tintming difficultios with the standard sleeves was
ellcounteroed. awid It was difficult to provide any voinpirlsomm of ilaprovoemenlt without
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significantly altering mandrels and starting hole sizes. This was not done because
microscopic examination of the "scarfed" splits showed that it was process-critical and
would require further development to gain the quality and uniformity deemed essential.

(2) Helical-Split Thin-Wall Sleeves

This concept was evolved before the contract, although only partially tested.
The sleeve is wound from strip material as a spring is wound and then cut into individual
length sleeves. Several as-wound strips are shown in figure 109. As can be seen, there is a
probable maximum strip width for a specific diameter since the wider strip has an anticlastic
saddling that could present some difficulties. The theory of the helical-split sleeve is that it
does not have to be precise, the split is not critical, it can be easily wound, it can
accommodate diameters that are close (but different), and it should not leave as significant a
ridge in the hole. Figure 110 shows some helical sleeves cut to length, it also shows the two
major problems of helical sleeves: (I)the ends of the helix have a tendency to spring
outward and present problems on inserting a mandrel/sleeve combination into a hole. and
(21 the deburring evident on the sleeves represents an unsr,,ýed problem relative to a
practical. high-rate cutoff method that does not require subsequent deburring.

Figure I I I shows the minimal ridge that this type of sleeve leaves in a hole.
Test work in this program also showed that the helical, thin-wall sleeve was easier to put on

the mlandrel and to remove from the holes. Retaiied expansion and thinout were no
different than axial-split sleeves, as should be expected. The fabrication problems. however,
still retard practical adoption of this type sleeve.

(3) Square-Wire Sleeve

This is a furtlhr evolution of the helical sleeve conceived before this prograi
and only partially evaluated. In this concept. the helical material is a square or rect~ingulur
wire that can be fabricated close coiled onl a conventional spring machine and the end cut to
leng1th in the conventional fashion that a spring is. A number of such sleeves are shown In
figure 112, The poleltial advantages of this sleeve are that It can be fabricated with
standard. low-cost tlolniiues and equipmitent. it can he c;t to length with no difficulty. It
can be made heavy enotugh o that it should resist buckling oil its own without lubricant
restraints, and 't should be able to accomnmodate variations in diameter close to Its nominal
diameter.

Tests with this sleeve concept (it) this program) have discloy.d a nutbilewr of
problems. 'lle first problem is that oh' putting the sleevo, onto the niaudrel, Thishas proven
to b vvery difficult anid would require further developillenlt of a silecial loading device that
unwinds and enlarges the sieeve diameter in a quick anid easy fashiotn for nimtidrel place'meflt.
The second is not as colmplex; It waq, eknlountered ill t`411ricating aluint"luen fatigue ieollpols
for plhaw. 11. Il this problem, a square-wirc sleeve wasi extended beeatum¢ the jaws let it slip
through. This resulted in very wide gaps that did nlot get coidworked. The soluti.on appears
to be a n•i'ieatio|| or the nioepiece jaws to tceOntd the thicker Alleve material in U
way that the jaws will n0ot tip and allow tihl le 've to Oip by. The third problem Is
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trapezoidal tipping of the square wire elements under the frictional faces encountered in
attempting to coldwork titanium. This problem totally voids its consideration for this type
application without use of heavier elements. The fourth problem was breaking of the rings
that extend beyond the hole so that a housekeeping problem is generated.

One further factor deserves to be mentioned about helical sleeves in general;

the tests disclosed that they produce less difference in axial radial variation than the
standard axial-split sleeves.

5. PHASE I: TASK 5-MULTIMATERIAL STACK PARAMETERS

This task involved reaming. sleeve coldworking, and postreaming multimaterial stacks
of titanium and aluminuml to define the feasibility and practicality aspects of such an
operation. The stacks selected consisted of nominal thicknesses as follows:

1/4-inch Al + I/4-inch Ti + 1/4-inch Al
II g1/4-inch Ti + I-inch Al + 1/4-inch Ti

The task was somewhat simplified by the seection of equivalent interferences for each
alloy ai optinium interferences. Hole diameter was 3/8 inch. Figure 113 shows tile retained
expansion obtained at different interference levels itn the specific stacks, and figure 1!4
shows the preream. as voldworked. and postream diameters for tile specific stacks at the
"optimum Interference.

fl • Even though the previous retained expansion curves plotted from individual plates of
material showed basrailly equivalent values for the diffoeernt materials, the combination
stacks produced retained ex panson values In the titanium that were 0.0015 to 0.002 incl

*i! t smaller than those for aluminum. The preretam and the postreato operations, however, were
within 0.0005 to 0.001 Inch of each other, with tile titanium actually ending up slightly
larger In all cases. Freon TB-I was used for all reaming and may have had aOt influence
because titanium often ends tip smaller In roamed holes in titanium/aluninum I tuaksk
Nevertheless, no significant problem occurred in final hole .41ze, in the coldworking

* operation, or it thle removal of the disposable sleeves, It Should be not1,i that the sleeves
could not be removed easily from the holes In thie norrmal faishion wdth fingers alone: they
did require the use of plierm in "lost caos. Helical sleeves could ruct~y. this situation if their
other s ated problems were solved.

* 6. PthASE I: TASK 6-POSTSIZING PARAMETERS

..lis, task was ahied at defining thie minimumn allowaiecs for postreaming or

postbracihing to ensore cleanup of the surfaces in all cases. To some dogree. a p.. dno of"this task, and perallps the most difficult, was already covere in the multimaterial stack

-effort. The data sheets in volume II show that ht Aes in the aluminum. with -0.l-inch
SmIlitinfinum (oi tOa diamteoter) and 0.O.07l4unt ow xiinumn to ke wemoved (as a result of hWle
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profiling) were consistently reamed to final hole size with full cleanup in every case when
using piloted reamers. Holes iii titanium were consistently reamed to final hole size with
piloted reamers with only 0.002-inch-minimum removal and 0.005-inch-maximum removal.
These values are considered to be excessively low in terms of a 100% assurance that cleanup
will always occur, although the tests did show that this performance could be obtained.
Nevertheless. we have defined 0.010 inch and 0.015 inch (on the diameter) as minimum
removal values for holes less than 1/2 inch and more than 1/2 inch. respectively. Charts that
define the relative starting-hole sizes to ensure these cleanup amounts are provided in figures
115 and 116.

I f hand-held power equipment is used for reaming. tests have disclosed that a long pilot
is required on the reamer for guidance. Broaching cal also be used for sizing, but it is
practical only in aluminum. ('are must be exercised in bro;iching thick stacks relative to
ensuring cleanup, since the hole profile and the sleeve ridge in the hole prevent having a
close-fitting pilot to assure angular alignment. Consequently. the teeth on the broach must
be ground in a certain manwnn to provide the required alignment. That is. the broach must
be ground with teeth in sets of three that all cut to the same diameter before the next set
increases an increment of diameter. A broach that cuts bigger with every tooth does not
s.em to line up as well with all existing coldworked hole axis as the previously
specified typ.',

It should also bN noted that this task placed sonic emphasis on assurance of cleanup:
phase II results indicate that lack of postsiting, or full elvanup is actually not detrimental to
fatigue performan•e of zero- and low-load-transfer applications. The advantage of postsiztig
is ilimination of rquiremenms for preise- starting holes and precise knowledge of springLback
to produce finite finished holes No postsizlng)h nevertheless. phase It results Indicate tiat
full cecanup Is not totally msc..sary for. miany applicationl and should Ib so specified inf vpertifien elficatIlos,.

7. PHASE I: TASK 7 ORTABLE EQUIPMENT DEfiNITION

/elvpeding oi SlVpific performalce reitilrenments, the dleevm oidworking process can
a.be bas.ally co4stdered a pr cess that I .verv rmuitable to asetnbly and rework oplatlio•.s

with portable took. Most•• hnd ts thal are. exposd to the act-tal coldworking o1eration.
are usuully llpre-sed with its simpliity. The basic c1enitcits of the tooling to u4cOnl0Mh

•"t " 1•sleeve ea~Wworkilng are.

0 No ca~i ~and jaiw*

0 Pull glt
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* Hydraulic power pack

a Postsizing reamers or broaches

The process is patented and licensed to a manufacturer for sale of the elements to anyone
that wishes to use the process. The licensee is listed under reference 2.

It should be noted that the mandrels and sleeves now carried as standards by this
supplier basically reflect the Boeing system as originally developed. The standard tools now
being offered do not necessarily include the changes that may be advisable as a result of this
progam. However, provision of sleeves and mandrels to revised designs and dimensions on
the basis of either this program or the procuring organization's desires appears to be no
major problem.-

Selection of tools for sleeve coldworking operations requires knowledge of: ,

a Diameters of holes to be coldworked

* Interference to be used

* Stack thickness of the parts to be coldworked

"e Material to be coldworked

From this knowledge and the data contained herein, the type of sleeve, size of sleeve,
size of mandrel, pull gun size, and starting hole size can be defined. For instance, the type
301 half-hard stainless sleeve is normally used for aluninum coldworking, and the type 301
full-hard sleeve is required for coldworking titanium (or steel if a lower performance pull
process is used). Actually, the full-hard sleeve can be used for all materials if it proves to be
advantageous from a cost factor in separation and stocking. The Vascojet MA mandrel will
be required for sleeve coldworking titanium or steel. It is not currently a standard at the
supplier, although it will probably become the standard for all mandrels in the future.

"Sleeves can be procured in various lengths in 1/16-inch increments between 1/4 inch
(minimum) and 1-1/2 inches (maximum). For specific diameters, there is a fixed price for
sleeves from 1/4 inch to 3/4 inch in length and a slight increase in price for sleeves from 3/4
inch to I-1/2 inches in length. Practice has shown that it is advisable to procure the sleeves
in standard singular lengths of 3/4 inch or 1-1/2 inches. Excess sleeve sticking beyond the
stack will cause no problem unless there is a limited clearance situation on the far side of the
hole. Thicker stacks than 1-1/2 inches are accommodated by stacking nonflared sleeves end
to end. The 0.045-inch/inch taper should be specified on the mandrels since it will
significantly reduce force requirements and shorten mandrel ramp length. The latter can be
critical with limited back-side clearance restrictions. It should be especially noted that all of
the charts compiled in the remainder of this section for equipment selection are based on
use of the 0.045-inch/inch mandrel taper.
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Mandrels can also be procured with a threaded tang or a collet-type tang. The latter is
shown on the mandrels in figure I 5. The collet tang is a holdover from the originalV mandrel-only, low-intert'erenc', coldworking process in which the entire mandrel must be
passed through the hole, grasped by the collet in the pull gun, pulled, and automatically
released from the gun to repeat the cycle. The type of gun and collet are evolutions of the

* CP 659 and CP 660 broach pullers shown in figures 117 and 118. These pull guns have a
longer stroke than is normally required for most coldworking operations but can be used if
they are available. With the sleeve coldworking system, the operation is a simple one-sided
operation whereby the sleeve is placed on the mandrel, the mandrel/sleeve combination
inserted into the hole to be coldworked, and the mandrel withdrawn by actuating the pull
gun. The sleeve stays in the hole during the operation and is manually extracted later and
discarded. Consequently, for this type of operation, the mandrel should stay affixed to the
pull gun continuously, except when the mandrel diameter is to be changed. This means that.
if a collet system is being used, the gun must be set up so that the collet does not
automatically bottom out and release the mandrel on extension. Setting the gun up this
way, however, requires removal of the entire nose barrel to actuate the coilet for mandrel
changes. For this reason, it appears advisable to use a simple threaded adapter on the pull
gun with a threaded tang on the mandrel. Such a mandrel is easier to change, and the
adapter costs less than the collet. One further aspect needs to be considered, however, As
will be noted in the offset attachments shown later in this section, a collet-type tang may be
advantageous for limited access, quick attachment situations' Consequently, a combination
tang that meets both requirements is proposed in figure 119.

The nose cap design is also deserving of some comment. The current standard available
uses a singular nose cap with interchangeable jaws or inserts to handle various diameters of
m.ndrels, These jaws or inserts are segmented (in four pieces) to accommodate the change
in mandrel diameter and held together with springs or 0-rings. The jaws are necessary to
support the end of the sleeve and prevent sleeve slippage. The design of the jaws and nose

ii icap also provides flush support of the structure being coldworked adjacent to the hole by
both the jaws and the nose cap. A typical nose cap and jaw assembly is shown in figure 120.
The feature of having a singular nose cap that can accommodate different jaw inserts has
proven to provide some difficulties in use. If the particular combination of mandrel length,
gun barrel length, and gun stroke results in the mandrels withdrawing totally into the barrel.
the current system requires the operator to hold his hand over the inserts to keep them from
popping out when the mandrel re-extends. This occurs because thern is a tipping mnomient on
them that cannot be accommodated properly with the universal cap. Consequently, the nose
cap design neteds to be revised to prevent this -the obvious solution is a nose cap/jaw

assembly for each diameter range.

Figure 121 is a tabulation of pull guns that are available, their designations, stroke.
force capacity, and oil volume requirement, Figure 121 also Includes a squeeze-yoke setup
for pushing carbide mandrels. In addition to this chart. figuie 122 gives the diameter
capacity for each unit In different materials and stacks, and figure 123 gives the material
stack or thickness capciwty for each unit. The latter takes into account the stroke limits of
each unit vers-us the total stroke capability required for specific slacks an1d specific
dialueters. Photographs of' this equipment are shown in figures 117, 118. and 138 and also
in figures 1124 through 13 t.
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Figure 132 lists puller unit accessories for offset and angle situations where an in-line
pull on the tool is restricted by space limitations. The accessory designation, critical
dimensions, use with designation, stroke, and force capacity are given. Photographs of these
accessories are shown in figures 133, 133, 136, and 138 and schematics of some in use in
figures 134 and 137.

Figure 139 provides a listing of various types of power sources that have been used
with these pull or squeeze devices. It provides their designation, maximum pressure, volume
flow at maximum pressure, oil available per cycle, type of action, input power, type unit,
approximate weight, and 1973 list price. Photographs of most of the units are shown in
figures 140 through 145. It should be pointed out that any hydraulic power source can be
used, including the simple hand pump shown in figure 146. The latter may be quite
adequate for a simple rework job, but is totally impractical for production usage. One other
fact must be pointed out. Figure 147 shows a schematic of the internal construction of a
broach puller unit (similar to the coldwork tool pull guns). These guns are operated for
pulling n.otion by hydraulic pressure. Return stroke is provided by air pressure, Therefore, a
small air pressure line to the gun is required in addition to the hydraulic line. For
practicality, even the hand pump setup shown in figure 146 should have an air bottle
hookup for stroke return. Because air is normally readily available in most plants and
maintenance areas, most of the power packs shown are either pneudraulic or pneumatically
operated. A further factor must be considered if the standard actuation system on the pull
gun is to be used. Each gun, as shown in figure 147 has three attachment ports. The larger
one is for the hydraulic supply, one of the smaller ports is for the return air supply. and the
"second small port is for supply actuation, This is a small air line to the power supply.
Depression of the gun's trigger bleeds pressure from the actuation line and causes a

% pressure-drop valve to actuate the power supply. The CP 805 pneu'raulic power supply
shown in figure 140 is equipped with this remote control system that is compatible with the
guns as a standard feature. Most other power sources will require this remote control

* modification. A schematic of such a modification is shown in figure 148.

The standtard hose systems normally provided with the ('P 805 system and pull guns
arc believed to be especially cumbersome, as shown in figure 140. An even more

S..cumbersome hose setup with a heavy air hose used is shown in figures 144 and 145. This
"problem can bW reduced by using smaller diameter lines, as shown in figures. 141 and 142.
sintle the flow requireenwts for this operation ;ire not high. The small pneudrudllc power
supply shown in figures 142 and 143 would not be recommended for product loll work, btit
it hs proven to be useful for field rework kit applications.

* 8. PHASE I: TASK 8-INSPECTION METHODS DEFINITION

Test work in this task wa, limiltd to tests with eddy current probes to deterrnlie iI' this
method could he used satisfactorily to detect that coldworking had not only taken place i,
.a hole, ut also to what degree. These tests were totally tinsatisfaclory no detection of

" ldworking was possible within the scole of us•ig available equipment and probes.
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The above test work was aimed at providing a possible end-item inspection tool for an
inspection system to be defined in this task. The remainder of the task effort was directed
to analysis and observation to define a practical inspection system in lieu of the probe
detection system. Such a system, however, must be in-process controlled.

Since the primary criteria flo fatigue performance with the process is the amount of
mandrel/sleeve-to-hole interference used for a specific diameter of hole, this interference
must be controlled, As now established, the process Lises a 0.003-inch, maximum-tolerance,
precision-drilled hole. Thus, the interference is controlled basically within a 0.003-inch band
since the sleeve thickness and mandrel dimensions arc usually very close and consistent.

Nevertheless, the only way that the required interference can be ensured is to require
inspection and recording of the starting hole dimensions. With good equipment setups, this
can definitely be done on a sampling basis with the sample size defined by continuing
experience with a particular setup. Inspection and recording of dimensions on mandrels and
sleeves in use are also essential.

The question that most often arises with regard to inspection of coldworking is: "How
can you tell that the hole has been coldworked?" If the hole has been coldworked and
postrearned without an intermediate inspection step, it may prove to be difficult, although
the surface upset at the higher interferences usually has a discontinuity where the axial split
was located. If there is a serious question when such a situation arises, close observation of
the surface at the hole periphery should disclose the upset and the discontinuity. If other
suitable inspection has not ensured that the appropriate coldworking has taken place and no

"surface upset can be detected, then the hole may require oversizing and recoldworking.

In practice, a reasonably practical system has evolved for inspection control of the
process. Alter recording starting-hole and tool sizes. the mechanic performing the

coldworking opcration leaves the sleeves in the holes he has coldworked as a guide to
himslf on what holes he has coldworked. The sleeves could be left in the holes as an
indicator to tile inspector that the holes had been coldworked and not removed until
"bought off," If t f turther check is desired at this point, the inspector can spot check for
preAenc of a definite ridge in the holes. This is easy to spot and provides defl'inite assurance
that coldworking has taken place.

If the starting-hole dimensions have been properly checked and recorded, the inspector
could also spot check for proper interforence by checking the as-coldworked hole against
the retained expansion values defined in this report to determine if the hole is within tile
proper range, This technique is t•ot Ibing advocated as a standard method, but it is available
it'f rious questions arise,

Finally, the postreaming or postbroaching operations can be controlled to ionic degree
by requiring that lthe reaniters or broachles have lioncutting pilots. of it Svecitic diantletet that
will only enter a hole if it has liven coldworked, Aain. rvcording tool dimensions is essential
to control and ellsuring that they a•rt truly being used is aioIther, Unfortunately, it is a weak
vcontrol because it i, diflictil io provide lastiranc that the proper reanier was u,,ud,
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Consequently, the strong elements of an inspection system must be control of
starting-hole sizes and coldwork tools and intermediate inspection prior to final sizing to
ensure that coldworking has been accomplished.
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SECTION V

PHASE II: APPLICATION AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS-

DETAIL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The work in this phase was primarily fatigue testing to define the performance
parameters of the sleeve coldworking process in various types of applications and its
relativity to standard fastening systems and other fatigue-rated systems. In addition, the
effects of process and control variations were also assessed relative to fatigue performance.
This work was complemented by additional studies relative to stress corrosion, relative

't, a.strain (using photostress and strain gage coupons), and comparative costs.

The reports for the basic material properties of the 2024-T851 aluminum, the
Ti-6A[-4V titanium, and the 300M steel used in this program are contained in volume I( ofV this report. Data sheets with detailed test descriptions and test results for all tests in both
phase I and 11 are also contained in volume !1. Because of the large number of figures
contained in this report, they have been placed in one group at the end of the text.

The primary data were procured with the three major alloys: 2024-T851 aluminum,
annealed Ti-6AI-4V titanium, and 300M steel (270-300 ksi). With these alloys, multistress
fatigue data were procured for base metal, basic open holes, and basic filled holes. S-N

Hr curves were plotted for these data (tasks I through 3). All other process and application
variations and the additional alloys and heat treats (Ti-6AW-4V STA, Ti-6AI-4V STOA.
Ti-6A1-6V-2Sn annealed, Ti, 6A0-6V-2Sn STA. Ti-60A-6V-2Sn STOA and 7175-1i736) were

Sall tested at a singular test stress, This stress was selected from the previously generated S-N
curves so that a singular test stress could hopefully be used for all variations so that dirct

* across-thw-board" comparisons could le made. The original intent was to select a stress for

each condition that would produce approximately 100,000 cycles fatigue performance: this
was discarded in favor of the sin~gular stress appro.ach since it allowed direct comparisons
and since the high-speed Vibraphore test machines could handle large-value cycles quickly.
SThus, 30 kW was the mtaximum net area stress used for the aluminum comparisons: 70 ksi
was the maximum net area stress used for the titanium comparisons; and 110 ksi was the

P maxinum,, net area stress used for the 300M steel comparisons. The stresi ratio (R) was 0.
obr all tests, lor comparison purposes, extralpolated S-N curves have Won generated for

!njor single-stress variation-, and plotted on overall summary plots.

All figure 2, 3. and 7 configur-tion specimens were tested on the Amster Vibraphore

timachinhs at 4000, 5000. or 6000 cpmu. All of the aluminum specimens of these

conflgurations wer• tested on the 36 klp Vibraphore mnachine shown in figure. 4. All of the
figure 2 titanium and steel specimlens were also tested in the 36 kip Vibraphore. All figure 3
and 7 s•lecmens In titanium and steel were tested In the 100 kip Vibraphore siown in
figure 5. All figure H. 9. and 10 spxcllnns were tested in Riebe-Los equipment siilar to

that showin in figure 6. Test speed in these machines was set at 600 cpoi. The RiVOVle-Los
S'il~llpnteit ,,vii ued for thee tests to hiandl the. o ipon si:te and to provide a lower testing
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speed so that overheating from interface fretting would be less of a potential problem. The
maximum part temperature that ever occurred in any of these lower speed tests was 2000 F
(300 M steel).

Data sheets on each test (contained in volume 11) also include sketches depicting
origins of all failures. Failure origins are also summarized for each metal family, but the data
sheets should be referred to if there are aniy questions relative to origins, failure and
parameter conclusions, or specific numerical values for fatigue cycles. Summary fatigue
cycle sheets are also contained in volume I1 for ease of reference.

It should be noted that all fatigue specimens in this program have been shot peened
before testing. This was done to prevent premature surface failures and to ensure definition
of maximum benefits to be gained from coldworking of the holes. Admittedly, this will
improve the fatigue life of the base metal specimens as well, but this is probably appropriate
since the author believes that most truly lrtigue-critical structural components should be
shot peened where it is possible and practical.

Where fasteners were used, the same standard torque value was used for all nuts. No
variation in fastener preload or use of high preloads was used in the program. All fasteners
used in the aluminum and titanium were cadmitim-plated Ti-6AI-4V: fasteners used in the
steel were cadmium-plated steel. The use of Ili-Loks for the straight shank fastener system
should not be construed to mean that this fastener was selected for any particular structural
fatigue performance attributes, it was selected only because it is a relatively common
straight shank fastener system.

In phase Ii. all specimens of J' specific alloy have been fabricated from a single heat of

material. Where different thicknesses of material were used. the material has been machined
(not rolled) to that thickness. The 2024-T851, 'Ti-MAI-4V. and Ti-6AMI6V-2Sn were
nmachined from plate stock and the 71 75-T736 and 300M were machined from forged stock,
Where the test plan called for annealed, STA, and STOA heat treat conditions of the
Ti-6AI-4V and Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn alloys, each material was fabricated as a special hoet, a portion
of this heat was mill alnealed and the remnainder was solution treated and aged (STA) by the
vendor. Part of the latter portion was overaged at Boeing to put it ino -the STOA condition.
Much of the STA material, as received front the vendor, was warped from the heat
Streatment. h a worst of these Were selected for the STOA condition, given a protective

Coating, overageW in a hot Ilattening press and then chemically otolled to remove any
alpha casw,

The original plan called 4)r use of all aluaminum and titanium materials in the as-rolled
condition, but this was impractical since. the surlavc-s were too badly pitted and scored to
assumle that the shot peening alone would mnask or ;alleviate these, potentlal stoirces of failure
initiation. Consequently. all alhihtinuill specimnlens were machined to thickness during

* . speciMinen fibri~atlon. and all titaniUmin and stoel stecimiein blanks were ordered ground tovendor Th"0N
tl~iekness by the vendor, The 300M steel specimlens were heal trealed to 270-300 k6 after
machinihng to configuration using coppetr plating for dee1arburi*.lioni control.
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A word of caution: care should be exercised in studying the plotted fatigue results
because the logarithmic scale on fatigue cycles foreshortens the larger values and can be
misleading to an uncritical observer. For proper perspective, one should compare the actual
values because the graphic scale often miakes the differences appear to be small when they
are not.

For ease of discussion and to ,allow grouping of results displayed in the figures by
m~iajor metal groups, the following material is divided into major groups by metals as rirst
headings.

1. ALUMINUM

a. Phase [I: Task I -Base Metal Performance (Aluminum)

Values for base metal fatigue performance are plotted for the 2024-T851
alumitnumt.1 inl figure 149. These values were obtained with figure 2 type test couponls
(without holes in the test section) that were 1/4-inch thick. These values May not be
equivalent to handbook values, which are usually obtained with 0.060-inch-thick alectro-
polished specimens, but they are "real-world" test values for this hecat and thickness of
maluealbeits the reutma also be influenced by the friction grip loading in the test
machine and the relationship of part thickness to t uis method of loading. The static load
test values for this heat of 2024-T85i are given in voilued in.

The tes values in figure 149 atire plotted as an S-N scatter band curve. Tile scatter
band shown is purely a graphic interpretation: it does not represent a statistical calculation
of probuable limits based o test quantities and deviations. A graphic "Theaen" S-N cure for
these data is plottead in figures 1w53 and 154 for comparison with other open- hnd filled-hole

ls-N data. Figure 153 is plotted o the basis of not area stresses. Figure 154 is plotted on the
basis of gross area stress since maly indifidueas find it difficult to acgipt net area stress
comparisons. More onl this subject will be discussed later.

S30 ksi r laimum not stress (It 0.e 1 comparis to of the base Tet fati gue
Stperformanes for 2024-T851 and 7175-T736 aluminum is shown In the first lile of figure

158. At this comparative stress the 71754 t736 Is significantly better ind fatigue performance
than lhie 20244851 -a mgan of approximately t00.000 cycles in one case and 8-10 million
cycles In the other. Dlie notch sensitivity and fracture mechanics differences In these two
alloys might not have produced this significant diference lit performance without the shot
peening. Tihre b 5etter ratige pe rformanhe of the base metal 71F754736 should bc expected
(especially with the surface protected by shot peening) shice its typical yield stresgth
(72 ksi Ipis well above tat1 for 2024485T1 (60 ksl). Tli higher yield strengt also indicates
that t higher coldworking Interference may be required In this equivalent modulus alloy to
gth the saiel degree of fi-al Come press vs. pratrressing for yilegue improvemeant.

I: ,tlsi ieoleTe ~tl estvt adfatr lehlistiirtcsi hs w
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b. Phase II: Task 2-Basic Open-Hole Data (Aluminum)

Scatter band S-N curves for as-reamed open holes and sleeve coldworked open
holes are shown in figure 150. The open holes are 3/8-inch diameter and the holes are
coldworked to the 0.019-inch optimum interference value selected in phase I and then
postreamed to nominal size (dimensions specified in volume II data sheets). It should be
noted that all tests and sleeve coldworked holes in phase II used the optimum interference
values; the specific value for interference will not be generally defined for each case in
the text.

Graphic mean S-N curves for these data are also plotted in figures 153 and 154 for
comparison with base-metal and filled-hole S-N data. Discussion of these curves will be
covered in the task 3 subsection.

A comparison of open-hole results at the 30 ksi maximum net stress level for
2024-T851 and 7175-T736 is shown on lines .2 and 3 of figure 158. The open reamed hole
results indicate that the 7175-T736 is more notch sensitive since its fatigue performance
with a notch (the open, untreated hole) is now only slightly better than the 2024-T851:
whereas, its base metal performance is significantly better (as shot peened). When the holes
are sleeve coldworked, the 30 ksi maximum net stress performance improves from an
approximate mean of 40,000 cycles for a reamed hole to 300.000 cycles for the coldworked
hole in the 2024-T851 for the 7175-T736. it goes from approximately 50.000 cycles to
500,000 cycles. This is maintaining, more or less. the same ratio of performance and
indicates the possibility thai insufficient interference is being used in coldworking the
7175-T736 since the type of improvement shown possible with the "unnotched" base metal
specimen is not being achieved. It could also indicate that all open-hole test is too severe an
evaluation with more notch-sensitive material.

Basically. all of the tests conducted within this program and most of the plotted
data are based on tnt area stresses. These are theoretical averaged stresses in the net
remaining area since there actually is a gradient of strebsNe from the notch factor. Because
many design considerations for fatigue are rlated to bending stresses in a wing (with no
significant load transfer), many stress engineers use stress levels based on gross areas as being
relevant to what the wing panel encounters. The atuthor believes that neither system (net
area or gross area) provides the proper visibility fokr accurate comparisons when using small
section coupons. The developincnt of an improved wystel was not in tine with the basic

intent of this program and is not included. Neverthcless. the autthor believes that this very
elemental area of need (low-load-transfeir appilcations) .htould be investigated to explore the
list of all equivalent strain concept for u•seful comparisons, and allowables development.
Tlat is, when a wing bends. every element in a wiing puanel within a chordal area strains atn
equal amouni (disregarding twisting loads). iuis,. ifa large Ilal v with little area r-lmoved by
fastener holes is strain gaged adjacent to a l6steiier hole and the strain values are plotted for
specific grosss area stresss in the panm, these strain vtlues could be us.-d to define loads to
produce equivalent strain adjacent ti the fIltener hIoes Icn strain-gaged sllll specimens, The

strain gages are placed next to the holes because this is the areja of miaxinmumn concern being
tested and bccause the area adjacent ito lite hole will strain a greater amount than tile area
betweenli Ioles In a sluall speiw..Therciire. when olle wallis to conduct a lest. load values
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to use for equivalent gross stress in a large panel would be determined via a chart and used.
The results should be truly meaningful and should allow better interchange and application
of data.

All failure origins in this task were at the holes. In the reamed holes, the fatigue
failure origins were fairly uniformly distributed along the hole surface on the hole centerline
90* to the load axis (as shown in figure 168). In the sleeve coldworked and postreamed holes

in aluminum, the failure origins were relatively uniformly distributed as well but with more
definite origins at the hole exit corners. As with all coldworked holes in aluminum observed
in this program, the longer life Coupons had more definite, localized origins that were well
defined. In addition, all noncountersunk coldworked hole failure origins were, without
exception, located at the coldworking entrance side of the holes.

C. Phase Ilh Task 3-Basic Filled-Hole Data (Aluminum)

Basic S-N data is contained in the scatter zone curves of figures 151 and 152 for
as-reamed holes with net-fit protruding head Hi-Lok fasteners, sleeve coldworked and

Si~ |postreamed holes with net-fit protruding head Hi-Lok fasteners, and taper-reamed holes
with protruding head and 1000 flush head Taperlok fasteners. Graphic mean curves are
plotted in figures 153 and 154 as well for comparison with other data.

Filling a reamed hole with a net-fit fasener (in aktininum) provides a significant
improvement in fatigue performance over an olpn. reamed hole, although the scatter in
results is rather large at lower stress levels.

The difference in mean performa:nce showvs approximately a 300.000 cycle life for

reamed filled holes at 30 ksi iaximum ret stress (versus 40.000 cycles for an open reamed
hole) and 900,000 cycles for a sleeve ýoldworked filled hole (versus 300,000 cycles for a

i |sleeve coldworked open hole). At 40 ksi maximum net stress, the performance of filled
reamed and filled coldworked holes is 50,000 cycles and 155.000 cycles, respectively.

The protruding head Taperloks were slightly better than the coldworked holhs
with net-fit, protruding head Il-Loks although the Taiprloks had a large scatter at lower
stresses. The flushi head Tapwrloks. howover, had failure origins at the countersink to part
surflmce junction (where n1o prestressing. from the taper shank occurs) with fatigue
performance only slightly bltter titan that obtained from a net-fit, protruding !lead Ilt-Lok
In a reamed hole. The Talprlok holes were till prepared with care under laboraitory

: conditions to a hoeing class V specification. This slpecification |etuires a higher minimum
and maximum level for protrusion (effective Interference) than the vendor standard and all

pi! ) known. industry standards. iltis k owing protruslon. standard i 0.187 to 0.289 Inch for a
3/8-hich fastener: all Taperloks within the program fell betweent 0,200- and 0,240-ilnc
protrusiom values. All Taperlok holes were reamed to site. but nto holes were checked for
contact with bluing pins, One failure analysis of Tapewrlok installations in a hitghtond-lransfer
coupot1 did show a corkscrew type of fretting itn the shank area evenv with the care exercisod.

'niThe results indi•te that. it 202144851, proter tensile prestressing via a
protruding head Taperlok system is as good or slightly better than t a straight shank klel-fit
fustener in a coidworked hole. although there appsars to be more scatter and Ies conifide.ce
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built into the tapered fastener system. The flush head tapered fastener runs into serious
difficulties in the nonprestressed countersink; its performance is little better than a
conventional flush head fastener installed with a good net fit in a reamed hole. Figures 155,
156, and 157 are photographs of typical fracture laces and failure origins.

Figure 158 shows the relative performance of reamed and sleeve coldworked holes
filled with protruding head Hi-Loks in 2024-T851 and 7175-T736 aluminum (lines 4 and 5).
The reamed holes with Hi-Loks in 7175-T736 show a mean value improvement (at 30 ksi
maximum net stress) from approximately 55,000 cycles for open holes to 500,000 cycles
for filled holes: the latter value is not significantly better than that achieved for 2024-T851
(a mean of approximately 400,000 cycles). Whereas, the coldworked and postreamed holes
in 2024-T851 showed an improvement from 400,000 cycles for open holes to 750,000
cycles for filled holes, the 7175-T736 showed no basic improvement. In fact, the filled
coldworked holes in 7175-T736 had lower performance than equivalent installations in
2024-T851. Thus, the benefits potentially achivvable with the 7175-T736, as evidenced by
the base-metal test values, are not being reached with the coldworking interferences used.
Either the notch sensitivity is too critical or the prestressing (via interference) is not
adequate for this alloy, Further S-N type testing and optimum interference testing with

open and filled holes appear necessary for this alloy to resolve the questions not answered
by the planned tests in this program.

d. Phase ii: Task 4-Application and Process Performance Parameters (Aluminum)

In this phase. variations in application such as edge margin, hole spacing, adjacent
noncoldworked holes, and load transfer plus process variations and controls such as
countersink sequence, hole finish. prior damage. subsequent damage. and split orientation
are evalualh d for their impact on fatigue performanev. The task also included some strain
effect and photostress testing (covcretjfii the "All Alloy- General" iubsection).

All data that follow are solely for 20244851 aluminum: It was all obtalned by
testhqt at 30 W"1•1naxmlnltln 1110 s;tress (it 0 ,1.0.

•ii ( 1 ) Hole ins and Progratm Correlation j Aluminum)t

The program included specinlen.s with both asirc•cnd holes and honed holes
(no coldworking) with the latter to serve a. a Iedt method cheek against resltis from tie

* "Precision Hole-Gieeration Metlhoxds" contract, F-33o!5-71-C-1540 conducted at
McDonndl Aircraft Company. 1hibis was aimed at providing a protwr reforence for
conipari•oits and correlation,. The McDoniell program. however, used honing in only Its
titanium and steel test work: conparisons will hw ltaide it% the subwctions ol tlitanium anld

steel (which do Show that results are directly comparable).

The o|wn -;s-reamed and t ah,•ioied results shown in lilies 2 and 3 of figure
159 for 2024411851 indicuite that improvilng the hole fllisl froml .pproxhilately 55 Rilt'.as

aalaaed) to 25 RHR (as holled) dots not result in anly inlltlrottnent In fatigue jrfortnanca,.
The use of all as.drlled hole "Vetsus a renamed liole prior to slecve coldworkiig, as siown in
lines 2 and 4 of figure lI oL did not remiult ill any diumpo of eoldworked f6tligui Ierformance
eitther: actuailly. toe f6nish1 of cacti tylse of precoldwork hole Way relatively equivalent (40-S0
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RHR). The use of a very dull drill (line 5, figure 161) for abusive drilling immediately prior
to coldworking produced hole finishes of 125, 130, and 145 RHR. The open-hole fatigue
pet formance of these holes was 287,000, 110,000, and 93,000 cycles, respectively, relative
to a coldworked open-hole fatigue performance of 200 to 400,000 cycles for properly
prereamed or properly predrilled holes. It is interesting to note that the loss in performance
was relative to the degree of increase in finish above 1 25 RHR (with the 125 RHR specimen
showing no loss in performance). Further examination of the data in volume I1 for this set
of abusively drilled specimens shows that the retained expansion from coldworking was
greater than should be expected (as previously determined and charted). Thus, the heat
generated in the abusive drilling oper~ation (with a very dull drill) was apparently able to
accomplish some overaging and loss of strength in the material immediately surrounding the
hole with a resultant loss in fatigue capability (regardles of coldworking).I ~ These results indicate that a 1.25 RIIR finish limitation is still probably a
practical overall limit. any finish beyond 125 RIIR may indicate other damiage and should
be cause for rejection and reaming of the hole to the next oversize to remove damaged
Material. Further, it may be wvise to limit the number of hole~s that approach 125 RHR to a
specific pe~rcentage to ensure good process control. This ilhould present no practical
problems since standard precision drilling processes f'or the 0.003-inch total tok.-rance hole
now generully specified in aluininuni will normally produce hole finishes in the 40-00 RIIR
range.

(2) Starting-liole Tolerance (Aluminuim)

The phase I optiruwtn interferenve dilta for the 2024-T851 are repe'ated iii
line 4 through 7 of figure 159 ';or 318-inch-diatnieer holes. In figure 68. a proposed

i~ierfrene-vrsu~dinne~rcurve was plotted for 20244T8S 1. This wvits based on analyses of'
the performance data und selection of at 0.0 1 9-inch Interference for 3/8-inch-i~danw-ter holes
as a reasonable optinium and 0.030-inch interfervece for 3/4-inch-diamecter holes anitd
applying a downward hiole tolerance of 0.003 Inch to these valuies. Ftirtltw-r esantination of'
these data Indicates that. if lthe startin&g.hole tolerance of' 0.003 mInc Is to be maintahined
without causing thle prows' to becomne toleranice critical lit perforuanice, tlw intorference
ran Wo for thle 3/8-ich hole should probatbly be. shifted front the originally projected 0.016
to 0.0 19 .1iih to Onte of 0.018 to 0.021 Inch.

(3) Sleevo-Spilt Location (Aluminumn)

A ~As shown Iin figute 160. the axial split ltIn te, coldwor~ing sleeve leave% a
ridg: Iin the hole after coldworking, Ini all tests to this point, this ridge has N-un aligned atit
to tile aXIS of loading to pl.-ce It Ill a nioncritical tone inlth lilt.,-tanfe lpcmn.in
this teSt, thle split lit ilth. leeves was aligned at 90' to lthe load axis in Ilk, mosit crltical~,tone
of lthe holes Inl each gpoelitin. Lines 2 anld 31 of' figure 161 compare thle retults ftir lit, 0'
orienitation anid lite 9V orientation. The resuhti show that thle split lociation has, nit
detrimental effeet whatsoever onl the fatigue pcrfonniance with lthe resulis falling well lil lit
t1e10' sc~atter band, Ilii fact. lite ridge not onlly diplayed nlo adverse effect, but 1ll failure

* origins were ont the sid of tiw h loles oppojitethe, location of' tile ridge..
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For load-transfer applications, the location of the split in the sleeve or its
mere existence might cause some problems. That is, the surface upsetting generated in
coldworking displays a discontinuity at the split* location. This discontinuity could
accentuate interface fretting under conditions of load transfer. Methods of offsetting
fretting problems are covered under the subsection on high-load-transfer testing in task 4.

(4) Process Predainage (Aluminum)

This subject has already been covered in the subsection on hole finish.

(5) Process Postdamage (Aluminum)

In this test, holes that had been sleeve coldworked and postreamed were
deeply scored with a sharp tool at the most critical position. 90 to the load axis and in line
with the hole axis. Only one of the two holes in each specimen was So scored. Tihe test

results are shown on line 7 of figure 161. Since all failure origins were in the nonscored
holes, it must be assumed that a sleeve coldworked and postreamed hole has a relatively high

itolerance for post datnge e•specially for the conwtntional Scoring or rifling thant might bit

encountered in standard reaming and broaching processes. No significance is especially
attached to all failures occurring in nonscured holes: this is probably a statistical anomaly4 land should not be construed to indicate that scoring is benicial.

The actual fatigue pCrformanlce vahlues (with one exception) fell within tile
desired scatter band. The one low value (in a nonscored hole) showed evidence of fretting
products from drilling that had migrated into the fatigue fracture interface. This indicates
that the presence of such aluminum oxide fretting particles may intflunce the crack
propagation rate by acting as wedges or props in the crack, This subject may deserve further
exploration since many of the so-called nonconlaminating solvent-type cutting fluids used
for precision drilling of aluminum alloys often produce sonme fretting products.

4! ~ (6) Postreaming Allowables (Alumilnum)

: In this series of tsts, the open-hole fatigue performance with no postream
and pos•treatus of 1164. 1132. and 1/116 Inch ton the diameter were compared to resultu
obtained with a standard postream. Tho standard posterain is currently on the order of
0.006 to 0.010 Inch oin the diamleter. The resutit. tre .hfown on lines 6 and 8 through 10 of
figure 161 and should bW compared to tle standard shlown on line 2 of the some figure. As

wihtwn, no pstreaning prodmmeer results tt•sard the high end of IlL. wcatier band and a

1/641nech postreatti toward the low -ndt of the seatwlt bild. 1the iticroatod postreanis of
1/32 and 1/16 Inch actually Mhowed a progre.siwve illprovemtent In resuits, all within the
s.atter band limits. Thus,. thl.wm results would Indicate that a tnollber of suessive ovevi'sing
operatioln cvuld bt e eided for repair or rework wsitlout recoldworking the hole. Since
the temt results did not Ahow any loss iIn iwrform~inc tip to a full 1/l 6-nch retloval. the
maxiunillt limit lids not been defnled. however. 41 prrctimea allowable iars. Th1ie results also
indicate that no |ostroaiilhng should be V euo sru-ty for holes ill alualinulil that it'lluuil
"Openi .S.m as Clearance and driln hols..
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(7) Square-Wire Sleeve (Aluminum)

Tile concept ot a square-wire sleeve was covered in the phase I discussion.
This concept appeared to offer some potential for sleeve fabrication improvement and
process flexibility. In this test, its capability to provide equivalent fatigue performance was
to be verified. The results of the test are shown on line I I of figure 161. Of the three
specimens tested, two produced acceptable fatigue results within the defined scatter band
(line 2). One specimen. however, had reduced perforrmance (still well above the reamed-only

I performance shown on line I ). In this specimen. the square-wire sleeve slipped through the
nose piece and helically extended within the hole. As a result, a specific helical zone within
the hole received a reduced amount of coldworking. resulting in a loss in performance.

P This problem can probab,y be averted in the future by revising the ledge in
the nose cap jaws or inserts to fully support the thickness of tle square wire. The jaws used
were designed for the thinner sheet metal split sleeve: the eccentric load condition with the

thicker leeve caused them to tip and allow the sleeve to slip throtigh. In addition, the
t uare-wire sleeve proved to be very difficult to place on the mandre compared to a regular

split sleeve. A slpcial sleeve handling tool will be required to overcome this problem before
further corsideration can be given to this sleeve concept. In addition. difficulties
- ;perienced with this sleeve concept in titanium thi,.ussed la•er) indicate that ptoential
application would probably be restricted to aluminum structure.

(8) Material Thickness (Aluminum)

uMaterial thickness of the part being coldworked has previously been silown
to influence surcace upset amount and retained expansion values. In ths test. specimens
were lwtric:ated from 0,00-11ndh-thick 2024-4851 and sleeve coldworked and posireamed.
.Open-hole fatigue resiltst s speeimenksr ovn on line 4 of figure 162 and
compared to basw-ntetal coldworked and reamed-only results in 0.250.imtch-thiek 2024-T851
in lines 1. 2 anUd 3 of At1 .ine figum e The reslts show i serious IoNs in porfornmance
conmparted to i1le thldkee owterial, with only u Aight improveiletl over that to be expected
with a rcamed.only Ihol.,

ObservAitlo of the spcimnens dlsclosed that the nateral guge allowed it to
,.achleve Its condition of lowest potential energy via oil.kannlng or dishingat eacht hole, thus.

practically ellntnatlifg ally beeficial compress•ive prestressig at the Itole. This tst 'has
-dislosd that a serlotis limitation MAY eItM.I in1 applylor. this proc.ss to thinl gagcs. esple•ially

lthose in Sandwich •isructuires. It Is. Itighly probalWe that the tltultvlilhi of such diSlhed zones,
.l1e0 ,liantpcd by a tasteler into a thicker slack, would reestablish thS desirV, ccrformance
improvenient, biut that ws not tested in this prograin, Irn addition, tile lrUilt oil g<!ge for

!i*1 ahlininuit where tIl liss of pterfortiait •e hi llsuppored Ntruicture ceza.es to be a pr'oblemt
'thas lOt bt defoiKed. Bloth dsteve further exploratilon, Ttch. di'uwsd in later ,ection, for

thle stecl Und tilaUium show that t•eir iglwher iiodultw (tgretr tiffnies) dihtinlshcd tis

I.' ..

.............................................................................,



(9) Edge Margin and Hole Spacing (Aluminum)

Since the sleeve coldworking process is a high-expansion process that
depends on an external tensile tangential prestress within the part to maintain an internal
compressive mgential prestress, some consideration must be given to edge margin

I limitations, especially for rework situations. For this test, a special specimen more
representative of actual edge margin conditions, per figure 7, was used. All tests were

I conducted with open holes. Edge margins were varied between 1-1/2, 2, and 2-1/2D. Hole
spacing, at 2-1/2D edge margin was varied between 3, 4, and 5-1/4D. Test results are given in
figure 163. Of these conditions, the only one that showed some loss in performance from

1 the standard of 2D edge margin and 4D hole spacing was the 1-1 /2D edge margin condition.
The best results (although only slightly so and with more scatter) were obtained with the
2-1/2D edge margin and the wide 5-1/4D hole spacing. Some other tests conducted within
Boeing have indicated that the limit for the beginning of performance loss with edge margin
is at 1-3/4D, although the loss suffered at 1-1/2D was not severe. Therefore, hole spacingI
down to 3D and edge margin down to 1-3/4D should be considered no problem.

1 (10) Type Fastener System-Zero Load Transfer Application (Aluminum)
A

I The 30 ksi maximum net stress test values from task 3 are included for

net-fit, protruding head Hi-Loks in reamed holes and coldworked holes and for protruding
and flush head Taperloks in lines 2 through 5 of figure 164 for comparison. This graphically
shows the large scatter in results with reamed-only holes and with tapered fastener holes,

although the scatter band for the latter is admittedly high in overall performance. It also
shows the loss in performance suffered by the flush head Taperlok through countersink
failure origins that make its performance almost equivalent to that which can be expected
from a good net-fit, straight shank fastener in a reamed hole.

(11) Countersink and Countersink Sequence (Aluminum)

I The previous subsection defined the effect of a countersink on a Taperlok
system. In this test, the effect of a I Of countersink and its preparation sequence (before or
after coldworking) on the fatigue performance of a flush head Hi-Lok in a sleeve
coldworked hole was assessed. The results are shown on lines 6 and 7 of figure 164.

When the countersink is produced after the sleeve coldworking operation,
the area that is being countersunk has already been prestressed. Admittedly, a significant
amount of metal is removed from this zone in the countersinking operation, but apparently
a sufficient prestress remains since the performance is actually better than that shown in the
scatter band for protruding head l-[i-Loks in coldworked holes. The tact that these results
are slightly better with a high metal removal, plus the fact that the protruding head
Taperloks are also somewhat better, indicates that the improvement may be related to a
lesser tensile prestress in the edges of the specimen. In fact, it leads one to question the
possible merit of using a high coldworking interference to achieve a sizable affected zone
coupled with a significant postreani to reduce the outer tensile prestress levels. The trend
toward improved performance with increasing postream amounts tends to support this
hypothesis.
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nftioWhen the 1000 countersink is produced prior to coldworking, the result with
net-fit ti-Loks in the holes is a serious loss in performance (shown on line 7 of figure 164)
from a mean value of approximately 1,000,000 cycles to individual values of 169,000,
213,000, and 508,000 cycles. All failure origins were at the countersink-to-part surface
juncture. Performance loss was basically equivalent to that suffered by the flush head
Taperloks.

The neel to countersink in a separate operation is not desirable since a
one-shot drill/countersink operation is preferable from the point of flow time and assured
hole/countersink concentricity. Nevertheless, it is a firm requirement if the intended fatigue
improvement is to be achieved. Such countersinking operations should be performed with
good-fitting pilots on the tools* a nonrotating pilot would be best. An even better approach
with regard to concentricity control and lowest labor costs would be to incorporate the
countersink with the reamer for a one-shot postream/countersink operation.

The requirement to countersink after coldworking indicates that use of the
sleeve coldworking process for a rework situation, where a countersink already exists, is not
a valid application-especially with zero to low load transfer and hard, nonupsetting
f astencrs, A valid solution is not clear-cut and there ate a number of alternatives. However,
all of them require verification or qualification beyond the scope of this program (as
originally defined).

(12) Countersink Angle (Aluminum)

Since a 100e countersink has a relatively large major diameter, its outer
boundaries cut well into the previously prestressed zone. In the planning of this program. it
was anticipated that a 70V countersink (with a 700 head fastener) would remove loss of this
beneficially prestressed zone and would, thus, prove to be advantageous. This test was
designed to confirm or disprove that theory. The results are shown on line 8 of figule 164.

Thie test produced some totally unanticipated r.sults. A severe loss in fatigue
performance occurred with the 70 countersunk hole that tfll Into the zone of performance
one would expect for an unfilled (optv) coldworked hole. Obervation of the fracture faces
disclosed a sevure fretting and erosion at the bottom of tile countersinks on tile 90f and 270

* •sides relative to load axis. Further investigation disclosed that the actual countersink
Included angle was 730 and the fastener head was 6V' which led to contact primarily at the
bottom of the countersink. Thio failure origins, however, were not located at the area ot'
fretting but at the top edge of the countersink. Thus, the lack of support was more hvere
than the fretting.

J Furtlier investigation of the previous 1001 included angle countersink
installations disclosed that there was a discrepancy in angles there also. In this case, tite
€ou -tersink was 10t and the head was 1001. Tihe sane type of pcrforirance rztsult did not
occur, howover, with the 100f head installations. Analyses Indicate that this is probably

!j" based on the greater flexibility of the 1000 head in allowing the torque lit eload ti seat It and
, |fully suplprt the countersink, whereas,. the relative rigidity of the 70 head would not as

readily twconlinodato a mlisnlatch.



Thus, the 100 head design remains as a good choice. However, it has become
apparent that closer controls need to be exercised on countersink angles, head angles,

N countersink perpendicularity, and countersink concentricity than the probable norm in
the past.

(13) Fastener Fit-Zero Load Transfer (Aluminum)

All straight shank fastener tests conducted to this point in the program had
fasteners installed in a fit as close to net as could be achieved by measuring actual fastener

5 diameters and selecting reamners accordingly. This test series assessed the relative impact of
using 0.002-inch clearance fits (on the diameter) or 0.002-inch interference fits in

44 3/8-inch-diameter holes. This proved to be ain important test with some previously
unanticipated results. The fatigue test results arg shown on lines 9 and 10 of figure 164.

I j wo o thethre clarancefi fstener installations produced results within

the scatter band to be anticipated t'or net-ifatnrinodwrdhlean one at the
high end of the b~and for open coldworked holes. All failure origins, however. were at theI~I Iicorners of the specimens (away from the holes) whereas, open coldworked holes always
have failure origins at the hole. Fracture analyses of the lower performance specimen
disclosed no detectable damage near the edge C, ilure origin that might have precipitated
prem~ature failure. It did disclose a fairly large bulge at the corner from shot peening (notV 4uncommon) that may have created anl adverse stress condition, Since this failure has no
other explanation, this conclusion must be accepted, Itf it is correct, it would imply that care
should be exercised to ensutre 450 shot peening ot'edge corners after the major shot peening
is completed. As previously noted. openi holes and reduced prestress in countersinks. coupled
with fastener mismatch have a significant impact upon performance; whereas, a 0.002-inch
clearance fit in thiscease does not. Un til more data are available to answer the question of a

specific dimensional limnit, the 0.002-inch limit will have to be a~ccepted.

[ The fatigue results with the 0.002-inch interference fit fastener wire the
lowest of tiny of this tilled-hole series for the figure 2 zoro-toad-transt'er coupons. Previous
Boeing-funded teit work in 202441351I with the lower anrlthleinterference
currently in use as a standard did not show ainy loss in performance when. using a low-level
Interference-fit fastener. Fracture analyses of the interferenlce-fit specimencls In this seetial
disclosed that failure origins wore till located ai the specimen corners. In eachi case, there
were Multiple, very definitely defint.d origin-, with very short fatigue crack length., and
large-aurea ductie failures as, If the specimen. in% peneral, was overloaided. Apparently, the
combination or the tensile prestrcssvs (that support the compressive prestriesse) froml thle
so-called optimum interference coldworkiiig. plus the tensile. Irstresses fromn the
interference-fit faistener. actually did just tshat overloaded lthe specimen. Thus. izero-load-
transfer applications% should not use anl interference-fit fastener with optinium lInertorenee
coldworking and a sti Jard postreani. Alternatives for interfecrence-tit Installations would be
uie of a larger postruilam to reduce tensile stresses away from the hiole (while still maintailling

alarge-ae copesive itonc) or low.er Interfercece standards for coldwork Sin )imilr to
those in the Boving (2ompany~s orlgnal standards for the process.
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This brings up another probability on process sequencing or control. When
hand-driven rivets are used with coldworking to achieve fatigue performance and the shanks
are upset into an 82f/30 countersink, the countersink area. will probably see a reasonably
high interference whereas the shank area will not. Therefore, it may be advisable to
coldwork after countersinking for this type application. Some limited Boeing data with this
type of installation and lesser coldworking interference tend to support this probability.
These results should not be construed as a blanket indictment of interference fits in
optimum coldworked holes. These results are relative to zero or low load transfer. The later
section on high load transfer discloses some different results.

(14) Adjacent Hole Not Coldworked (Aluminum)

"In the application of a process such as coldworking, there are often finite
zones of the structure where its benefits are deemed necessary. On the boundaries of such
zones, a transition would be required to noncoldworked hole/fastener installations. It is this
transition that was of concern in these tests since some photostress panels in high-strength
steel prior to this prograln showed a possibility that a coldworked hole adjacent to a
noncoldworked hole might produce some detrimental stress risers in the noncoldworked
hole. In this test, only one of* the two holes in each figure 2 specimen was coldworked. The

A other hole was as-reamed. Each hole had a net-fit Hli-Lok installed in it. The hole spacing
was the conventional 41 spacing relatively common in practice and used as a standard
within this program, unless hole spacing per se was being evaluated. The intent was to

4 compare the fatigue life performance of the noncoldworked hole (with an adjacent
* | coldworked bole) to that of the reamed, t'illcd.hole specimens tested in task 3. The results

are shown on line II of figure 164. The. performance of these specimeons was surprisingly
A good with the pcrformance of two specimens falling within the scatter band for coldworked,

filled holes and th'e third within the ,attcr band for an open coldworked hole. Failure
origins for the two higher performance specimens were actually in the coidworked holes,

*-I failure origin in the lower value specimen was in the noncoldworked hole. Therefore, some
benefit from the plrestress field was apparontly gained in the noncoldworked hole. Since the
-. results troni all specimelns wvere above the scatter band to be anticiplated for reamed, filled

: holes, this Situation should cause no concera in conventional applications of the pinoess.
-Hole spacins closer than 4Q may require sonic test veritication of application validity.

""15) Prior Fatigtue Crack (Aluminum)

Any fatigue improvement faitening yst.M i must be ý:onsidered not only for
productionl applicationls, but also for field rework. overhaul. and extended-ife, modit,i-
tions. li rework, lite question arise' relative to overgizing the holes (to rvmove damaged

. 1atcrlial) and what happens if aUll of an tundetected crack Is not remnoved! In tlhis test,
sp.ciiei• were prepared by drilling an unidersie hole and ftatigue cycling the slvein•en to
start in actuial faligue crack from Ia jeweler", %aW cuti within the hole, The1 holes were then
reamied to precoldwork size, which left approximately a 0,030-Ineh-long crack at time of
coldworking. After coldworking and postreamihg, this crack Iongtl . was reduced to
approximlately 0.02.0 inch prior to fatiguei testing,

Results (line 12. figure I414) from two of the specimteisi, fell at the low enld of
.th -fihd-hole coldwork scatter band, with the failute origins along the edge of tli



I

specimen; the original precracks at the hole evidenced no detectable growth. The third
specimen had a low-performance equivalent to the low end of the scatter band for a
reamed-only filled hole. Failure analyses showed that the original crack was longer than it
was thought to be and, in fact, had a belly in the center that made this hidden portion much
longer. The relative initial lengths were 0.120 and 0.240 inch, respectively.

(16) Low Load Transfer (Aluminum)

The skin/stringer simulation 15-hole fatigue specimen (fig. 8) was included in
tile program to assess the effect of low load transfer upon the fatigue performance of
coldworked holes and to assess what effects, if any, a production sequence would have on
performance. To assess this, one group of specimens was subjected to the total process of
hole drilling, coldworking, postreaming, and fastener installation, one hole at a time, to
prevent any buildup of differential expansion stresses between the two different width
members of the specimen. Another group was assembled with a "production" process; that
is, all holes were drilled and then every fifth hole was coldworked, postreamed, and the
fastener installed before the remainder of the holes were completed.

In all at' these specimens, the holes were postreamed for a close net fit of the
Hi-Lok fastener. A further group of spccifens w/S 1ot postreamed and the fasteners
installed with a close net fit to the minor diameter of the hourglassed hole. This required
adjusting the starting hole and mandrel diameters to utilize standard fasteners. This group of
specimens was aimed at ssessing the real need for postreaming to achieve a good net fit forthe fastener throughout its length under low-load-transter situations.

One other group of 15-hole specimens that represented only tile stringer
portion of the dual specimen was run. This specimien is shown in figure 9. The intent of this
test was to correlate results based on a different design ot specilen and different itst speeds
with previous zero-load-transf"r Coui•voI (ig. I) test results.

:These spevimnens were not all tested at the same net stress because of
operator error between net area and gross area test methods. However, tie actual net
stresses that resulted were equivalent to a 40 ksi stress level used in S-N testing, and
adequate perlfbriance comparisons can be made.

Figure 165 data is plotted for this 40 ksi net stress and shows that for this
iest stress that neither tile speciatnvi design. the testing frequency, tile load transfer, tile
assembly squence nor the lack or a post rea l had any ef•ect upon altering tile performance

to be anticipated with a s -roload-trcnster single-thickness specimen. The origins of' failure
In tile strillger-only IS-hole speclnimens were all at the edge corners of tlie specinlen away
fromt the hole, The. existence o1 so01e iitlerfaco fretting plus the load transfer in thie
skin/stringer specimnens taused tite primary origins of failure to be in the skin at tile
skin/stringer Interface and hole junction, Many of the origins were also at a 45" location to
the toad axis. which Is typical of a Ioad m. raqisler-lype failure. Nevertheless. at this test stress
•i•:} .• and as•'sociated l-te. the load transfer and tiretting were apparently not sgnificant enough to

Cause ally hus ill perfortnance.
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The fact that differential expansion stresses caused by using a production
X gsequence technique does not cause any change in performance is important to know because

a one-hole-at-a-time technique would be totally impractical. The fact that eliminating the
postream for this low-load-transfer application did not cause any loss of performance offers
some potential for cost savings; further verification at different stress levels appears
advisable before such an approach would be used extensively. The actual practicality of not
using a postream is also questionable since it would require precise presizing of the starting
hole and precise knowledge of springback. The current system allows some flexibility in
this regard.

When the net area stress is reduced to 30 ksi (fig. 166). the fatigue
performance for the 15-hole load transfer specimen (fig. 8) improves from approximately•:.II150,000 cycles to approximately 265,000 cycles-, however, this resullt is now well below the

to with the zero-load-transfer specimens. Thus, the
combination of the load transfer and. possibly, the fretting at the interface is apparently
now causing some loss of potential performance at the longer-life stress level. If fretting is
causing sonic of this loss. it cal be prevented with the shim technique discussed in the
high-load-transfer section. The use or injection of micarta shims may, however, be rather
difficult to accomplish in rework situotions where parts are not disassembled.

The 15-hole specimens (lid disclose something else worth noting. The trend
in specimen design is to simplify the specimens to reduce siue and the number of fasteners in
them. However. when a specimen has a large number of holes in it. it has been theorized
that tie test results should more accurately represent the statistical lower ,side of the
scatter banld, The restihs from these IS-hole specimen tests tend to support this theory since
the results were extremely consistent and vey tightly grouped.

1(7) High Load Transfer (Aluminum)

Load transfer across a joint creates a special problem of stress concentration
at the joint Interface. Whereas. in a zero-load-transler situation the failure origin Can often
-b driven away from the hole, this has not proven to 1v possible with a high-load- Iransfer

situation, Aln additional probkmlm may .rich a level of significanco in high-load-transfer
joints --fretting at the inlcrfaýcee. Under Soi•c conditions, the latter situation may become

i pariliount, with the fretting moe, of failure mllasking or Superseding ;Ill other conditions
induced to improve rt11rorinnce Iterface frettig!" prroblems arc of spclidl importance with
sleeve coldworking stinc the surfilce upsettilg that is produced at each hole call create a
condition of localized bill rhit ind high .contact presiures. For this reasoni. the test progralll
included the iu se inicarla uhitns ait the interf(ae of the joint for iiosl of the tevst

.sllncinelnls Sollln specimellnll wore also run withotl shils and someo without shllns and the
. surface upset renioved to assess thie tomparativc effect%. The specihicm i deign was a

double-shear type per figure 10. Fasteervsystemiis included for comiparison with .ero-load-
transfer results and one -another were:

* Net-fit. protruding head Hi-Lok in coldwork-od h0ole

e Net-lit. flush head IIILok in voldworked hole
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* Clearance-fit, protruding head Hi-Lok in coidworked hole

* Interference-fit, protruding head Hi-Lok in coldworked hole

* Protruding head Taperlok

* Flush head Taperlok

The primary shim used with the aluminum specimens was a smooth sheet of
micarta 0.010 inch thick. One test used a sand-blasted sheet of micarta 0.050 inch thick,
similar to the material often used in grips of fatigue test machines. The design of the
specimen was in error relative to evaluation of flush head fasteners since the side plates were
equal in thickness to the center plates. Thus, the stress in the side plates was half that of the
center, a countersink in a side plate could not achieve major importance under this
condition. Subsequent tests in steel and titanium had the side plates reduced in thickness to
rectify this situation.

The test results for the high-load-transfer portion of the program are shown
on lines 4 through 13 of figure 167, Lines I through 3 represent data from zero-load-
transfer coupons, per figure 2 for comparison.

For net-fit fasteners in reamed-only holes, the load-transfer situation caused
very little loss in performance relative to the zero load transfer. For not-fit fasteners in
coldworked holes, the load-transfer situation caused a reduction in the perftrmance band
from a range of 600,000 to 950,000 cycles to one of 370.000 to 580,000 cycles. The use of
a 0.002-inch clearance-lit fastener reduced this range tfirther to one of 280,000 to 355,000
cycles. Use of an interference fit of 0.002 Inch did not have the detrimental effect shown

- with zero load transfer and actually produced an improvement in performance to a range
equivalent to that to be expected with zero load transfer at optimum performance.

und the Taperloks proved to be equivalent to net-fit Hi-Loks In coldworked holes
tinder the high-load-transfer conditions but not equivalent to the interference-fit Hi-Loks in
coldworked holes.

The 0.010-inch inlcarta shim proved to be very durable in these tests and did
not break down sufficiently to allow any metallic contact. It should be noted that the
surface upset for 3/8-!nch-diameter alumninum holes is on the order of 0.003 to 0.004 inch.
Therelfre, th1 0.010-inch shim would prove to be adequate to prevent metallic contact,
Increased upset with lar-e diameter holes or diflferent materials (steel and titanium) may

requite adjustment of the shint thickness. Tests with a rough 0.050-inch micarta sihim were
too limited, and results were such that conclusions could not te drawn. The r,"mnoval of the
n11icarta shims to allow mcta-to-m1tal contact at the interflace proved to be detrimtental for
the 20244'851. although no more so thal using ldearatlce-fit traslenel. Failure analyses of
these conditions did show significant fretting at the imterfacc and secondary cracks itiflating
immediately beyond the fretted zone. RIemoval of tihe surface upset and testing without an
interface micarta shim produced a definite improtivement in fatigue ll rforinance (ver that
obtained with tile upset not removed and nto shinis inl place- however, the seatter in results
was beyond acceptability,
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"The interface fretting that occurred on specimens without micarta shims was
solely oln the first hole toward the load and solely on the half of the periphery of that hole
toward the load. This certainly indicates that an in-line load transfer joint using hard
fasteners is highly questionable in its effectiveness beyond the first fastener; it also indicates
that the cost of this type specimen could be reduced by using only four fasteners instead of
the eight in the design tested.

The results of this test sequence show that (I) the micarta shim is a definite
advantage with sleeve coldworked holes in aluminum structure and (2) an interference fit is
also a definite advantage with sleeve coldworked holes under high-load-transfer conditions.

2. TITANIUM

a. Phase 11: Task I -Base Metal Performance (Titanium)

Results from base metal fatigue tests for the annealed Ti-6AI-4V titanium,
.|conducted with figure 2 type specimens (no holes), are plotted as an S-N scatter curve in

figure 173. In comparing these results to the 2024-T851 results, the Ti-6AL-4V produces
1,000,000 cycles at approximately 88 ksi whereas the 2024-T851 does so at approximately

* 27 ksi when there are no stress concentrating factors such as fastener holes involved.

No particular significance is twing attached to the base metal values per se in this
report. They arm intended to serve solely as "real-world" references or baseline values to* I assess the reWative performance of other conditions.

Figure 170 gives comparative base metal values (at 115 ksl maximum net area
stress) for the amnealed: STA and STOA heat trwat conditions of both the Ti-6AI-4V and

*:I Ti-6AI-4V-2Sn titanium alloys. For the Ti-6AI-4V, neither the STA or STOA heat treat
conditions provides-an improved fitigue performance over the annealed condition with the
STA condition exhibiting wide scatter and a generally lower log mean performance. The
annealed Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn alloy also exhibits a lower performance than the .nt•le~Jed
TI-6AI4V. The Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn STA heal treat condition is equivalent to the annealed
TI-6A0-6V-2Sn although tile STOA contltkn Is better, but only equivalent to the annealed

. TI-6AI4V. hius, with no stress concentrations from fiastener holes. the annealed Ti.6A"V
titanium appears to be the best selection of all for fatigue perforomnce.

b. Plumh I1: Task 2-Basic Open-Hole Data (Titaidunt)

I * Figure 169 contains S-N sCatter band airvos for reamed open holes and
"coldworked open holes in annealed 'ri-,A14V titaniunm. "hese data were generated with
figure 2 type coupons. The Open holes are 3/8-inch diameter: the coldworked holes are
coldworked to a 0.019-inch interference value (selected in phale 1) and then postreamed to
nominal size (dimensions specified in the data sheets In volume II1). It should he noted that
all coldworked hole. lit titanium in phase II were coldworked with this optihumn.
interferenlce value; the-speific value for interferenco will not generally bo defined for each
ca- ill the text.
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Open hole fatigue performance for the annealed, STA and STOA conditions in
the Ti-6A1-4V and Ti-6AI-2Sn alloys with open reamed holes and open coldworked/
postreamed holes is shown in lines I and 2 of figures 171 and 172. These values were
generated at a 70 ksi maximum net area test stress (R = 0.1). There are some slight
differences between the alloys and heat treat conditions; but basically, the performance of
all reamed holes for all condit.ons fall into one group with a mean performance of

approximately 30,000 cycles, and the coldworked holes all fall into another group with a
mean performance of approximately 60,000 cycles.

Reference to figure 182 will show that fatigue ftailure origins for all of the open
holes were at the holes and were not localized. In fact, almost all test conditions with
titanium specimens resulted in relatively similar failure origin patterns. In general, this lack
of finite, localized failure origins would tend to indicate that adequate prestressing (via
coldworking) is not being applied, Test work in phase 1. however, indicated that higher
prestressing tended to produce excessive scatter. As will be seen in later discussion of other
tests, results with titanium did not always foilow the theoretical pattern that should be
expected. This may be a combined result of texturing, material directionality, and a
susceptibility to the Bauschinger effect. The latter is a tendency for a material to lose yield
strength in one direction when plastic deformation occurs from a stress in the opposite
direction.

c. Phase i1: Task 3-Basic Filled-Hole Data (Titanium)

Baseline S-N scatter curves for filled holes are plotted in figures 173 and 174. As
can be seen (by referring to open hole S-N data in figure 169), introductiolt of a tiet-fit
fastener in the hole boosts the fatigue performance of the Tti-6AI4V at 70 ksi maximnu net
stress from 30.000 cycles to 80,000 cycles for reamed-only holes and from 60,000 cycles to
500.000 cycles for coldworked hIWes.

Figure 174 gives S-N scatter curve data for protruding head and flush head
Taperlok fasteners In TI-6AI-4V. A scatter curve is shown only for the !10' flush head
Tap•rloks since the data for the pfotruding head version of this fastener was too excessively
•: scattered to plot it. Thle upper limit for the flush head Taperlok S-N scatter cur/e is basteally

equivalent to the upper limit of tlhe S-N scatter curve for the net fit., protruding head
S : -Loks in coldworked holes: however, the Taperlok curve is wider from more satter. This

result, again. Is aln anomaly for tile titanium since flush head Taperloks in luminunti provide,
little better performance than net-fit fasteners in reamed holes (because of the lack-of
prestressing in the countersink) and the same loss dores not occur in the titanium, Tih holes•
prepared for these Taperlok. Installations were prelared with care under laboratory
conditions. Protrusion values and tolerances were equivalent to thok. spimifled in the
aluminum section.

Alloy and hleal treat conditin comparion for basc l, filed holes are shown in)
lines 3 and 4 of figures 171 and 172. As with oelio holes. neither the Ti-AI6•V-2Si alloy or
ally heat treat condition for either alloy produced Netter re•,ts thaOn those achieved W ith
the annealed TI-6AI-4V alloy. With both alloys thie annrealed cooditions produced the. best
"fatigue performane• with coldworked holes.
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d. Phase 111: Task 4-Application and Process Performance Parameters (Titanium)

With exception of the miultimaterial I 5-hole skin/stringer coupons of Ti-6A1-4V
titaiumand202-T8 Iallothr T-6A-4V titanium coupons in this section were tested at

a maximum net area test stress of 70 ksi (R 0. 1)

(1) Holoe Finish and Program Correlation (Titanium)

Open hole values shown in figure 175 were obtained at 65 ksi maximum net
area stress for comparisons of results with those obtained in the "Precision Holue
Generation" program conducted at McDonnell Aircraft Company (AFML-TR-73-l 35).
Basically, the honed-only open holes were intended as the primary comparison tool.
McDonnell test specimens were basically the samne configuration as those in this program
within the test section of the specimen. The only differences were loading methods (grip
design), test frequency, and test equipment. They loaded their specimens with a single large
pin in each end, whereas, We used a bolted friction grip. They tested their specimens in
Sonnt~ag SF-10 mnachines at 1800 cpmn test frequency. we tested the majority of' ours in

Amister Vibraphore machines at 4000, 5000. and 6000 cpni.

The honed hole specimens in our programn produced roughly 60,000 cycles
at this test stress and the McDonnell specimeons roughly 80,000 cycles. This is not a
significant difference and can lie basically considered equivalent performance -especially in

j light of sonme of' the material property diffecrencos encounteredI with titanium In this
ror.Cmpisnofrae-only open holes at 55 ksi bear this assumption out: their

results ranged from 65,000 cycles to 80.000 cycles and ours ranged from 55.000 cycles to
105.000 cycles. Thus. across-the-board comparisons of results appear to be valid with Ito
significant impact from testing method or frequency.

* The honed-only open holes showed slightly better fa.*igue performance than
the reamed-only open holes although the finisht was basically equivalent tit 30 RIIR.
Properly drilled holes had a finisht near 55 101R. and abusilvely drilled holes at finish between
65-75 RtIR. Reference to lines 2 through 5 of figure 176 shows that a coldworked hole that
was pronerly drilled has a fatigue lerformance basically withtin the scatter. band of results
for reamed and coldworked holes. however. the abusively drilled holes do show a slight loss

ftin perforniance,. The finish. though, Is not significantly diffmrnt for the abusively drilled
hoeand faill. well within the 1 25 RUR finish limuit often used for drilled holes. Three

POWsible tuonclusilons ariSe:

*Finish control for priavoldworked holes in 113i11tmlu is 11ot a me1aningful muwthod of
control.

* Quality of precoldworked hols iW titanium is not significantly itafvrlaat,

0 11mlS situation should be asiessed, witht tilled holes sAince the ranige betweeit opeon
eamed holes and olmc voldworked holes Istnot overly largo. and sitall1 difiotencos

could prove to beo torto significanit in fileod holes.
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Since precise control of drilling operations and tool sharpness is difficult, it
would appear wise to require prereaming of holes for coldworking in titanium until more
data is available on this subject.

(2) Sleeve-Split Location (Titanium)

Lines 2 and 3 of figure 176 compare orientation of the split location in the
coldworking sleeve. Line 2 location is in line with the specimen load axis (the area of
minimum stress) and line 3 location is at 9Q0 to the other (the area of maximum stress). The
mean performance of the adverse location is actually slightly better, but is within the scatter
range and must be considered basically equivalent. Also, failure origins were on both sides of
the holes. Thus, as with the aluminum, the titanium material is not sensitive to the location
of the sleeve split under zero-load-transfer situations. The previously discussed surface upset
discontinuity from the sleeve split might prove to be a problem with load-transfer
applications.

(3) Process Predaunage (Titanium)

This subject has been covered in the subsection on hole finish.

(4) Process Postdamage (Titanium)

In this test, holes that had been sleeve coldworked and postreamed were
deeply scored with a sharp tool at a position 90 to the load axis and in line with the hole
a•xls. Only one of the two holes in each figure 2 specimen was so scored. Holes were tested
in the open condition, Results are shown on line 7 of figure. 176. All failure origins were at
the score. but the fatigue performance of" all specitmens were equivalent to unscored holes.
Again, tile coldworking process has demonstrated its lack of sensitivity to the type of
damage that can often occur in reaming. broaching, or bolt lisertion=an important factor to
manufacturlng. quality control, and engineering.

(5) Postreaming Allowables (Titaniun)
.In this series or tests, the opn-hole fatigue performance with no postitam

and postreanis of 1/64. 1/32. and 1/16 inch oil the diameter were compared to results
obtained with a standard postream. in e standard postreafn is currently on tile order of
0,006 to 0.010 inch oil the diameter. The results tire shown on lines 6 and 8 through 10 of
figure 176 and should be compared to the standard showii on line 2 of the same figure. As
shown, no postreaniit•g produce-s results towards the high end of tile Watter band and a
1/64-Inch postream toward tile low end of tile scatier baild. lie increased postrealus of
1/32 and 1/16 inch showed a very Might loss fit results, but within what appears to be
acceptable limits, Thus. thee rtsults would iidicate that a nuimber of successive oversizing.
operatio•s could be exercised fIr repair or rework without recoldworking the hole. The
results alto indicate that no potreaunting should be iiecesary for holes that reaint open
such as clearance and drain holes.
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(6) Square-Wire Sleeve (Titanium)

The square-wire sleeve concept was tested and discussed in some depth in the
section onl aluminum. When an attempt was made to use it to coldwork holes in Ti-6A1-4V
fatigue specimens, the square cross section of the wires in the sleeves were plastically
deformed from a square section to a !rapezoidal one. Damage to the sleeve was excessive,
"anti the approach must be rated as being totally unacceptable at this time for titanium.
Further testing with different size wire cross sections to determine if this difficulty could be
averted was not attempted.

(7) Material Thicknes. (Titanium)

In this test, specimens were fabricated from 0.060-inch-thick Ti-6A1-4V
titanium and sleeve coldworked and postreamed. Open-hole fatigue test results for these
"specimens are shown on line 4 of figure 177 and compared to base metal, reamed-only and
coldworked test results in lines 1. 2. and 3 or the same figure. At 70 ksi maximum net area
test stress. the reamed holes in the 0.250-inch material gave approximately 30.000 cycles.
"the coldworked holes in the 0.250-inch material approximately 70,000 cycles, and thecoldworked holes inl the 0.060-inch material approximately 55,000 cycles. The loss in

perlorn..11c frowt sheet thickness is not of the magnitude with the titanium that was
encountered with tile 0.060-inch material in aluminum. The reason for this probably lieswith the higher elastic modulus of' the titanium, which inhibits dishing around th1e ole and

a resultant loss of prestressing. The real magnitude of' the loss (if it would occur at all)
"should be assessed with filled holes for thle aforemenitioned reasons. The increlased stiffness
of the titanium coupled with support that might be obtained with dense honeycomb core
(for fastened areas) might make coldworking of fastener holes in titanium sandwich a valid

:j application. whereas, in aluminum this did not appe-ar to be possible. As with aluminum.
..Iyering of thin titanium with other mate•udl in a joint would probably avoid any loss of.
-benefivcial prestressing in thie thin material.

(8) Edge Mnarngin d Hole Spacing (Titanium)

1The results of these tests are shown in fllurn; 178. li these tests tho. edge
imargin was varied from 1-1/2 to 2-1/2D and the, hole spaciln from 3 to 5-114D wii:h file
:.wial edge nargin si•mlineii per figwm 1). All holes were lested It the olitl condition. A
thoroiurli alalysis of the resultl indicates that there Is no significant difference on r trend
displayed, Including thie 1-1/2D edge mlargint sp.iecimons (wilt exception to exhibiting thei

i " tos atter). Thus. a.norral 2D edge murgin should allow gome rework capability without
crealing problems.

*) (9) rasleoter Fit Zero Load Trimfer (Tilanium)

e11 effet of fastener lit in •l•eve vold-worked holes is shlowni ill llll¢ 2. 3.1
and 4 of fIgure 179, Line 2 trersnts the standard net Ait ised astIhe b-eline, Line 3 is, a
O,0,01-lnll clearance fit (on [he ditimeteor) and fine 4 i6 a. O.O0O2,inill inlerferetoe fit. Wherews
ill alu itinliu , a 0.OO2-inlt Clearance 01i Produced only a Aight loss in baeilinle riet-fit
PeoriOrllaitlt. the Ils in tile Ti4-AI-4V iilhulmU is sW illnicatt. In addition. where the
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0.002-inch interference fit in the aluminum produced a significant loss, it produces a reverse
effect in the titanium --a significant gain. This is further evidence that the titanium is not
coldworked or prestressed to the so-called optimum level (if this is possible).

Nevertheless, if the values for coldworking defined to-date herein are used,
bolt installations should be slanted towards a net to interference fit. It should be noted also4 that the gains in performnance that appear possible are generally better than what might be
"achieved with a tapered fastener installation.

(10) Countersink and Countersink Sequence (Titanium)

In aluminum structure, coldworking to a high interference with the sleeve
process prior to countersinking was adequate to protect the countersink. In fact, since the
failures were driven away from the hole to the specimen edge. removal of the countersink
material lowered the tensile stresses at the specimen edge and produced a small inprovement
in performance. When the hole was coldworked after countersinking in aluminum structure,
the countersink was not protected and the fatigue performance was only slightly better than
a roamed-only, filled hole.

In these Ti-6Al-4V titaniumn te•sts. the same is not true (lines 6 and 7 of
figure 1 79), Countersinking before coldworking now produce% tile best performance (equal
to a protruding head installation). Countersinking after coldworking with a 100 countersink

iproduces a los to a mein of 300.000 cycles iat 70 ksi. from 900.000 cycles for tile reverse
sequence versus 85.000 cyclesý for reamed-only holes. In other words, the result was not
only reversed, but thie loss was not as significant. Furthwrmore. countersinking after
cotdworking with a 70 countersink alo caued somne losis of performance. but not of tile
tmagnitude of tile 100 counterink. Ret~rence to figure 182 shows that all failureo
originated in tile shank zone regardle-Ns of sequence, indicating that tile hole Is i ost critical
and sufficient prestresing for total protection Is not occurring.Thilus. postcounilrsilnking and
its asocated reducltion of> pr~estroing in tile saunk area. a% well, would reduce p1rformianc

'•: of tillitarlic.,

(1 I) Countersink Angle (Titaolin)

Since lbe•qtuence Mktilt J r-ývo¢w Oi witi was antiipated lot til
.ttn tiu l he 70' anile Counterslnk would lo have to 1v g-cocttd tior to voldworking to

.,fully awsses i o• c otntlial value, As the. rsults now ltand, i it ot- aI gU o si a 100'
Oniint•iink gnerated priot to coidworking (line S. •g. 174).:

(12).Adjace•nt Hole Not <oldwork4.d ittiniuni I

N Whoit the adjacent¢¢ lie0 to aI coldworkcd hole I, not cohlworked in titaiuiil,

the pteitr"t zones around the !oldoiked hole do viol -rat ailly detlrilental Vfrects kill thle
nontcoldworked hiol (lo% of antitclpatd retaiciit hole perfortianel). This- call lit %etel hi
lin• l of hi'mlre 119. Collu. 1tly. no , speiO ,lcal -$4•,caliiol-t with at'plhcalion to Only Speifti1
lOng% in OtwittlUitt trtitkliie rvlative to ,ide effctsv in nealby holoe ncedl to 1be xreild with
41) or mtre h1ol slpacing.
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1(3) Prior Fatigue (Titanium)

When sonic titanium specimens were fatigue cycled first to 80,000 cycles
(close to failure) and then coldworked, full life to values within the normal scatter band for
nonfatigued holes was achieved. Thus, coldworking of existing holes in a structure that has
endured service (without prereaming) can provide a "like new" performance. This approach
_was evaluated only for holes that were not previously coldworked. It is not known if the
same would work for previously coidworked holes. Test results are shown in line II of

J~g:I l figure 179.

(14) Prior Fatigue (rack (Titanium)

In this test group. actual fatigue cracks were generated in a fastener hole and
then the hole was coldworked. Line 12 of figure 179 shows the fatigue cycle. achieved in
Ti-6AI-4V titanium specimens with three different crack lengths prior to coldworking. It
appears that the process is basically capable of mitigating the cracks existence if it is 6.020
inch or less long. Cracks 0.030 inch long resulted in a fatigue performance equal to
reamed-only holes (no cracks).

A 0 5) Low Load Transt'er (Titanium)

iThe I 15-hole low-load-transfer, skin/siringer type coupons in the titanium
evaluation includoW b)th specimens with tiitanium/titanium stacks and titanium!alumninum
stacks. Siate with the design of this specimen (per figure 8). both components encounter
:quam strain at the center of the siecimens. the alumi:num will theoretically reach a fatigue
critical strain first (assuming no affect of loud trantsfer). C'onsequently., the loads for the
ittanitm/aluminum sp•cimen were selected to provide a 40 ksi maximum net area cyclic
stress for the aluminum with a resultant stres in the titanium of 64 ksi. All specimens had
"I t-11t, protruding head tti-Loks installed: pecinens tested in this subsection were:

* 7 It i 5-hole ingle coupon per rigure 9 with holos coldwotked and postreamed

' 15-hole (ltaniumltitani|um coupon per figiore 8 with holes coldworktd and
"postreamed with prodution technique (s"e. aluiminum wectioll for esplanation)

S I• 1541tole iltanium/tita4ilaut coupon per figure 8 wilh holes coldworked miid not
postrmamed using production teluutque

$ 415-hole tltiliun/.aliminum icoupoit per figmttre8 with tIle ahimaiumf in the stringer
c xomponent and holes voldworked and Postreamed with the prodw.tlon t•chitiqtt¢

Iegults are shown it) figure 1t80 along with resuilts from teroload-trattsfer,
tlwrthole cotipons for compari o "- (liothi alililntl and litaikillO. 11 two-Ille teroltoad-
traifer coupons indicat thai tihe timniu at 70 k.Ni should have appreciably leittr fatigue
OIW thati the ihuinhum at 40 ki. Wllh the respeclive strewss in the dual-itialerial coupoi 04
and 40 kst. tlite 1winnurfio of.lht tituniiui Ahould We "veml better.
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Results from the single-strap 15-hole zero-load-transfer coupon on line 3 of
figure 180 show, however, that the titanium in this case has a fatigue performance•:[1 significantly lower than the zero-load-transfer 2-hole coupon for the same 70 ksi stress. In
the aluminum tests (wherein failure origins can be driven away from the fastener hole when

coldworked and filled), the performance of the 15-hole coupon was equivalent to the 2-hole
coupon. This raises the question of effect of testing speed upon relative performance since
the I 5-hole coupon was cycled at 600 cpm in the Riehle-Los equipment and the 2-hole
coupon at 4000 cpm in the Vibraphores equipment. Testing speed differences that ranged
from 1200 cpm to 4000 cpm between McDonnell and Boeing (previously discussed in this
section) did not seem to have an impact on results. Furthermore, a titanium check coupon
we ran in the Riehle-Los equipment with reamed-only, filled holes to verify loads produced
112,000 cycles, basically equivalent to Vibraphore results shown in line I of figure 181. The
only remaining difference in the coupons is hole diameter. The 2-hole coupons had
3/8-inch-diameter holes and the 15-hole coupon 1/4-inch-diameter holes. Overall widths of
the test sections were inherently different dimensionally, but were equivalent based on both
having 2D edge margins. Thus, the only possible conclusion is that the smaller diameter hole
(with equivalent edge margins) is more critical.

Further observation of the results shows that the imposition of even a low
load transfer has a further impact upon the titanium performance with a coldworked and
postreamed hole (see line 4 of fig. 180). The best performance with the low-load-transfer
condition was obtained with coldworked holes that were not postreamed as shown in line 5
of figure 180.

Because 1/4-inch-diameter hole coupons in titanium have a generally lower
performance and because the titanium is even sensitive to low load transfer (whereas the
aluminum is not), the failures in the dual-material titanium/aluminum coupons all initiated
first in the titanium component. Results are shown on line 6 of figure 180.

(16) High Load Transfer (Titanium)

If low load transfer caused some loss of fatigue performance in titanium, the
high load transfer used in this test series should have an even more serious impact. As with
the aluniinum, the figure 10 high-load-transfer coupons were run with and without micarta
shims in the interfaces. The shims were intended to diminish the potential impact of
nterface fretting at the coldwork upset around each fastener hole.

11 -Results and test contents can be seen in figure 181. It should be noted that
this figure starts at 103 cycles instead of the 104 cycles used in most of the other figures.
This figure shows that at 7i0 ksi the reamed-only fatigue performance drops from
approximately 85,000 cycles for zero load transfer to approximately 15,000 cycles for tile
high load transfer (with shiis). For the coldworked holes the reduction is from
approximately 350,000/I.500,000 to approximately 20,000 cycles (with shims), respec-
tively. As can be seen, the performance of the coldworked holes is not appreciably better
than reamed-only holes wht-n interface shinms arc present with high-load-transfer titanium
specimens. A clearance-fit fastener in a coldworked hole functions as well as a net-fit



fastener under these conditions although it caused some I )ss with zero load transfer. As with
aluminum though, an interference-fit fastener in a coldworked hole is beneficial under
high-load-transfer conditions, although its benefit in the titanium is not overly significant.

Whereas the interface micarta shim proved to be beneficial with aluminum
high-load-transfer coupons (eliminated fretting), better performance was achieved in the
titanium without it (35,000 cycles). This indicates that the notch sensitivity relative to load
transfer is sufficient in the titanium so that it supersedes any potential problems from
fretting, in this case, the smooth micarta shim probably enhanced movement of the
components and increased the effective load transfer. Removing the surface upset and
testing without a shim did not appear to provide any significant improvement over not
removing the upset.

The comparative performance of the best coldworked hole situation Linder
high load transfer and reamed-only holes under zero load transfer (70 ksi) is 35,000 cycles
and 85,000 cycles, respectively. Protruding head Taperloks showed the best performance in
the high-load-transfer titanium tests. Its mean perfomance was basically 70,000 cycles at
70 ksi.

Both the flush head Hi-Loks in coldworked holes and the flush Taperloks
had poor performance in these tests. The failure origins, in these cases, were in the
countersunk side plates that were reduced in thickness to produce stresses in them

i!. theoretically equivalent to those in the main coupon section. Basically, this didn't appear to
t. be good design per se, since the countersunk left only 0.045-0.060 inch of straight hole.

Regardless, the failure origins (fig. 182) were not in this straight portion for either the
coldworked or Taperlok installation; the failure origins were actually spread along the
countersink. This is not consistent with the zero-load-transfer failure origin locations (all in
shank), but indicates that the reduced zone of resistance, in this case, probably resulted in
higher effective vrestrossing of the small remaining straight portion. The load transfer still
made the overah situation more critical and the countersinks failed at cycles well below

? ~~what tihe straight portions did Linder zero-load tranfr

3. STEEL

a. Phase Hl: Task I-Base Metal Performance (Steel)

All phase I fatigue tests with coldworked open holes in 300M (270-300 ksi) steel
were run at 110 ksi maximum-net stress. The base metal tests with figure 2 coupons run in

"I this phase showed that the base metal endurance limit stress was above 110 ksi. An S-N
scatter curve for the 300M base metal fatigue tests is shown in figure 183 with an indication

that the endurance limit stress is in the 1 20 ksi range.

.b. hase lh Task 2-Basic Open.Hole Data (Steel)

Figure 184 shows the S-N scatter curve results for, open reamed holes in the 300M
steel in vomnparison to the. base metal reSUilt. Whereas at a stress of 25 ksi the 2024-T851I
produced approximately 1,000,000 cycles for the base metal and 60,000 cycles for the
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notched metal (reamed holes), the 300M steel at 125 ksi goes from 1,000,000 cyc!es to
20,000 cycles for the same respective conditions. Figure 185 gives S-N scatter curve values
for open holes that have been coldworked and postreamed in comparison to base metal
values. These holes were coldworked with a carbide push-type mandrel that had a
0.045-inch/inch taper angle. The coldworking interference value was 0.0245 inches on the
diameter for the 3/8-inch-nominal-diameter holes. The fatigue performance of these holes is
statistically equivalent to the open reamed holes with no obvious improvement in fatigue
performance. This result gave some cause for concern that possibly the previously selected
0.045-inch/inch mandrel taper (selected on the basis of force tests) was causing more axial
rather than radial yielding with no benefit to fatigue performance. This concern was
investigated further in task 3 and is reported oel therein,

c. Phase II: Task 3-Basic Filled-Hole Data (Steel)

Figure 186 gives S-N scatter results for holes that were reamed and filled with
net-fit Hi-Lok fasteners and holes that were coldworked and filled with net-fit Hi-Lok
fasteners in comparison to base metal S-N values. The reamed and filled holes show no basic
improvement in fatigue performance over the previous open-hole tests. The coldworked and
filled holes show a definite improvement in performance over the reamed and filled holes.
These holes were coldworked with a 0.030-inch/inch taper angle mandrel. The performance
improvement, relative to base metal values, is still not of the magnitude that was achieved
with the 2024-T851 aluminum.

Figure 187 is a composite plot of open and filled holes. Lines 5 through 10 give
comparative values for reamed holes and coldworked holes in 300M steel filled with net-fit
Hi-Loks. The coldworked holes were produced at different interferences and with different
mandrel taper angles to assess both the suspected critical interference plateau and thej mandrel taper angle under suspicion as a result of task 2 test results. The previous indication

•i that there was a definite jump in fatigue performance between 0.020- and 0.025-inich

interference (for 3/8-inch-diameter holes) was verified with 0.023 inch appearing to be the
minimum value for the better performance. No significant difference in fatigue performance
resulted for 0.023-inch versus 0.025-inch interference- however, coldwork processing of the
specimens showed another problem: the solid film lubricant was breaking down wpidly at
0.025-inch interference levels. The 0.023-inch interference level and the 0.030-inch/inch
mandrel taper were more tolerable with regard to forces and lubrication durability. At this
time, it appears that the 0.030-inch/inch mandrel taper may be a better selection for
high-strength steel. The previous indications of a practical limit on interference in
high-strength steel have also been generally verified.

d. Phase 1!: Task 4-Application and Process Performance Parameters (Steel)

(I) Hole Finish and Program Correlation (Steel)

SHoned open holes in line I of figure 187 have a finish of 20 RHR, but did
not produce as good a fatigue petrformnance as reamed open holes-5'0,000 cycles versus
100,000 cycles at 105 ksi, Both the honed holes and the reamed holes had finishes of 20
RHR. Coldworking these reamed holes resulted in no basic improvement in open-hole
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fatigue performance. At 110 ksi this was roughly 60,000 cycles. Good drilled holes had a
hole finish of 40 RHR and abusively drilled holes, in the 300M steel, had a hole finish of 60
RHR. Again, all of these finish values fall well within the finish values normally accepted as
evidence that good practices have been followed. However, reference to figure 188 (lines 3
and 4) will show that both the good and bad drilled holes had significantly better fat gue
performance than reamed holes (even though the drilled hole finish was not as good as the

¶ reamed) when the holes were subsequently coldworked. Thus, not only finish must be
discarded as evidence of "poor" processing, but also the concept of untempered martensite
and overtempering, if the holes are subsequently coldworked, It is evident from previous
research that conventional drilling and, certainly, abusive drilling operations will produce
some degree of untempered martensite and overtempering in high-strength steel. It now
appears that this previously "undesirable" result may be beneficial if the affected zone is
appropriately prestressed via coldworking since the material involved may not be as notch

Al• sensitive through the overtempering involved. This is an important observation since it offers
the possibility of removing stringent controls from hole generation processes in high-
strength steel in lieu of subjecting them to a postprocessing operation of coldworking.

The honed hole results shown in figure 187 were run at 105 ksi to allow
comparison with the McDonnell tests on their Sonntag equipment at different test
.frequencies (see finish subsection in titanium). The McDonnell t,-st results (between 40,000
and 60,000 cycles) are equivalent to our tesst results, which indicates that the results of both
programs should be directly comparable fbr the 300M steel as well as for the Ti-6AI-4V
titanium.

(2) Starting-Hole Tolerance (Steel)

Reference to the difference in fatigue performance results for
j ~ 3/8-inch-diameter holes shown in figure 187 for 0.023-inch versus 0.020-inch coldworking

interference indicates that either tile upper interference should be increased or the hole
tolerance held close to control the minimum interference. Since the high-strength steel
imposes its own upper limits with regard to mandrel breakage, the only practical alternative
is controlling the hole tolerance range closely (to 0.001 inch). This anticipated tolerance is
actually displayed in the projected interference-versus-diameter requirements shown in
figure 70 for 300M steel. This conclusion appears to be adverse to the conclusions espoused

, R in tile previous subsection: i.e., a predrilled hole may be better than a prereatmed hole for
300M steel. In actuality, it may not prove to be excessively difficult to drill close-tolerance
holes in high-strength steel, although some development may be required.

(3) Process Predamage (Steel)

The previous subsection has covered this subject.

(4) Process Postdamage (Steel)

Line 5 of figure 188 shows fatigue test results for open holes that were
Scoldworked and deeply postscored with a sharp tool in line with the hole axis at a point 90f

to the load axis (the most critical location). The scoring or "damage" caused no loss inI fatigue performance relative to similarly coldworked and postreamed holes-in fact, the
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mean performance was improved. It is rather interesting to note that for each material
tested (the aluminum, the titanium, and the steel), the fatigue performance of the scored
specimens was statistically better than unscored specimens in all cases even though only one
hole of two was scored in each specimen. The results certainly indicate, without doubt, that
the sleeve coldworking process (with high interference) is relatively immune to normally
unacceptable visible hole "damage."

.(5) Postreaming Allowables (Steel)

As has been seen with titanium, open-hole tests are severe tests that may
prove to be overly severe with the more notch-sensitive materials. Reference to lines 6
through 9 of figure 188 show the effect of the standard 0.006- to 0.009-inch postream
versus no postream versus 1/64-, 1/32-, and 1/16-inch postream (on the diameter) after
coldworking 300M (270-300 ksi) steel. With open-hole testing, none of these situations
produces less fatigue performance than the standard postream. However, no postream
results in a significant improvement in open hole fatigue performance; a 1/32-inch postream
is also better, but not quite as good as no postream. The fact that no postream and
1/32-inch postream were significantly better than 1/64- and 1/16-inch postream is not
necessarily abnormal. That is, the removal of the initial higilly compressive "worked skin" is
bound to reduce fatigue performance of an open hole in notch-sensitive material with regard
to crack initiation. Removal of more material may effect a better balance of compressive
and tensile prestresses with regard to crack propagation rates. This is purely conjecture, yet
it is supported by some test results to be discussed later. The point at which this best
balance occurs has not been defined for tll diameters and may require further testing.

(6) Material Thickness (Steel)

Figure 189 contains fatigue result comparisons for the standard 0.250-
inch-thick fatigue specimens primarily used in this program versus the "thin" 0.060-inch
specimen tested in this series. Again, this is an open-hole test. Whereas the 0.060-inch-thick
aluminum had insufficient rigidity to maintain the prestress from coldworking (material
dished around the hole) and no fatigue improvement was achieved, it cannot be finitely
concluded that the 300M material has sufficient rigidity even though the open-hole fatigue
"performance in the 0.060-inch-thick 300M was basically equivalent to the thicker material;
i.e., coldworking of open holes produced no basic improvement over reamed-only
open holes.

(7) Edge Margin and Hole Spacing (Steel)

Edge margin and hole spacing have not proven to be critical in the previous
aluminum and titanium tests. Reference to figure 190 would indicate that this is also the
case for the 300M steel. In no case is the open-hole fatigue performance worse than that for
the standard 2D edge margin, 4D hole spachig,. The fact that a l- 1/21) edge margin, 5-1/4D
hole spacing and 2-1/2D edge margin, 41) hole spacing appear to provide the best

i perfrmance is not logically explainable. Regardless, the indication is that a I-I/2D edge
margin is not critical with 300M steel, at least with open holes.
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(8) Pull Process and Sleeve Orientation (Steel)

As previously mentioned, the only coldworking capability that existed for
270-300 ksi steel at the outset of this program was a push process that utilized a carbide
mandrel and a dry lubricant baked into the holes. In the course of this program a steel
mandrel pull process capability (with a sleeve) was developed. This subsection contains
results of tests to assess the relative performance of the pull mandrel/sleeve process for the'.

A high-strength steel. To assure that a valid evaluation was achieved, these tests were all
conducted with filled holes (net-fit Hi-Lok fasteners). The maximum practical coldworking
interference was used for each process: 0.023 inch for the carbide/no-sleeve, push process
and 0.0 19 inch for the HSS mandrel/sleeve pull process. As stated previously, the retained
expansion for the pull mandrel/sleeve process was roughly 50% of that for the carbide push
nmandrel process on the basis e1' sleeve thinout -and elastic mandrel deformation. The fatigue

performance was roughly equivalent to the retained expansion achieved (see fig. .191).
Reamed-only filled holes were basically 75,000 cycles; carbide push mandrel coldworked
and filled holes were 300,000 cycles: steel pull mandrel and 0d split sleeve coldworked and
filled holes were 95,000 to 300,000 cycles; and steel pull mandrel and 90" split sleeve
coldworked and filled holes were 150,000 cycles. Thus, the steel mandrel/sleeve process did
show some capability of providing a fatigue improvement; albeit, only 50% of that possible
with the carbide mandrel process, regardless of sleeve split orientation. Admittedly, this

result must be qualified, at this time, to zero-load-transfer applications. Later discussion will
show that surface upset, per se, with carbide mandrels, had no influence upon high-load-
transfer results: however, the effect of the split orientation upon high-load-transfer interface

. 1 fretting and fatigue performance is not known at this time.

(9) Countersink and Countersink Sequence (Steel)

Sleeve coldworking a precountersunk hole and filling it with a net-fit1 fastener proved to be of little benefit over reaming alone in aluminum, although
countersinking after sleeve coldworking proved to be slightly more beneficial to fatigue
performance than sleeve coldworking and filling a noncountersunk hole, TitaniumI responded in a reverse fashion which further indicates that insufficient interference was used
to achieve the "optimum" interference in the titanium. The lower values used in the

1: titanium (because higher values caused excessive scatter) resulted in prestressing levels that
, were reduced to insufficiently protecdve levels in the straight hole portion of the hole by
4 ' postcountersinking. The question is: would the same be true for the 300M steel?

Reference to figure 192 shows that this does not occur with the steel, In
'4• elet, countersinking and filling a hole in steel after coldworking and postreaming it

produced an outstanding improvement in fatigue performance over noncountersUnk-hole
. performance. Again, this improvernent seems to bt a tfunction of initially generating a large
,•'. compressive zone through high interference coldworking and then reducing the levels of
'1 compressive prestress and supportive tensile prestress to a better balance without reducing

'ithe size of the compressive zone (via metal removal).

Countersinking a hole in 300M (270-303 ksi) steel prior to coldworking
4 proved to be detrimental. In this ease, the fatigue performance was significantly less than
., that achieved with reamied-only, noncountersunk 1oles, This type of result has been
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encountered by Boeing in previous, independent test work. The reduction below
reamed-only performance with precountersunk holes was traced to generation of an
undesirable tensile stress bulge at the hole/countersink juncture after coldworking.

Consequently, with zero to low load transfer in steel, countersunk holes
appear to be definitely preferable in terms of fatigue performance, whether or not flush
installations are desired. It is possible that the same results could be achieved via appropriate
postreaming, but definition of limits have not been evaluated for filled holes in this
program.

(10) Countersink Angle (Steel)

In this test, the 70' countersink angle was evaluated for the steel as it was for
the titanium and aluminum. The results (shown in line 5 of figure 192) indicate that 70*
postcountersinking is also beneficial to fatigue performan'.e of high-strength steel, however,
the tOO postcountersink was definitely superior. Regardless of the reason, a 100'
countersink has proven to be a better selection of angle for all alloys tested in this program
and should remain as the primary standard for countersink angle.

(I ) Fastener Fit (Steel)

The use of a clearance fit or an interference fit did not have any significant
effect upon zero-load-transfer performance of straight, coldworked holes in the 300M steel.
The Interference fit, however, was only a theoretical fit since the steel stregnth and hardness
was beyond the ability of a conventional steel bolt to effect such a fit. The result was
basically a net fit of a severely scored and broached bolt (see fig. 193). This type installation
produced only a slight decrease in the minimum fatigue performance, but did result in a
wider scatter In results.

Therefore, a net to 0.002-inch clearance fit appears to be an appropriate

call-out for coldworked holes in 300M (270-300 ksi) steel.

(12) One Hole Not Coldworked (Steel)

As discussed in similar, previous subsections, the application of a fatigue
improvement process or fastener system will normally be selective with regard to critically
stressed zones. Thus, there may be a transitional zone in fastened joints or structure wherein
adjacent holes may not be "treated". In the previously discussed alunminunm and titanium
sections, such a situation (a noncoldworked hole adjacent to a coldworked one) has caused
no loss In anticipated performance of the reamed and filled hole. In fact, in both the4 titanium and aluminum, the performance of the adjacent reamed-only hole was improved.
The Initial investigation of this cons!deration was based on a photostress observation in
270-300 ksi steel. This observation (of a possible problem) has now been borne out, That is,
the results on line 8 of figure 192 show that such a situation very definitely decreases the
roamed-only hole fatlguo performance below normally expected levels,



This result was obtained with the standard 4D hole spacing. No evaluation of
different hole spacing was included in the program. Wider hole spacing would probably
diminish or eliminate this problem. If standard 4D hole spacing is being used, the indication
is that the process must be applied in the structure to a point where the diminished,
reamed-only result will not be a problem.

(13) Prefatigued Structure (Steel)

Available test results with prefatigued structure of 300M steel, shown in
line 9 of figure 192, indicate that 300M material that was cyclic loaded close to origin of
fatigue failure can be coldworked (without metal removal to start) and achieve a fatigue

1 ~ performance equivalent to that expected of basically virgin material. This result is important
and coupled with the following result could save appreciable time and funds in rework of
existing structure.

(14) Prior Fatigue Crack (Steel)

Line 10 of figure 192 gives results from holes that were cracked in fatigue
cycling prior to coldworking. With the 0.030-inch-long fatigue cracks used, the result of
coldworking these holei was performance-equivalent to virgin metal-a total blunting or
mitigating of the prior crack. Coupled with the prior result, this should be useful knowledge
for field service operations. It must be pointed out, however, that such results are dependent

2 upon initial crack length. This result only show's a tolerance for the specified crack length at
the specific test stress when the hole was coldworked.

(15) High Load Transfer (Steel)

For a proper reference, it should be pointed out that the lowest fatigue cycle
. scale in figure 194 starts at 1000 cycles rather than the 10,000 cycles normally used in most

figures in this report. The impact of high load transfer upon fatigue performance of the
300M steel was severe. The test results show that coldworking does provide some definite
benefit in fatigue performance over reamed-only holes; however, the overall level of
performance relative to zero-load-transfor is low. The degree of fastener fit in the
coldworked holes (at the 110 ksi test stress) did not seem to have any effect under these

* high-load-transfer conditions. Considering previous results with the titanium and aluminum,
the lack of fastener-fit effect in high load transfer Is surprising. The results also Indicate that
the antifretting micarta shim is of no benefit either in enhanciti fatigue performance. The
slight loss in performance for the flush head fastener L probably a result of the
countersink-to-hole ratio in the 0.1 25-inch-thick side plate.

, For this stress level, these results are apparently valid. However, the results
are all tightly grouped In a manner indicative of high-stress levels wherein the effect of
process variations are diminished as S-N curves tend to converge, The impact of the
high-load transfer apparently has put these tests into that position. Thus, lower test stresses
probably would define some definite differences for the conditions tested herein.
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The fact that the theoretical interference-fit bolt did not have any effect
upon performance might be explained by the photograph of such a bolt (after installation)
in figure 193. This protograph makes it obvious that such installations are basically
impractical.

(16) Failure Origins (Steel)

Figure 195 shows typical failure origin locations for specified test conditions
with the 300M steel. Similar charts for the aluminum and titanium are shown in figures 168
and 182, respectively. Other than using these charts to pinpoint specific processing effects,
it is interesting to generally compare all three with regard to general charactpristics. That is,
the 2024 aluminum is not generally regarded as a notch-sensitive material (as evidenced by
test results) and its failure origin characteristics are: nonlocalized failure origi!is without
prestressuig and very definite, localized failure origins when protection is provided via
adequate prestressing. The titanium also displayed the nonlocalized failure origins which
would generally indicate that it was not pai'ticularly notch sensitive either. In no case,
however, were we able to adequately prestress the titanium to localize failure origins. The
300M steel, on the other hand, displayed finite, localized failure origins in all cases, whether
prestressed or not. Thus, the steel could be considered to be more notch sensitive to start on
this basis alone.

(17) Stress Corrosion (Steel)

Thie only stress corrosion tests conducted in this program were in the 300M
steel. The reasons for this are: pcevious tests at Boeing have not shown titanium to be
susceptible to room temperature stress corrosion and stress corrosion tests of the most
stress corrosion susceptible aluminum alloys with coldworked holes and adversely exposed
transverse end grains did not result in stress corrosion problems.

In this test, the figure II plate, with 1.6D and 2.01) hole edge margins, was
coldworked and postreamed and then mounted in a ferriswheel type of setup that

alternately immersed it in a 3-1/2% salt-water solution for 10 minutes and air exposed it for
50 minutes every hour at ambient conditions. After 888 hours of cycling, the test plate was
thoroughly examined by dye penetrate inspection with no evidence whatsoever of any
cracks. Photographs of tile plate before exposure and after exposure tire shown in figure
196. The before exposure photograph was taken at an angle to accentuate and disclose the
surface upsetting. Some edge bulging is also evident for the 1.61) edge margin holes.

4. ALL ALLOYS-GENERAL

a. Strain Gage Tests (All Alloys)

In this series of tests, specinmens of each major alloy, basically similar to figure 12,
were strain gaged at the edge of the specitnmn idjacent to the holes and between the holes,
These specimens are shown in figure 197. lEdge strainl was measured priow' to coldworking as
tile specinmen was tensile loaded to specific loads. The specimens were then wnoaded and
coldworked while still mounted in the tensile test equipment (to avoid setup variations•.
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The edge strain from coldworking alone was recorded and then tile composite edge strain as
the specimens were again tensile loaded to the same loads. This was repeated after
postreaming. The calculated edge stresses for actual and theoretical values are plotted for
areas adjacent to the holes for each alloy in figures 198, 200, and 201. The same is plotted
for the edge area between the holes of the 2024-T851 specimen ill figure 199.

S, As cani be seen, relatively significant tensile stresses are generated at the specimen
edge of a 21) edge margin specimen by the high-interference coldworking process. These
stresses are charted along with relative material yield strengths and coldworking interference

." 'levels for comparison in figure 202. With regard to the aforementioned probability that the
.- titanium was not adequately prestressed, this chart shows that the tensile prestress at the

specimen edge is 30% of yield strength for the aluminum, 23% for tile titanium, and 35% for
-the steel. The charts also show that no decrease in cyclic straining would occur in this tensile

prestressed area when the specimen is cyclic, tensile loaded. This is apparently true when the
tensile prestress is "propped" by tile material itself. It would not necessarily be true for aI ;,; hole that is externally propped by a fastener such as the Taperlok. Thus, tensile edge stress
is important with regard to final results once the failure origin has been driven away from
the hole.andtnay help to explain the benefits of postcountersinking for (lhe aluminum and

• z! stee.-.

b. Photostress Coupons (All Alloys)

Aluminum, titanium, and steel coupons were produced with holes that had
different,.spacing and edge margins. These specimens were then coated with photostress

-Vlastic. and the plastic bored out to prevent direct contact with coldwork sleeves. One hole
was precountersunk and most were then coldworked. Two were left uncoldworked, and one

* coldworked hole was postwountersutik. lPhotographs of thie entrance and exit sides, with
overlaid polarizing. material to display fringe patterns, of the aluminum and titanium
speciniens reshown in figures 203 through 200.

Visualtly. the coupons readily depict the degree of prestressing and the magnitude
of the iomprssive .zoie. It also shows that a low-level, small collmpressive zone is created at
tie specimen edges between the holes. The entire center of each specimen is also tit at low

-. level of compression. The impact of precountersmiking and of successive postreaming
operations can also be dramatically seen. The compressive zone surrounding the hole does
not seem to reach the specimen edge until tihe edge margin is decreased to 1-l/21). This
rcinforces tile supposition that tile compressive zone is I D in width from tile hoile edge. Ther
C compressive zones also join when the hole spacig reaches 3D. The precountersttnk holes do
display some surface evidence of a compressive zone: however, there is a discontinuity in
this zone at tile split loc~ation, Thleulore, even though the split in the sleeve does not
normally prescnt aly -effect upon fatigit)v performance of noncountersunk holes or

2-i.; poteounterlsunk holes. it does."appeur. to be tile primary culprit with regard to loss of
pcfrlbrtuance in precounwterunk holes. This suggests that a nonsplit sleeve may have some

*-advantages for prehountersunk holes wid repair work. This theorem certainly mnuist be

verified by testing prior to applying-it.
IIj '
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c. Comparative Performance and Cost Analysis (All Alloys)

This subsection contains the results of task 5 in phase il-cost and performance
analyses. The performance analysis considers the comparative performance of the
coldworking system to the tapered fastener system and relative to its application. The cost
evaluation was extended to also include straight shank, interference-fit fastener systems.

Figures 207, 208, and 209 are mean value S-N curves for the aluminum, titanium,
and steel that include certain extrapolated ct•...s based on single~stress test results. They
include zero-load-transfer and high-load-transfer fesults, coldworking and tapered fasteners,
and different process variations. They graphically and rapidly depict differences. They also
show that the range between least performance and best performance is least for the
aluminum and most for the steel. Whereas high load transfer had little impact upon the
aluminum (when properly handled). it had a serious impact upon the titanium and steel.

Figure 210 is a tabulation of trends in comparative performance and failure
origins for the aluminum, titanium, and steel when subjected to various hole processing and
fastener treatments. Figure 211 tabulates the comparative performance of the coldworking
process to reamed-only holes and tapered fastener installations for aluminum and titanium
at zero-load-transfer and high-load-transfer conditions. These tabulations plus previous
details analysis show that the sleeve coldworking system is equivalent to the protruding head
tapered fastener system in zero- to high-load-transfer applications in aluminum; is superior
for all flush head installations in both alloys; is superior to the protruding head tapered
fastener system in zero-load-transfer situations in titanium (cycles and scatter): and is not
quite as good as the tapered fastener system in high-load-transfer situations in titanium (for
the coldworking Interference used).

Figure 212 is a tabulation of allowable average stresses within 21) of a fastener to
1 enable each material to produce 100.000 cycles In constant amplitude fatigue loading. The

stress is defined in this manner since it is based on net area stresses, As can be seen, it•: indicates that onec can tolerate applied stresses neiwr the hole in aluminum• (when the hole Is

properly prestressed) that are higher than those that the base metal can tolerate. Obviously,
gross area loads must be kept within the capabilities of the base metal- nevertheless, the
author believes this system is meaningful -it just requires some analysis or test work to
define stresses in local areas. The gross area stress system is not precise either, but it does
"have a conservative element built into It. Analysis of this chart on the basis of relative
fatigue performance to metal density for various systems and applications allows one to
make weight-effective material selections for fatigue-critical appicatlont.

Figure 213 is a tabulation of a thorough cost analysis of total installed costs for
various fatigue-rated fastener systems. The cost elements, detail operation times and the
overall analysis are contained in the appendix. The time elements represent a composite of
many different production observations. The fastener cost elements also represent a
composite of costs as influenced by various conditions such as the user influence and buy
size, Admittedly, the costs of these fasteners can vary signitivantly, but these averaged costs
are considered appropriately relative to one another. The analysis was bused solely on a
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3/8-inch diameter by 5/8-inch grip installation as a typical requirement. Different diameters
and grips will affect specific.. costs, but -should not significantly affect the relative cost

1 . positions.

The analysis shows that the most cost effective titanium fastener installation in
aluminum and titanium structure is a straight shank interference-fit bolt (of appropriate
design). If steel fasteners can be tolerated, then the sleeve coldwork system becomes most
cost effective. With steel or titanium fasteners, the sleeve coldwork system is significantly
lower in cost for all structures than the tapered fastener system. In addition, the straight
shank, interference-fit bolt is practically limited to diameters no larger than 3/8 inch.
Therefore, above this diameter the sleeve coldwork system becomes the most cost effective
overall system.
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DI 4100 63. 5 OG 3,, LABORATORY TEST RECORD LO.141 JO0 NO...

REF.

ASSIGNED 10 .REO BY .. DATE

SPEC BAICI/LO? NO

ATAERIAL ,_, PAR' NC

SOURCE WCAP 08.0Bg ______________ AODt~k

PG 0______________ R-R,.NO :)A________ EC~ ____________

Sample H% 0 Al V Fe T

I IIJ2 0.0038 0.14 6.3 4.2 0.14 3/4 in. hole

IINI 0.0055 0.16 6.2 3.8 0.18 3/8 in. hole

MATtEiRA COD( NO ,__ _ _ S AMI.E SIZ[ OAI| EOUISIEO

! t ~Figure 73. -Spectographic Analysis qf'T1-6AI-4 VSpeimens
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NDT INFORMATION REPORT

REQUESTED BY: J. Phillips DATE 3,7.73

ORGANIZATION: 6-7310 PHONE:_ 237.7155

OBJECTIVE: Search for cracks around holes as marked on two parts provided.

REFERENCE: Request to M. L. Pihetps 2.19.73

SUMMARY:

Sablaec pirts were inspected by use of eddy current using both the E D.520 and the NDT-6
Instruments and by using three differient penetrant Inspection methods, which included use
of fluorescent and Hi.Rea penetrant in bWth standard application and spclal application
methods ("wink" method).

No cacks were detected by aiy of the inspection methods.

Lead Covieer,

CC.* Roo Nevtiid
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3/8-in.-diameter holes

0.013-in.-hole interference

0.045 in./in. mandrel tapes

1500 [

Average
pull
force 1000
(lb)

500 -

Fel Pro 300 LLC 36 LLC 36 Moly Kote G
dry lube dry lube dry lube paste

(standard sleeve) (air dried) (baked on)

Figure 102. -Basic Sleeve Lubrikants-2024-T851. 3/8-1n. 7Tihck
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30,000 I

3/4-in.-diameter holes

0.025-in.-hole interference

* •0.015 in./in. mandrel taper

25,000

4 )20,000

15,000 - - -

* Average
pull
force
(ib)

10,000

- - - - -i - i -i

.. .-. Fel Pro 300 Fel Pro 300 Cetyl alcohol

heat dried Paraffin Cetyl alcohol paste coat;•. dry lubedropery lbed before use hot coat paste coat (ethyl alcohol
(properly mixed) (prtphrl mloedl

S(properly mixed) on mandrel)

rFigure 103. -4asic SAvwn, Lubricants- 70 75-T65 1, 2 In. Thick
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Radiused end Threaded tang

0.015 in./in. taper Collet tang

Current Mandrel Design

4 F Tapered end to facilitate sleeve placement

Combination tang•,•.•=•• / 0.046 I.n/in. taper•/

.,

I A

PrOPOWe Mmndrel Design

F/gume 11J9. -Alandrel Design
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:• Force "" Force

"Puller and squeezer units capability capability Oil volume
___::-_______ ______ Stroke with withwithwith require [ ent

(dimensionswingin. Designation) 7000 psi 10000 psi (in.
-- (dimensions in inches) (Ib) (Ib)

4 ST 1350A-032 3-1/8 7,000 10,000 4

Photo- ST 1350A-055 5.1/2 7.000 10,000 6
:-.;. figs.124 and125

_____ ____CP 659 9& 14 5,500 7.800 7%& 12

Photo. CP 660 12 11,000 16,700 20
figs.1 17and118

1/ ST 1350A.B 6-3/8 18,000 25,700 17

• ::: Photo-"

f~ 27

~f~.1. I8 ST 1350A-C 683/8 25,000 870 23.

photo-
1.fig, 128

ST 1350A.RA-1 1 4,100 6,700

Photo-.
fNo. 138

2.50

ST 1360, , 35.000 50.000 2.

Now: Ah puUatsw tot twen iltk and hhdoautoc- for po.•e stoke

Ifgune 121, Oddi1working, 1Adler and Squ eezer I-Wits
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Hole diameter (in.)
".'• • " ~Putter unit,'-/u Ui1/4 1/2 3/4 1 1-1/4 1-1/2

"ST 1350A-032 2-1/2 2-1/4 2 1-7/8 1-3/4 1-1/2

ST 1 350A.055 4-7/8 4-5/8 4-3/8 4-1/4 4-1/8- 3-7/8

ST 1350A-B 5-3/4 5A112 5-1/4 5,1/8 . 5 4-3/4

ST 1350A-C 5-3/4 5,11/2 5.1/4 '5.1/8 5 4-3/4

ST 1350A-RA-1 3/8 1/8 ....

CPS59 13.3/8 13,1/8 " 12-7/8 12-3/4 12.5/8 12-3/8

CP 660 11.3/8 11.1/8 10,7/8 10-3M 10-5/8 10-3/8

Note• Reflects ,ony sWoke capability. not force tap4)litvy

.l;4' . C4

b -•-- -" " - .

:-t "' . " " •"4-.""" • ""' -

'. ". 4 ,4'.- . . .. . . - .•. ". . . . .. . -. ' -

-½iii' .. ..



k

10

Figure 124. -ST 1350A and 1350A-C-Coldwork Pull Guns With Mandrels,
Nosepieces, and Sleeves
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g 12.5.S A -ol work Pull Gun in Produc'tion Use Jur Sleeve holdworking

•-Figur 25 -..S T '1 .O Cod"o
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"Figure 126,-,ST 1350A Pull Gun Being Used to Pull Broach ,/Pr .ostsi:ing
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Figure 128, ---ST IYSOA-C(ohldworA Pull Gun
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Drawing Designation For use Stroke Capacity

Dwnwith (in.) (Ib)

Fx. ST 1350A-B1-031
offset adapter ST 1350A-B1-031 3-1/8 7,000

ST 1350A-B-055
Photo- offset adapter ST 135OA-B1-055 5-1/2 7,000
fig. 133

... --.... ST 136OA-C-A

offset adapter ST 1350A-C 6-3/8 25,000

11-1/2 ~Photo-S I --- 1/2fig. 135

0 1ST 1350A.ARA2
angle head with

13 self-aligning ST 1350A-ARA2 7 22,600

~ 1/ nosepiece

Photo-
fig, 136

ST 1350A-055
or

--- _--ST 1350A.RAA ST 1350A.RAA 5-1/2 7,000

.9a0 2ngle puller angle head puller
assemblV

0,69 Photo-
,0.69 fig. 138

2 • ST 1350A-RA-A ST 1350A.RA. 1 4,500

S- ~offset adapter
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Fig. 2 specimen

0.250 in. thick

R=0.1

40

:",•. N 35 yI

1E 30 1 1:--

E

: 2 - --20-•.4

1106 10

Cycles to failure
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Fig. 2 specimens

0.250 in. thick
__3/8-in-diameter holes

R 0.1
Kt 2.43

44 5 Coldworkd ,

..i0 "0Waft- 1

40 -.- ___.

Cycla to Ii4urs

2I34ri lO...- ,•aur Curi', - ro Leiad iig,~J*.'r i&,u Ih~s. 2(24, 7%,S I ,, btiiaiui
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Fig. 2 specimens

0.250 in. thick
40 - 3/8-in. diameter holes

R R 0.1

Kt 2 43 (open hole)

• W 35 !
S•'• i-Coldworked

S• ..... • . / I with HiLoks

E 30 -

"x"/ NF

with Ht.Loks._ ;

-I1 64 106 10o m

.Cycles t_ _lure
20e .1,- If-L S- s-du -ov - -en -w Twa 1-- I-Ie -ke 24- -$31Ahodia- - - - -.- A-

1: .oCc ci':.
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Fig. 2 specimen

0.250 in. thick
40 - 3/8.in.-diameter holes

R 0. 1
Kt = 2.43 (open hole)

Protruding-head

.~ Taperloks'

C Flush-head
iE 1-2..Taperloks

(projected)
NF

25 - - -.

20 -

104 ~~105 0 0
Cycles to failure

Fi~gure 152. -7'aper-Lok S-N Scatter (Cirves- -Jvr( Load halaftrr Miled I)H~x~olesW5 Alnuminu

3 6
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Fig. 2 specimens
Coidworked open holes 0.250 in. thick

3/8-in.-diameter holes

40 - \ -

Protruding.head Taperlok and

flush-head Hi.Lok (net fit)
35 - coldworkedhole

IProtudirng-head Hi-Lok in

••• ~coldwork.ad hole (net fit) -'tI

- r-e Basei met

S 30

E

if: roamdRholmed

* \ /Tapenhoks s

,I: 20.._ _• •• ' ...

(ne fit in
* >20

,~0 5. .1t06t flr

CY~OWS to faltilo

, , ,' , - • - :

. . . . . . . .. . .... .. . .

•i. | F~~~~i-gure 1. Log Akan: S.,N C•' re.;s ! (N i',•)-Z.oI d.ras.: "..:-



A = Base metal (no holes)

B = Protruding-head Taperlok and flush-
head Hi.Lok (net fit) in coldworked hole-

C Protruding-heud Hi-Lok (net fit) in
coldworked hole

40 - - D = Flush-head Taperlok
E = Protruding-head Hi-Lok (net fit)

in reamed hole

F = Open coldworked holes

G = Open reamed holes

35 -

Fig. 2 specimen
0.250 in. thick

S.w - 3/8-in.-diameter holes

25

.,I. --- Cycles to fIilure ..
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Fig. 2 coupon)n
3/8-in.-diameter holes

0.019-in. coidwork interference

70- -

4A'

CoIdworked, oper.

Reamed, open-

,.., :,104 15106 107

1106
Cycles to failure

WAFIg,' I10 ZLT FIat'igue &'atter Ba.nds -i.6A/.4V .4nV ann1d. Open Hotlehs
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100

•. • 3/"-in.da eer holes I

0.019-in. coldwork interference

90

.~80

E
E

'R 70____

I0 
Coidworked, filled

10 10 10 10
..... Cycles to failure

.*• Figure 173, --t'lled Hole and Base Metal ZL T t'"itigue

Scatter Bands. TI-6A1-4 V, Annealed
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I I I .. . .. II
E= Flush-head Taperloks Fig. 2 coupon

0= Protruding-head Taperloks 3/8-in,-diameter holes
v ~~~~100 1 .. ... ....

__. ...___,,_,.,___, ___.. ..

90- -. - ..--

"Flush-head Taperloks

S80 -

I E
70-

, NF

S60 ,, ,NF

10410B 106 107

Cycles to failure

Figure 1 74, -S-N Scatter Curves - -Ti-6A 1-4 V. A nnealed, Tapered Fasteneis
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Material Hole Coldworking Stress increase Yield strength
diameter (in.) Interference (in.) (psi) (psi)

2024-T851 3/8 0.019 17.000 68,000

Ti.6Al.4V 3/8 0.019 31,500 136,000
(annealed)
300M (270300 ksl) 318 0.023 89.000 250,000

I kgtxue ,02. Teuiht, Stre'ss Inerast, Fomin Cdworkiiig at Point Adjacent to

Hole on Edge of 2D Edge Margin Spedimen

2.

I i i

1 mw1
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t

Csk far side
'-I after C/W;
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C/W;W 2D.E/MM

5D

~IC/W; 2D.E/M
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3/-n-imtrhlsZLT-protruding-head Taperlokf
ter olesZLT-coldworked, net-f it 10cf-head Hi-Lofts

45 ------- HLT-coldworked, interference-fit Hi.Lok and shim

0" ZLT-coldworked, net-fit protruding-head Hi.Lokf
ZLT--coldworked, clearance-fit protruding-head Hi-Lokf

HLT--protruding-head Taperlok and shim

4 0- ~~Base metal -
"I HLT-coldworked, net-fit Hi.Lok and shim

-HLT--coidworked, clearance-fit \I-Lo -

4 ~and shimI
- - -HLT-coldworked, net-fit HI.Lok, no shim

S - LT--coldworked. open

2 30 - -

LT-reamed, net-f it

25

- !ZLT-reamed, open hole -HI pLo wrutdt tntgtoro-L o flt, _rotudlng.heed HI.Lokf

104 106 106 107

Cycles to failluro

I~gu'207. A-. Irxiin~IaIt'd S.N Cu~rvess-20 2o4851

I:•

I I • !I~l I Il2I1



- - .� .,.,..�-s: � . - �. - �

100 -

II 3/8.in.-diameter holes

I Base metal

9c --

___ - - - - - - - - - - - -

HLT-no shim,
80 -net fit - - - - - - - - -

Maximum

net ZLT-coldworked, interference fit
(ksi)

ZLT-coldworked, net fit

60 ZLT-coldworked, clearance fit

*1 NLT-reamed ZLT-reamed, net fit

HLT-coldworked,
net fit and shim ZLT�coldworked, open and HLT Taperlok

50 _______________________

1O4  10�
Cycles to t�ilure

NOTES: ZLT Toperlaks not included (excessive wotter).
S� section IV, B. 1. for pe�spective.

I'�guru 2Q$. *�ExwapoIawd SW Curve*'- fl-OAI-4 V
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2024-T851 Ti-6AI-4V 300M (270.300 ksl)

Condition ZLT LLT HLT ZLT LLT HILT ZLT LLT HLT

Base metal 42 - - 110 - - 140 -

Reamed open 22 -- 52 - - 105 - -

100
C/W open 33 63

Reamed only No (b) No 46(b) No
with net-f It 33 No 32( 66 1056 b ~ N 73(b'wit nt~it33 data data date
protruding-head Hi.Lok

C/W and postreamed 37 120 No 8 4
with net-fit 46 42 b) 86 N7 084
potruding.head Hi-Lok 42 48 1

C/W-no postrearn, No 42 No No No No No No
withd notefit data data data 64 data data data datatwotruding~head Hi-Lok

I C/W and postreamned
with clearancd fit 46 No 3 7 (b) 77 No 4 8 |b) 120 No 841b)
wiotrudnghlan 46 L~)k data data dataprotruding, h•sd HI.Lok

IC.W and postreamued No No
with intert.onc-f it 33 52(b) 98 o 52(b) d No 84(b)
protrudlng-hood HILok data data data1Pr.csk. C/W. and pottreamred
with neiNo No No No No
with no .Lok data data data data data data100 -head HI Lok

I; C/W, postreamed and poattak -N- - No data- - -

with not-lit 47 NO No No 42(b) 130 No 79M
e00 ahad, HI.Lok dt da data

rottudinghaad 4 No 4 3 1b) 91 No 661b) No No NoST~plok dell dataat data data

1 . 00head :;No No No 4 2 (b) No No No
Tlwlok data data date data date data

'• • ~~Figiree 212.-A 116%vble A oraqw Operating S*tress• (01) Within _!D Zone of'Festen€r. To Phodutce

I. . " 100,000 C'cles (No Suafty Iklari

'J.

.4

* I 296
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